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ADMINISTRATION

PR-ESIDENT Mrs Mara Briggs, MBE
9 Arun Prospect, Pulborough, West Sussex RE20 IAL

IION. GENBRAL SECRETARY (General Enquiries)

Tel 0l'798-873234

Mr Gwynn Ellis
41 Marlborough Road, Roath, CardiffCF2 sBU

Tel & Fax 01222-496042 e-mail: bsbihgs@aol.com

HON. TREASURER (All financial matters except Subscriptions) Mr Michael Braithwaite
l9 Buccleuch Street, Hawick, Roxburghshire, TD9 OHL

T el 0 1 450-37 2267 F ax 0 1 450-37 3 591

MEMBERSHIP SECRI,TARY Mr Michael Walpole
(Payment ofSubs and changes ofaddress) 68 Outwoods Road, Loughborough, Leics. LEll 3LY
(Please quote membership number on all correspondence)

Tel 0l 509-215598 e-mail :  mike.walpole@dial.pipex.com

HON. F[ELD SECRETARY (Enquiries on Field Meetines) Mrs M. Lindop
36 Woodland Hill, Whitkirk, Leeds LSl5 7DG

Tel. 0113-2646513

BSBI CO-ORDINATORS (Part time, temporary) Sarah Whild & Alex Lockton
66 North Street, Shrewsbury, Shropshire, SYI 2JL

Tel. & fax 01743 343789; Mobile: 0585 700368; e-mail s j whild@whild.icom-web com

BSBI ATLAS 2000 ORGANISER (Enquiries on Atlas 2000) Dr Trevor Dines
Rhyd y Fuwch, Near Bethel, Caernarfon, Gwynedd LL55 3PS

Tel. 0 1 248 67 07 89. e-mail. TrevorDines@compuserve. com

BSBI WEB SITE ADDRESS htto://members aol.com,/bsbihss

TREASURER AND MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY

It is very important for members to remember that the jobs of Hon. Treasurer and Hon. Membership
Secretary have been split up.

Our Hon. Treasurer is Michael Braithwaite and all queries of a financial nature apart from
SUBSCRIPTIONS should be sent to him at: 19 Buccleuch Street, Hawick, Roxburghshire, TD9 0HL;
Tei 01450-372267 Fax 01450-373591, and not to his home address (given in the Year Book)which
is for his vice-county recorder duties only.

Mike Walpole is our Hon. Membership Secretary and all queries regarding SUBSCRIPTIONS and
MEMBERSHIP should continue to be sent to him at: 68 Outwoods Road, Loughborough, Leics.
LEI I  3LY; Tel 01509-215598; E-mail  mike.walpole@dial.pipex com

EDITOR

CONTRIBUTIONS INTENDED FOR BSBI NEWS 80
should reach the Editor before NOVEMBER I 1998



Important Notices

IMPORTANT NOTICES

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

This is an opportunity to thank you for the great honour ofelectjon as Presrdent and I shall endeavour
to fulfil your vote of confidence

In the 38 years in which I have enjoyed membership ofBSBI, there have been considerable changes
in the botanical world, and inevitably, these are reflected in some changes in our activities now. But one
aspect ofBSBI which I have most valued is the co-operation and exchange ofideas and records within
the society between professional and amateur botanists, and this I hope will not change, I will hope to
maintain this in every possible way while in office.

The main project currently in hand, with which we are progressing is the completion of recording
and production of text for the publication of the Atlas 2000. We also look forwald to taking the lead in
maintaining records of our British and Irish rare and endangered plant species on a database. I am
confident too that we rvill maintain the high standard ofour publications, providing accurate and acces-
sible information on the wild plants in Britain, Ireland, and further afield when appropriate, also to
provide news of BSBI activities and comment for the information of members. I hope that the wide
variety of meetings arranged for members will be well supported, and in particular to have a really good
attendance, and a full house of exhibitors, at the Annual Exhibition Meeting on Saturday November 28'h

this year in London, and for which the notice and application form is in this mailing.
The Society's members have many diverse botanical interests and we aim to provide information

and enjoyment for all. I will be pleased to hear comments tiom members on this.

MARY BzuGGS. Presidenl

BSBI RESEARCH FUND

This report supersedes that in BSBI News 74 (1997). Ed.

The Background to the Research Fund
The Research Fund (until 1994 known as the Welch Bequest) originated in 1988 as a result of a gener-
ous legacy from Barbara Welch. former Assistant Secretary and an Honorary Member (see BSBI Neur
74: a (1997)). The Society's Council decrded that the income arising lrom this significant addition to
our capital funds should not be used to defray normal running costs but should be set aside for special
projects. Recently our share of the jointly-administered (with the British Bryological Society) E F
Warburg Fund was added to the Research Fund, as will any legacies to the Society, which we hope will
be made in the future.

The Fund is managed for the Society by the Scientific and Research Committee, under the Chair-
manship of Professor John Parker, and will be deployed to promote botanical studies of high quality.
We will seek to fund the following areas of study relating to the British flora (but in a European
perspective). As the Society develops and makes known its own strategy for research, projects which
contribute to that programme will be encouraged. Financial assistance may also be considered for PhD
students pursuing these topics when other funding is unavailable. direct grant-aiding of PhD studenrs
will not be considered.

. taxonomy and systematics, including molecular studies;

. ecology, incl. autecological, physiological and phenological studies,

. genetics, at the population and ecological levels,

. plant geography;

. plant/animal interactions, incl. plant biochemrstry;
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All togged up and ready to fly?

'She flies through the air rvith the greatest ofease'

Madam President paragliding rn Switzerland. Photo O 1998



lmoortant Notices / Diarv

. evolution:

. management and conservation ofrare and endangered species or populations.

Grants may also be given along the following lines to help members develop their interest in plants

whilst at the same time contributing to a scientific project, or otherwise communicating botanical
knowledge.
. for visits to herbaria, botanic gardens, museums;
. towards field work / surveys for floral studies (distribution, mapping, ecological measurements),
. for attendance at BSBI conferences, field trips and workshops or surl/ey meetings in order to give

papers or  r . l  orkshop presentat ions.

Grants given to research projects could include support for the following but contributions to salaries
will not normally be made:
. travel and subsistence;
. publication by conventional and electronic means (including hardware and software for data

handling, preparing camera-ready copy, including preparation of illustrations and printing), when
publications are for sale, grants may be made on the understanding that they are paid back when the
publication costs are recovered from sales;

. networking and dissemination of information through BSBI News and other periodic newsletters

and through the BSBI, or other, web-sites,
. scientific equipment, and consumables;
. special services (laboratory fees, hire ofequipment, etc.).

How to apply
Application forms are available liom the Secretary ol the Science and Research Committee at the
address below. They may also be downloaded and returned via the BSBI web-site at
http ://members. aol. com/bsbihgs.

Grants will be allocated in February and September, and must be received for the lormer by 14
January and for the latter, by 3l July. Grants in excess off.2,000 will be subject to the approval of
Council that will meet in March and November.

Successful applicants will be asked to submit annual reports on the progress of their project and
grants specifically for publications will not normally be made in fulI until the book/paper has reached
the 'ready for press' stage.

A.C. JERMY, Secretary BSBI Science and Research Committee, 4l Tudor Drive, Otford, Kent

DIARY

N.B. These dates are supplementary to those in the 1998 Calendar in BSBI Year Book 1998.

I 998
October

I I The International Cotoneaster collection open day (see page 69)

1999
February

6 Druce Lecture, Max Walters on The (-hangirtg I'.loro of Cambridgeshlre (see page 69)
March

l8-21 John Ray and his Successors, Conference (see page 70)

May
4-8 BSBI Field Meeting in Ibiza (see page 69)

EDITOR



Editorial & Notes

EDITORIAL & NOTES

Congratulations to Mary Briggs on her election as our first lady President. As far as I am aware, she is

also our first President to go Para-gliding (see page 4), and the first (as Vice-president) to appear

with Noel Edmonds and Mr Blobby on Noel's Hr.tuse Partyt. I believe a video of the latter escapade

exists, maybe we can have a viewing at an Exhibition Meeting or AGM?

Thanks to Brian Rushton who has recently retired as Receiving Editor for llalsonia. Brian has been an

editor for fourteen years and Receiving Editor for the last seven. His role has been taken over by

Martin Sanford.
Thanks also to David Pearman who has done so much for the Society during his four years in office,

one as Vice-president and three as President. David will continue to play a leading role with both

the Atlas 2000 project and the BSBI Co-ordinator.

And also to Cameron Crook for all his hard work as BSBI Co-ordinator. Thanks to his efforts, more

BSBI Vice-county Recorders are computerised than before, and outside bodies are beginning to

take note ofthe Society, its message and its resources.

Welcome to our new 'stand-in' Co-ordinators, Sarah Whild and Alex Lockton, who have taken over

Cameron's duties until a new BSBI Co-ordinator is appointed.

An apology. There is a dyslexic phone number for our new President on page 2 of BSBI Year Book

1998 - although the correct number is given on page 3. ln case of doubt the correct number is

01798 873234

Apologies Io James Dickson, Professor of Archaeobotany and Plant Systematics at the University of

Glasgow for getting both his Christian name and Chair wrong in the last issue.

And also to Geoffrey Kitchener - something seems to have gone adrift with the text of his abstract on

Epilohium x montani:t'orme, after it left his hands This (BlBl News 78.90), refers to the length of

the seed pods, it should have referred ro seeds. As Geoflrey says'there is quite a lot ofdifference'l

Orchids and bistorts. The entire audience at a recent BSBI Wales AGM. which included the Hon.

General Secretary, two Vice-presidents, 10 Welsh vice-county recorders, the Atlas 2000 Organiser

and hal fof the BSBI Co-ordinator  couldn' t  te l l  their 'orchids '  f rom their 'b istor ts ' .
During a talk by Geoff Battershall, a slide was shown of a plant whose name Geoff could not

remember. This was variously called 'a Gymnadenia', 
'a Pseudorchis', but deJinitely an orchid.

Geoffthen found his notes and pronounced it an'alpine bistort'.

Mind you, we all agreed afterwards (quite untruthfully) that it was a remarkably poor

photograph!

Obituaries See Obituary Note page 73.

Covenants and Direct Debit forms. Enclosed with this mailing is a leaflet appealing to members to

consider covenanting their subscriptions. Please read it carefully; if every member who could

covenant, did so (at no cost to themselves), their subscription would be worth an extra 15.37, that's

259/o more. It really is worth doing. Also enclosed is a Direct Debit Form which should only be

competed if you currently pay your subscription by annual cheque. If you already pay by Direct

Debit do not fill in the form

Code of Conduct With the Government's ratification of the changes to the Wild Life and Countryside

Act, a new edition of the Code has been completed and will be published this Autumn and mailed to

members with the Christmas edition of -BSB1Nelr.s.

And finally, I'm sorry that the leaflet on the Plant Finder CD-ROM did not appear with the last

mailing, a short notice appears on page 71 Among the inserts this time are BSRI News 79; RSRI

Ah.\tracts, Annual Exhibition Meeting booking form; Scottish Exhibition Meeting notice; Covenant

and Direct Debit forms; Rotanical Books from Oundle calalogue, and pre-publication offers for

l'kra o;f County Dublin and The Fktra of Norfulk

EDITOR
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PROFILES OF NEW HONORARY MEMBERS

At the Annual General Meeting in Cardiff, two new Honorary Members were nominated for election
The sponsor for each candidate gave a short profile ofthe nominee and these are published here, more
or less as they were presented.

Richard Fitter
I first met Richard Fitter soon after the war at the then PEP lunch club, at the time he had written the
seminal New Naturalist London'.s Natural Hislory.In the early 1950s I was contemplating producing
for the Wild Flower Society a Flora to replace the out of date Bentham & Hooker, when fuchard
walked into my ofiice and said that Billy Collins (The book publisher) wanted us to do just that Billy
was so anxious lest someone else beat us to it, that it had all to be done, text, specimens lor plates and
the plates themselves in two years. It could never have been done but for fuchard's organising ability
and rapid expert knowledge ofwild flowers. And this he has kept up and enlarged ever since his tally
in Parnassus in the WFS well exceeds 3,000 and he is adding to that in an active way, all this despite
the important offices he has undertaken. For his extensive other activities and responsibilities I must
refer you to Who's llho. But here we are concerned with his botanical prowess. In that invaluable work
you may see set out the record ofhis numerous books. on wild flowers.

In Guernsey, Honorary members may be called Membres d'Honneur. So welcome him to the
honour ofjoining our list of Honorary Members.

DAVID McCLINTOCK

[David McClintock was unfortunately unable to be present at the AGM and David Pearman acted as
joint sponsor. Ed.l

In David's absence it falls to me to propose fuchard Fitter. As a follower of them both I can stress the
importance and value of Collins' Pockel gtide lowildflowers, a generation before 'Keeble Martin' and
two before'Rose'. It was still in print after 30 years and with its unique starring system encouraged the
hunt and discouraged rash identification in equal measure. fuchard followed this with the lIrildflowers
of Britain and N. Europe, with his son and Marjorie Blamey, and the delightfully quirky Finding wild

.flowers, which helped travellers so much with localities to visit and plants to see. When I purchased my
first 'McClintock & Fitter', thirty-five years ago, I little dreamt I would be standing in for one,
commending the other.

DAVID PEARMAN

Bengt Jonsell

Professor Bengt Jonsell was born in 1934 and educated in his native Sweden. He first came to botanical
prominence when he wrote the thesis for which he was awarded his doctorate by Uppsala University -

on the genus Rorrppa. This was published in 1968 as 'Studies in the northwest European species of
Rorippa' and took up 222 pages of Symholae holanical up.suliensi.s a work of considerable weight.
It's importance for British botanists was that it established for the first time that Rorippa islandicawas
not one species but two of which R. i.slondica was much the rarer. This was not in time for the account
by Valentine in Flora Europaea Vol. 1 or for the Atlas or Critical Supplement but was immediately
spotted by Duggie Kent who provided a two page summary complete with keys in Proceeding.s of the
Botanical Society of the Brilish Isles 7 . 410-412 ( I 968) and has been accepted ever since. The original
study also investigated hybridisation in the genus. Bengt contributed a paper on the subject to the BSBI
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Conference in Cambridge in 1974 - Hyhridization in Yelbw-flowered European Rorippa species,
Conference Report 15 l0t-1 10 (1975) the findings ofwhich were taken up by Clive Stace in Hybridi-
sation and the Flora o/ the British Jsles ofthe same year.

By this time it had become clear that Bengt's talents extended beyond the fields ofpure taxonomy.
By 1972 he had replaced Hylander as the Regional Adviser for Sweden to Flora Eurctpaea for which
he subsequently provided accounts of the grass genera Lophochloa & Trisetum. A few years later he
replaced Hulten as the Regional Collaborator for Sweden on the Committee for Mapping the Flora of
Europe. His International/European ben[g]t was reflected in his election as a Fellow of the Linnean
Society ofLondon in 1974, and because ofhis links with the Swedish Linnean Society, Svenska Linne-
Saaskapet, of which he is now President, I had the pleasure of co-operating with him and appreciating
his organising talents, in planning the joint Anglo-Swedish events to commemorate the 200th anniver-
sary of the death of Linnaeus in 1978. His connections with the Linnean Society of London were
further strengthened when they honoured him with honorary Foreign Membership in 1995.

'lhough 
continuing to live in Uppsala his work now took him to Stockholm where, since 1985, he

has been Bergius Professor and Drrector of the Bergius Botanic Garden. Widely accepted as the leading
Scandinavian plant taxonomist, on the world stage, he is currently President of the International
Organisation of Plant Biosystematists. From this position he has used his influence and charm to
co-ordinate a major taxonomic initiative, I''lora Nordica. This will cover Denmark, Finland, Norway,
Sweden, Iceland, Faeroes and Spitzbergen and deal with c. 2,100 native and 6-700 alien species with
their subspecies and varieties. The first ofthe four proposed volumes will be published shortly and will
clearly be ofenormous interest and relevance to British botanists because we have so many species in
common. It will indeed be fascinating to compare with Sell & Murrell's Fktra tf Great Brilqin and
Ireland.

But Bengt is no dry taxonomist. His frequent visits to Britain on Flora Europaea or Linnean
business have given him opportunities to broaden his understanding and love of our country. I remem-
ber well a visit with two of his four boys to Oundle in the 1970s when I thought we should visit
Barnack Hills and Holes but found the excursion cut short when we came upon cricket being played on
the village green. I spent the next half hour pointing out fine-leg and cover-point rather than pasque-
flowers or knapweed broomrape. He has also taken his wife Lena, a distinguished botanist in her own
right, and the boys visiting English castles of which, according to Arthur Chater, he has a formidable
knowledge. He is also extremely well informed about the British political scene and can give the names
of our cabinet ministers when most of us would have difticulty in naming even their Prime Minister. His
natural history interest and expertise do not stop with plants - he is also a gifted field ornithologist.
Moreover he knows the birds in Britain by their English names, though there was one occasion, Arthur
tells me, when Bengt, who is a coffee addict and, needing a 'fix' every two hours in the field carries a
prinrus stove in his rucksack for the purpose, confused kettle and kestrel. announcing that he must stop
to boil a kestrel.

Bengtjoined the BSBI in 1983. He is one ofthe most distinguished and yet British ofour overseas
members and a very helpful and conscientious correspondent. In recognition of all the work he has
done and will continue to do to further Anglo-Swedish understanding at the human and botanical level,
I am delighted to have been asked to propose him as an Honorary Member ofour society.

*W.tle$lL.-*{.-9$le.tg"=9.lg..*tg.?-Q{.



Atlas 2000

ATLAS 2OOO

PROGRESS REPORT

Penultimate Recording Season Closes
Following such a dreadfully wet field season, it's alnrost a relief to be back in the office (rvell, not
reallyl). Despite the weather, however, all the recording meetings l've been on this year have been
exceptionally well attended. Most attracted around l6 or l7 participants, all of whom were enthusiastic
to undertake basic 'square bashing', and a huge amount of recording has been done as a result lt's
afways encouraging to meet people so keen to contnbute tor.'u'ards the Atla,s 2000, and I hope this
commitment continues into next year. This is because. as fiightening as it seems, next .l 'edr v'tll he rrur
Iasl chance to record in the.fieldt.

Full reports ofthe meetings will appear in a future edition ofy'y'a)rs, but a few highlights are worth a
mention. The Isle otWight trip was notable for the number of rare and scarce species seen, including
Pilosella pelererlara subsp. peletariana (Shaggy Mouse-ear-hawkweed) and Orobanche .u'temt.uoe-
campestris (Oxtongue Broomrape) at on chalk cliffs at West High Down, and Silene gallica (Small-
flowered Catchfly) in a set-aside field. The Bute meeting proved productive, with Teesdalia nudicaulis
(Shepherd's Cress) being found on sand dunes and l)rcentra;fttrnosa (Bleeding-heart) well established
in a damp wood. (]alium boreale (Northern Bedstraw), I4inuartia verno (Spring Sandwort) and Poten-
lilla neumannicura (Spring Cinquefoil) were all seen on the Sterlingshire meeting. At the very popular
Strontian meeting, a huge amount of good recording was done, with updated records lor llhl'trcho-
spora fusca (Brown Beak-sedge), Centaurium litlorale (Seaside Centaury), Potamogelrn , g'iffithii
(Griffith's Pondweed) and Descampsio ce.\ptto.sa subsp. crlplza (Alpine Hair-grass) Finally, the equally
popular Donegal meeting saw finds of Eritsctmltn dguati.unt (Pipewort). Arctut.stuph.ylts.t ut'u-ursi
(Bearberry), [,omium conlertum (Northern Dead-nettle) and Anagcrlli.\ mintma (Chaffiveed). I would
like to thank all those people that have attended any of our recording meetings, and hope that you
enjoyed rhem enough to participate again nexl year

Having spent so much time recording in the rain, I can thoroughly recommend a Weather Writer (as
described \n BSBI News 76: 11). This is a superb companion in the field as it leaves you ',vith a clean,
dry recording card at the end of the day and can also double as a map holder and even a temporary
specimen holderl

Final Season

As I mentioned above, the 1999 season is the final one for Recording for the Atlas. lt has been agreed
by Meetings Committee that all field meetings next year wiil be recording meetings (some Vice-county
Recorders are now panicking over the amount of recording yet to be done!). Please keep your diaries
clear ready for the 1999 programme of meetin_qs. We also hope to tell you if there are partlcular
squares that need attention, in the hope thar Vou may be able to visit them!

An important point is that the final date for submission of records by Vice-county Recorders into
the project is November 1999. This means that you should pass your 1999 records to your Vice-
county Recorder by about September, so that they have time to process and submit them bv November
This will be an anxious and worrying time for many Vice-county Recorders please help them
wherever and however you can.

Records Submitted
The submission of Atlas 2000 records will undoubtedly increase again as the recording season draws to
a close. However, given the abysmal 

'summer' we have just suffered, it's not surprising that rainy days
have been spent compiling records. This is reflected in the map below, showing the l0 km squares for
which At las 2000 records have now been submit ted ( the map is a composi te of  two images,  so scale
and posi t ions of  Br i ta in and l re land are re lat ive)  In Br i ta in (below r ight) ,  records have currenl ly



l i ) Atlas 2000

been received for 676 squares (24y0 of the total), covering 66 Vice-counties. Of these, 52o/o zre on
Mastercard, 48% on disk.

ln the Republic oflreland, records have now been submitted for i30 l0 km squares In Northern
lreland, records are being submitted directly to CEDaR lCentre for Environmental Data and
Recording), who will pass the data on to us at the end ofthe project. The lack ofrecorders in Ireland is
causing continuing concern, and anyone that can help (in the field or elsewhere) is strongly urged to do
so.

Progress at Monks Wood
One of the major tasks of the Atle.s 2000 project was to computerise the original British data from the
1962 Atlas of the British Flora. This has now been completed, with the addition of 4 I 0,000 records to
the database. Much other data is already in the database (such as Individual Record Cards from record-
ers and herbaria, Scarce Plants Project data, loch survey data, etc.) and draft maps ofthis data are now
being produced. It's incredible to see how much change there is lrom the original Atlas maps, even
before the inclusion of Atlas 2000 data. Looking at the draft maps really makes you appreciate how
much we need the Atlas 20001

Allas 2000 data submitted by disk and Mastercard are now being entered into the database, and the
flow ofrecords back to vice-county Recorders (for checking and editing) should begin soon.

r
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Atlas 2000 / Co-ordinators' Comer l l

Taxa We Wi l l  Be Mapping
With 4129 taxa included in the Atlas 2000 project, rt would be impossible to produce apracrlcal Allas

with a single map for each taxon. 
'fhere 

is also little point in actually mapping some taxa, many aliens

we are covering, for example, occur in only 2 or 3 hectads (10 km squares) while others are highly

casual. We have therefore devised a set ofcriteria for mapping, and probably only those taxa that fulfil

these criteria will have a map in the tinal Atlas The remaining taxa will appear in an appendix with

summary data (such as a list of l0 km squares) describing their distribution. Data on a)l taxa in the
project will be used to produce biodiversity maps.

Recording of Aliens and Hybrids
From the data that has been coming in so far, it looks like aliens and hybrids are being pretty well

covered by recorders (although hybrids less so). Horvever. there is still nruch to be done regarding

historical (and modern) records and thesc are vital in producing worthwhile distribution nraps. There

are several sources of alien records that should be incorporated (Aliett lleutrds in RSBI Nara.r is one)
and I would be very pleased to hear from anyone that could extract such records into a spreadsheet or
database.

Winter Help
Once again, winter will soon be with us and I would like to make a plea for members to help their Vice-

county Recorders as much as possible. The conrpilation of Atlas 2000 records is an onerous task lor
many Recorders, and offers of help with the extraction of records (from floras, local herbaria, wildlife

agency reports, etc.) or with the direct compilation of Mastercards will be most welcome. As we come

closer to the end of the project, the level of panic will undoubtedly increase. Please help our Vice-

county Records as much as possiblel

TREVOR DINES (Atlas 2000 Oreaniser) Rhyd y Fuwch, Bethel, Nr Caernarfbn, Grv'ynedd LL55 3PS

Tel :  01248 670789 e-mai l .  TrevorDines@conpuserve.com

CO-O RDI \ATORS' COR\ER

We would l ike to int roduce ourselves as the new'act ing co-ordinators '  for  the BSBI.  Cameron Crook
retired from his post at the beginning of June to take up a new career as a consultant, and we were
asked to 'hold 

the fort' on a part-time basis over the summer while the Executive Committee considers
what the BSBI needs from a co-ordinator in the future.

Sarah Whild is known to many in the Society as the Recorder for Shropshire (v.c. 40) and, until this
latest development. a member of Council. She has. of course, stepped down while working as
co-ordinator. She is a lecturer at the Universrty ofBirmingham where. in response to an appeal from
Franklyn Perring for better natural history courses, she organised a Certrfrcate in Biological Recording
and Species Identification which is now in its second year and which has recruited about 80 credit
students and many others who come on the courses without studying for credit.

Alex Lockton has worked with Sarah for the last five years building up a biological recording
database for Shropshire, which is largely botanical but includes ecological information such as vegeta-
tion communities as well as a certain number of records of animal taxa He has written fbur booklets
using this database - two editions of llare Plants of Shrop.shire, one draft ('hecklisl and l)rogurflie,s o/
Shropshire. He also operates a records centre service for the county, responding to enquiries from
individuals and organisations from all sectors.

One ofthejobs we have been asked to do, olcourse, is to help the other Vice-county Recorders to
become computerised - those that have not done so already, that is. There is no doubt that it is hard
work getting all of a county's records on computer in the tjrst place. br.rt it makes life much easier for



t2 Co-ordinators' Corner

the County Recorder when it is done. Nearly all the reports you might want are available at the touch of
a button.

It will take some time to get the BSBI fully computerised. Of course in some counties the Recorder
has already accomplished a lot, but others have made slow progress or even given up. This is not
unusual. it is a complicated and time-consuming task, and it helps if it is the sort of thing you enjoy.
Over the last2Y2years Cameron has been helping Recorders by supplying computers with grant funding
from the Country Agencies, but the need is now for help with inputting data and with training on the
software. We are doing this by providing telephone support, by recruiting helpers to work on the
computers, and by organising training sessions. In October, for example, our'team' from South Lanca-
shire, led by Peter Gateley, will be spending a weekend at Preston Montford Field Centre inputting data
and learning about the program Recorder.
Two requests, please:
. In some counties there are recording groups or 'link' people who hold databases on behalfoftheir

v.c. Recorder. We suspect that not all of these are known to us, so would any'missing links' please
let us know they are there, so that they can receive software support and the Recorders'
Newsletter.

. Secondly, we will be looking for a small number of additional people to help with computerisation.
You need to be highly skilled, highly motivated and not desirous of financial remuneration! We
would love to hear from anyone who thinks they might fit this description, most especially if they
have an interest in historical botany and would like to help build up a database ofthis subject.

Another of the co-ordinator's tasks is to facilitate the exchange of information, particularly good-
quality botanical information, to conservation organisations such as the country agencies, Plantlife, and
the Wildlife Trusts. The BSBI collectively has an incredible wealth of knowledge, but you have to
know who to talk to if you want to find something out, and it can be somewhat frustrating if you don't.
Probably the most important contribution the Society makes towards conservation is the occasional
publication ofa County Flora and even a National Flora now and then, but there is certainly a demand
for more up-to-date information in many cases

To save people the job of writing to dozens of Vice-county Recorders whenever they have an
enquiry - and to save our v.c Recorders some of the burden of replying - we are looking into the
practicality of using the co-ordinator as a spokesperson for the Society who will be able to answer
queries and who will know who to turn to for help with difficult questions. This will involve holding a
central database for certain types ofinformation rare species, for example - and using this to facilitate
the transfer of information between the Recorders, the BRC and others who have a legitimate use for
the data.

Sarah is the person responsible for this. She has contacted most of the people who have regular
business with the BSBI but it is quite likely that there will be people reading BSBI News who are not
aware of these developments, and they might like to get in touch. lt is fairly easy to contact us, by
phone, fax, email or post, and we aim to respond to every message the same day, if only to acknowl-
edge it and explain how long it might take to get a full answer.

There are several initiatives underway at the moment. We are drawing up guidelines for preparing
County Red Data Books and would like to hear from anyone who is working on such a project at the
moment. We have been asked by DETR to become the Lead Partners for Sea Lavender, Limonium spp.
A 'lead partner' is, in this context, the organisation responsible for drawing together all the available
information about a species (or group of species, as it happens) and providing advice about its conser-
vation. This could usefully serve as a pilot project to see how easy it is to gather the information
together - and of course redistribute it to the v.c. Recorders as well. If anybody has any records or
other information about this group, which is not very well known in the Shropshire region, we would
very much like to hear from you.

SARAH WHILD & ALEX LOCKTON, 66 North Street, Shrewsbury, Shropshire, SYI 2JL
Tel. & fax: 01743 343789, Mobile. 0585 700368, e-mail: s.j whild@whild.icom-web.com or
qi,ryhllC@bbqq! qr.!r\ "_"
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RECORDERS AND RECORDING

AMENDMENT NO. 2TO BSBI YEAR BOOK 1998

Panel ofReferees - Change ofaddress.

Callitriche. fuchard Lansdown has moved to. Floral Cottage, Upper Springfield Road, Stroud,

Glos. GL5 I TF Tel /fax 01453 763348 E-mail: rlansdown@ardeola demon co uk

MARY CLARE SFIEAHAN, 61 Westmoreland Road, Barnes, London SWl3 9RZ; tel.: 01817484365,

e-mail. m. sheahan@rbgkew. org. uk

V.c. Recorders

Appointments

V.c. 97 Westerness
V.c Hl3 Co. Carlow

Change ofAddress

V.c. lb Scilly

Other change

V.c. 72 Dumfriess.

Dr I. Strachan, Seileach, Inverroy, Roy Bridge, Invernesshire, PH3 I 4AQ
Dr S Parr, 5 I Wedgewood, Dundrum, Dublin l6 to replace Miss E.M. Nic

Lughadha

Mrs R E Parslow, 15 Lode Lane, Wicken, Ely, Cambs, CB7 5)(P

Dr C Miles (not Myles) We apologise for the mis-spelling.

DAVID PEARMAN, The Old Rectory, Frome St Quintin, Dorchester, Dorset DT2 OF{F

VICE-COUNTY RARE PLANT REGISTERS: THE STANDARD MODEL OR A
REVISED ALTERNATIVE?

The value ofdetailed locality information on rare plants has been recognised by many conservationists,
and a number have developed their own detailed lists. These have all, in their own way, proved to be
very useful, but they raise problems ofconsistency. as each one tends to use different criteria. creating
potentially competitive formats. ln a recent issue of BSBI Nens (No. 77, December 1997), Cameron
Crook addressed this issue directly, and proposed guidelines for a standard Vice-county Rare & Threat-
ened Plant Register.

His National Criteria are well-established, and relatively straightforward although compilers
might find it hard to obtain species lists for the 3rd edition Red Data Book (RDB) for Vascular Plants
(in prep.), and for some ofthe more obscure statutes. There is also, to my knowledge, no standard list
of taxa endemic to the British Isles . . . and to some extent these could be a false priority. Following on
from the RDB and Nationally Scarce lists, there may not be very many notable taxa endemic to Britain
and Ireland, whereas several more widespread species and subspecies have very significant populations
here and are declining throughout their range. In other words, we should perhaps prioritise taxa which
are 'near-endemic', or declining / restricted in our Biogeographical zone; an International Criterion for
Rare Plant Registers (which, in the simplest sense, is what 'endemism' tries to express).

But, with the possible exception oflnternationally significant taxa, the first levels ofpriority are not
really a problem. Vice-county recorders should be able to provide accurate lists of taxa selected on
National Criteria (in consultation with Government agency botanists, if necessary), and the priorities
are supported by all previous authors (see list of references cited by Crook). The real difficulty comes
with the proposed Local Criteria. These are far less well-established, and actually go against the advice
ofseveral references here. They are, in fact, likely to present real diffrculties to anyone trying to start up
and maintain a Reeister.
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To begin with, the definitions of Locally Scarce and Locally Rare - 0.6%6 and,0.2% of the total I
km squares - are imprecise and apparently arbitrary. What approach to take, for instance, when either
of these percentages is not a whole number (which happens more often than not)? The decision to
round up or round down the threshold can have quite significant consequences, and can follow from a
relatively smali increment in the total. Equally, rvith populations present along the border of two or
more I km squares: do we regard them as one locality or two (or more)? And how to select a six-figure
grid reference for a plant that is widespread across a 1 km square (assuming that six-figure grid refer-
ences are standard)?

It is not hard to come up with an answer to these questions, because there are several equally good
solutions, but that would only resolve the local difficulty. And, in fact, each individual approach is likely
to confuse the situation. For Local Criteria to work they need to observe Nationally common standards,
which means, in effect, greater depth and consideration of the variables. A basic difficulty with this
proposal is the lack of detail, and certainiy any criteria would require further definition - and consulta-
tion before they were accepted as a standard

But there is another. more fundamental diffrculty with these'Local Criteria'. There is no explana-
tion or reference here for the 0.2%o and 0.60k thresholds (they have not been proposed by anybody in
the list of references and, in fact, these authors generally support a quite different criterion), and it
would take an extraordinary effort to collect this amount of data, even in a bare list form, for the
average vice-county.

When Arthur Chater (v.c. 46, Cardiganshire) saw these proposals in draft, he made an attempt to
work out just how many sites for 'Locally Rare' plants he might have in his vice-county. By going
through all the species with names beginning A-C, he was able to find 59 species restricted to 15 or
fewer I km squares the 0.60% threshold in the approximately 2,500 km sq. ofCardiganshire. And for
these 59 species he found a total of 329 sites, rvhich means that, since the species with names begin-
ning A-C take up approximately 20oh of Cardiganshire's species file, there should be more or less 1,600
sites for Locally Rare species in v c. 46. by these criteria.

This trial run only took a few hours, because there was no attempt to transcribe the data (and
because the records for this vice-county are very rvell nraintained and organised), but it would take
much longer if all the records had to be collected into a Register. and many orders of magnitude more if
the data were to obey a few common standards (see above). But remember, if we don't say how to
resolve locality variables in some detail - how to record species growing on both sides of a I km grid
square line; what sort of locality infornation to record; how to lay out a Register, even - we can
guarantee that different people will do it diftbrently. and then the output will be useless.

So this would probably take many days, if not weeks to produce. And, assuming that we have a
basic layout similar to existing Registers, the finished document would be approximately 100 sides of
44, which represents a substantial photocopying bill for the average vice-county Recorder, ifhe or she
wished to distribute the findings. And a 5.000-odd page document for the British vice-counties as a
whole.

Perhaps most tellingly, this would all be a serious overload in terms of day{o-day recording.
Imagine trying to keep up with new records for species which are known from l5 sites in a vice county.
These are practically in the Widespread category of plants, and most people simply could not be
expected to renrember whether a species is one of the 

'Locally Rare 300' (in this example) or just
outsrde i t .  I t 's  too big a f ract ion of the Flora.

It might help to know where these proposed new thresholds had come from, and what they were
supposed to mean. The curious, unexplained precision of figures hke 0.2o/o and 0.6Yo leads one to
suspect that they represent a significant fraction ofthe land area (perhaps like to the percentage cover
of Britain taken up by fifteen l0 km squares the threshold of national RDBs - lor instance), or a
frequency below which species have diffrculty outcrossing or colonising new sites. But plant species
rarity really does not conform to such rules, and RDB thresholds were primarily adopted, after consul-
tation, as workable limits. There is no sense, for instance, in which this number of 10 km squares in the
area ofBritain was intended as an international unit ofrarity

My best guess is that percentage threshoids were an attempt to 
'standardise' 

the limits of3 and l0
sites for a species per vice-county, as defined by Lynne Farrell and Franklyn Perring in their'Guidelines
for the Preparation ofCounty Rare Plant Registers' (1996) These authors were careful to qualiS their
upper limit ('Any native taxon in the area which has been long established in l0 or fewer sites
which could move into the rare [i e. 3 site] category in the foreseeable future because ofits recent rapid
decline, identifiable threats or frailty of the habrtat'. my emphasis), however. and to provide meaningful
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definitions of a site ('an area not exceeding I km square in extent (i.e. a moveable I km square) or a
single continuous habitat'). The latest proposal neglects any practical definition of a species site, and
leaves no room for informed decision.

But there is another way in which figures like 0.2ok and0.6oh of the total 1 km squares are not the
equivalent of3 and 10 sites for a vice county. Percentage calculations hardly ever give a whole number
of I km squares, which means that some awkward fraction has to be rounded up or rounded down
When a small increment in the total causes a whole number difference in threshold (i.e. when the defini-
tion ofa rare plant in one vice-county end at 4 squares, and in a slightly larger vice-county it reaches 5),
any claims for equivalence wear a bit thin. Despite the apparent objectivity ofpercentage frequencies.
attempts to measure difference and similarity between vice-counties on this basis would be statistically
meaningless.

I'm afraid all that this quibbling about threshold values may seem relatively boring and arcane.
From time to time we have marked the location of rare plants on maps with coloured pins, but now it
seems as if we are arguing about how many angels dance on them. But Vice-County Rare Plant Regis-
ters are important (and increasingly so in the world of Local Biodiversity Action Plans, Local Records
Centres, etc.), because they can help Wildlife Trusts and Local Authorities and Government agencies
conserve plants that might otherwise be overlooked. In order to work, all they need is to be straightfor-
ward, readily accessible, and to allow simple comparisons between vice counties (and preferably be
approved by the BSBI Records Committee).

In this light, it would be interesting to find out whether any vice-county recorder has actually
adopted the latest suggestion, and how many have stayed with the original Farrell & Perring (1996)

Guidelines? Perhaps not many of each, but if it is any encouragement which, after all this might be
fairly necessary - I cannot recommend too highly the fully worked-out example of Arthur Chater's
Cardiganshire Register. This has been going since 1978, steadily ironing out all these practical difficul-
ties we have discussed and, in the meantime, influencing many other recorders around the country. It is,
in fact, one of the models which Farrell & Perring use in their Guidelines, because it employs the basic
concept of3 moveable 1 km squares, and it really works, it set the standard for trial Rare Plant Regis-
ters developed by CCW for Monmouthshire (v.c. 35), Breconshire (v c 42) and Radnorshire (v.c 43),
in association with their recorders, and for a similar draft developed independently for Caernarfonshire
(v.c. 49) by its recorder, Geoff Battershall. Most recently, the Cardiganshire model has been the
template behind fuchard Pryce's superb new illustrated Rare Plant Register for Carmarthenshire (v.c.
44), supported by both CCW and the Local Authority

I feel very strongly that this format should be used as a standard, and most ofthe available litera-
ture certainly supports this. But, pending further decisions by the Records Committee, people may have
to decide for themselves. Fortunately, you can at least do so from an informed point of view. anyone
wishing to have a copy of the Cardiganshire Rare Plant Register, with its detailed introductory guide-
lines and sample text, can obtain a copy free ofcharge from the address below.

Acknowledgements - Thanks to Arthur Chater for his supporting data, information and helpful
comments.

References

Crook, C.S. (1997). Vice-county Rare and Threatened Plant Registers Recommended Species Selec-

tion Criteria for the British lsles. BS,BI New.s 17 .

Farrell, L & Perring, F. (1996). Guidelines for the Preparation of County Rare Plant Registers BJBI

New.s 71.

ANDY JONES, Rare Plant Ecologist, Countryside Council for Wales, Lady"well House, Newtown,

Powys,  SY16 1RD

Response from the Co-ordinators

In the letter above, Andy Jones has quite correctly pointed out the problems with Cameron Crook's
vers ions of the' local ly  rare 'and' local ly  scarce'categor ies for  Vice-county Rare Plant  Registers,  and
suggests that Farrell & Perring's guidelines are more workable.

This autumn we are preparing guidelines to standardise rare plants registers, which will be discussed

at the Recorders' Conference and by Records Committee, and then formalised as the agreed BSBI

l 5
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opinion on this matter. In brief, the guidelines are likely to endorse Farrell & Perring's criterion ofthree
sites or fewer and the use ofthe vrce-county as the unit within which the registers are produced. They
will also explore the format and content ofvice-countv registers and list sources ofinformation, includ-
ing web srtes.

If anyone would like a copy of the guidelines, or would like to have any funher input into the
discussion, would they kindly get in touch with us.

SARAH WHILD & ALEX LOCKTON. 66 North Street. Shrewsburv. SYI 2JL

"-.-".-..-..,-,-..,.................-.-..-.*.*.*.**.-*.*-..-*****-***-.*-.-**-********-.-..ti.*illl@S!4]S,lr:*ygh,:R.

SINGLE SPECIES SITE REGISTER

Many contributors to B,SB1 ly'ew.s (see for example, 65. 27,'/0.30, or 73. 15, but the possible refer-
ences are too numerous to itemise) have alluded more-or-less explicitly to the need for sound locational
detail in plant recording ln particular and most recently, GeoffToone's note (78. l9-20) raises impor-
tant issues. His final comment- '. . . clarity of definition depends on maps' - specifically prompts my
ofl'ering the idea below for wider use.

Like Mr Toone, I cannot convince myself that no precursors or parallels exist. Lynne Farrell, I
believe, created a similar format lor documenting rarities. Nonetheless, I do not recall comparable aids
to recording described in BSBI literature; my apologies for re-inventing the wheel, ifthis is the casel

The scheme arose as follows: data I inherited in Cleveland Wildlile Trust's 'Sites of Nature Conser-
vation lmportance' (SNCI's) included some whose justification depended on one notable species in
otherwise mundane surroundings. I rvas unhappy about letting such phenomena enjoy the same celeb-
rity status as, for example, genuinely rich, often extensive, Ancient Woodlands. At the same time, it
seemed unacceptable to lose track entirely of these incidental records of interesting and sometimes
locally unique occurrences.

Thus the 'Single 
Species Site Register' was devised precisely to accommodate these records,

thereby complementing the more major SNCI system. The SSSR uses a single A4 sheet for each entry,
which embraces the obvious and necessary items such as date of observation and Grid Reference
(correctly stated, I hope!) The latter is far from sufficient, however; hence SSSR's chief feature,
occupying a prominently central position - white space for the all-important locational details to be
shown by sketch-map and supponing text. Careful, on-site effort must be devoted to this drawing and
description. I recommend a field-work draft from which'best copy' is translated soon afterwards.

Since its inception as a sweeper-up oftrifles (relatively speaking, in conservation terms), the Single
Species Site Register has demonstrated a second useful function. Cleveland's only colonies of Herb-
Paris (Parls quadrtfitlia), for example, are hidden in remote, well-vegetated woodland, and were in fact
lost to view for many years until re-discovered during Phase II surveys. Now, thanks to intbrmation in
SSSR forms, their positions are exactly pinpointed, and the facility established for easy and effective
monitoring of this significant member of the SNCI flora.

As a means of recording and monitoring at the local level, the Single Species Site Register seems to
be working. Several observers have contributed. It now comprises nearly 200 entries, covering i20
plant species, adding valuable material to simply listing occurrences. No doubt my scheme could be
improved, or at least adapted to circumstances, but I venture to suggest that it could serve as a useful
tool for many of the surveys described in the pages of BSBI News - mistletoe, black poplar, .!orDa.s
devoniensis, Scarce or RDB Species and perhaps even provide a cure for Tim fuch's oft
-mentioned'now-you-see-it-now-you-don't' Sedum telephiuml

Q ffi".s,I9.,lFR. l *9 31-.,-"e.,*..S*SerNlIJ_qgJ l],l j.-PS..,.,.,-*_*-
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SINGLE SPECIES SITE REGISTER

Species Name

English :
Scientific :

herb paria

Faris ouadrifolLa

Habitat (e. g. woodland; roadverge, pasture, edgeofarabiefie{d)

lf itb,iD dense uralergrowth of A.aclent woodland, rl-verlne sltuatio!

Location 611ggN BECK wooDHNDS (part of county l l i ld]-ife site)

Grid Reference: Nz 
'toll58

Description i oa rlgbt (Da6t) bank of I(1lton Val-ley, about
(include sketch-map) 1OO netres dowD.strearn froB ford and Lridge at

conf luence of  Eagg and l lver ton Becks;  coloale6
JuBt above rlver - bankr Ln' yery overgfown, hard-
to-reach po6l t ion :  6Ge below.

-&AP---a: rai-D
(based on

Paris

[a/!.. 
v

|tt{lr.

t
featurec

1  :  IOOOO
..1o, tir..a

of area
o . s . )

Egp_e3 de ta l l s  o f  loca t lon  o f
quadrlfoll.a

single / scattered
indiv iduals

Associated Species :

var lou '  wood la ld  g rouad, - f loor  spec le . ,  e .g .  dogra  nercury  (Mercur la l la  peregn ls ) ,
o/Fi wood anenone 

!A"er""g 
aenorosa), o/F 9 woodrutF@un-oa6GlilT

o I brarble (Ruuus riuTi?oEusll--TT feras' (".g. !1,ygprffis--"?ffiIt 
'

observer,s Name(s) Igfv'ticbu-E uE:-Te;i;[ 6oth R .
(please print, sign) Ctrrlstol,ber J. I,owe

Observer's Addressi cl_evetan4 Wil4ILfe Tru6t,(and telephone number) Kirk],eatban o1d llal_l, Redcar,
(01642) 48oo3f.

Date of Observation

5 ih  l {gy  ,  1 ) )4 .

r'/frJlrr^?Jb
tuol - ptertt

i
I W".^ a"*
tffi;F;ffi..*-)

/ clump t clgiy

Bellanly Parr:ilion r
T S  1 0  5  N w l

/\

* .--- hth Pre^lutt.c----r

Sample sheet from Single Species Site Register for paris quatlriftiliu
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LINGERING ON LUNGA

The Treshnish Isles lie about 5 km offthe west coast of Mull. In 1987 I was fortunate enough to spend
2 hours on a glorious day on the north part of the Dutchman's Cap, which lies in the BSBI monitoring
square 1714.2. I never dreamt then that I would become Recorder for the Mid Ebudes, v.c. 103, I0
years later and seek the chance to go again for Atlas 2000 recording.

The Treshnish lsles consist of a series of small islands and many skerries. On a good day they are a
magical place but in bad weather they seem extremely isolated and inhospitable. All of them are
uninhabited and now ungrazed. There are 3 main islands - the Dutchman's Cap or Bac M6r, Lunga and
Fladda. Other islets include Bac Beag, Sgeir a' Chaisteil, Sgeir an Eirionnaich, Cairn na Burgh More
and Cairn na Burgh Beg.

Getting there is the first problem you have to have a local boatman who really knows the waters
and is willing to adapt his timetable oftourist trips to ferry you from one island to another and to land
you - which is not easy in some cases. Ofcourse it is the weather that really controls it all. Even though
it may appear to be a perfect day atmospherically, there may be a swell which makes landing
impossible.

Once you are there where do you stay? (lt's even more expensive to sail out each day from Ulva
ferry.) You camp of course - but where's the freshwater source? There is a well on Lunga near the
deserted 'village' but that won't supply all your needs, and there is no stream, so most ofthe water has
to be taken out.

The islands are owned and permission must be obtained in order to stay there and this will only be
granted for serious science for a limited period. Daily visitors in restricted numbers are allowed.

So you set offfrom Oban catching the 7 a.m. ferry, land at Craignure, Mull, drive across to Ulva
ferry, unload all your gear, load it on to the boat belore the tourists arrive and chug for l% hours to
Lunga. Then you unload again and carry everything up the slope to a suitable camp site and unpack it!
Fortunately, it's not raining Now you're there - so it must be lunchtime , at 2.30 p.m. Well, it will be
light until at least midnight

After lunch - you start recording. What's this - Lunga is in 4 tetrads, the Dutchman's Cap in 2,
Fladda in 4 and Sgeir a' Chaisteil in 2?l The Cairn na Burghs at least are in just one. Now what was
Elaine Bullard saying about islands being recorded using sensible units? Why did I decide to start
recording v.c 103 on a tetrad basis?

Monday lst June was a long day starting atZ a.m. for some of us and ending at 2 a.m. Tuesday,
after 'watching' but mainly hearing storm petrels on the stony beaches. Still, we did one tetrad
thoroughly. On Tuesday we went to Fladda, discovered Oysterplant (Mertensia maritima) had been
lost from its former site but found a new single plant on the east side and a short-eared owl nesting.
The island looked to be just a red-pink haze from a distance but proved to have excellent maritime
heath and be home to a flock ofgreylag geese and 2 great skuas - the latter a new record. Five hours is
just about sufficient time for 4 botanists to cover the island. [t was overcast and still dry

Wednesday saw the sun appear and remain rvith us all day and with a steady north easterly blowing
we were able to get to the Dutchman's Cap, land and climb to the top for magnifrcent views all round
the island, despite being screeched at by the resident peregrine. It was such a lovely day that our
boatman stayed with us. Even he knows how rare it is to have a good day there. Having recorded the
south part and taken in the views I got an offer I couldn't refuse - a paddle in a 2-man inflatable to Bac
Beag, the adjacent islet. I had one hour to record here whilst our geomorphologist was paddled round
the islet to make notes on the rock wave platforms. Avoiding nesting fulmars, geese, gulls and shags is
one ofthe hazards. You must look where you put your feet - that stone may be an egg and it may not
be precipitating but birds do have a habit of dropping other things on you. Magic day, finished offat I
a.m. Thursday listening to Manx shearwaters returning to their burrows from sea, despite the wind
dropping and the midges emerging for the first time. Oh yes, at dinner time about 8 p.m. the ornitholo-
gist flushed a corncrake which I saw!

Later on Thursday 6 hours later in fact, arise to another nice day when we hoped to visit Staffa
(nearby the Treshnish). However, too many tourists booked for the normal day run so we only have the
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chance for a quick visit to 'the northern rocks' whilst the tourist maraud 'our' island. Still, we record

most of Sgeir a' Chaisteil in 1% hours and count the best Oysterplant colony in the area which has

around 500 plants. The others land on Cairn na Burgh More for 45 minutes, noting as many plants as

they can and hear a corncrake.
The day ends at 11.30 p.m. for most of us, after watching a magnificent sunset from the cairn on

top of Lunga and by now suffering from lack of sleep. Drat that snipe, it started drumming again at

midnight right outside the tent!
All too soon we reach Friday, finish off our fourth tetrad on Lunga, find another new locality for

Adder's-tongue Fern (Ophioglossum vulgatum), pack up again and jump aboard the boat for a seaward

tour of Staffa only, as we'll miss the last ferry back from Craignure to the mainland if we land and start

recording. Atty*ay, there has to be some reason to return.

Did I forget to mention that the storm petrels nested in the walls of the'village' houses and make

superb noises at breakfast time? Or the fact that the BBC sail boat arrived and put up all the seabirds

offHarp Rock by zooming through the narrow channel in their inflatable at l0 p.m.? Or that 2 intrepid

yachtsmen arrived at 8 p.m. having sailed about 30 miles from Castlebay, Barra that day? Or that l2 sea
kayaks came ashore, without permission, and proceeded to camp within 30 meters of us? Or . . .

If you want to know what plants we did find, read the forthcoming article, yet to be written, in
Watsonia,I hope.

PS. V.c.  31 was never l ike thrs.

LYNNE FARRELL, Scottish Natural Heritage, Argyll and Stirling Area, I Kilmory Estate, Krlmory,

Lochgilphead, Argyll PA3 1 8RR I 2 June I 998

NOTES AND ARTICLES

A NEW ORCHID HYBRID FOR BRITAIN _ xORCHIACERAS MELSHEIMERI
(ACERAS AJ\,ITHRPOPHORA X ORCHIS PURPUREA)

On27Ih May 1998, my friend and fellow botanist Owen Davis and I obtained permission to visit a site
in E. Kent (v.c. 15) where I had, years ago, seen abundant Orchis purpurea (Man Orchid). We lound
this still to be plentiful in open woodland, together with several plants of Acera.s anlhn4tophorunt
(Lady Orchid). Among these were two striking orchids with long narrow spikes of rather brownish pink

florets. Careful study of these made it quite clear that they were the hybrid, Aceras anlhropophorum '

Orchis purpurea (xOrchiaceras melsheimeri Rouy). Photographs were taken which showed the florets
ofthis plant to have spurs L0-1.5 mm long. O. purpureo has spurs c. 3 mm long, Aceras has no spur,
only a tiny convex'bump'. The narrow, long labellum segments are bordered with purplish pigmented

cells, as is often the case in Aceras, but never the case in O. purpurea.

At the request ofthe owner ofthe wood, the location ofthe site is being kept completely confiden-

tial, but it is a private woodland on chalk with open glades among beech, etc. This hybrid, as far as I
have been able to trace, has not been recorded in Britain so far, though it has been rarely recorded on
the continent. The hybrid of Aceros and Orchis simiohas ofcourse been recorded in Kent (Bateman &
Farrington I 987).

Reference

Bateman, R.M. & Farrington, O S (1987) A morphometric study of rOrchraceras bergonii(Nanteuil)

Camus and its parents (Aceros anlhropophctrun (L.) Aiton f . and Orchi.s.slmla Lamarck) in Kent
I|'atsonia 16.397-407
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'. Orc hiaceras me lshe i me r r infl orescence
Photo O Davis O 1998

I

Top 2 florets xorchiaceras melsheimeri
Lower floret typical Orchis purpurea
Photo O. Davis @ 1998

SERAPTAS LilyGUA rN SOUTH DEVON (V.C.3)

Serapias lnguct (Tongte-orchid) was first recorded in Britain in May 1992 when a plant was found in
Guernsey by John Finnie. In June 1998 a very robust plant of Serapias linguawas found in a hay
meadow near the coast in the Kingsbridge area of South Devon (v.c. 3) The owners of the site have
asked that the precise location remain confidential.

The plant had three flowering spikes, each 25 cm long, with 4, 5, and 6 flowers respectively.
Dissection of a single flower (DCL) revealed the single large, purple callus at the base of the labellum
which is dia-qnostic of Serupius litryuo The edges of the lateral lobes of the labellum were coloured
deep purple, and the labellum was very hairy tbr % of its length. lt was noticeably narrower than the
labellunr of specimens gathered in Mallorca and Menorca, and the outer perianth segments were longer
and more elegant. This would appear to place it rn subsp. dariuei (keichenb l.) 5o6, which is recorded
fiom Algeria and Tunisia.
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From 1960 to 1977 the field had been used to grow brassicas and only inorganic fertilisers and

small amounts of poultry manure were applied. There was a change of ownership in 1973, when an
'ordinary grass ley mixture' was sown. The field was grazed by a house cow for a few years, and then

maintained as private grassland. No fertilisers, herbicides or pesticides were applied during the second

ownership, but the grass was cut in May or June by a local farmer. In 1998 it was not mown, and the
orchid was seen for the first time in mid-June.

The soil is poor and shallow, overlying New Red Devon Sandstone As would be expected, the
associated species seen in June were. (-yno.surus crislalus (Crested Dog's-tai1), Holcus lunutus
(Yorkshire-fog), T'rrfolium pralen.\e (Red Clover), llantnculu.s repens (C.reeping Buttercup), Bel/r,r
perennis (Daisy), Cirsium orvense (Creeping Thistle), (jeranium di.sseclum (Cut-leaved Crane's-bill),
Hyp<tchaeris radicata (Cat's-ear) and Dactylorhiza praetermissa (Southern Marsh-orchid). One of'us.
(LMS), has explored the possibility ofdeliberate or accidental introduction by the current or previous

owners. No one locally is known to be growing Serapias or any other orchid species. His conclusion is
that there is no reason to suggest that the plant has arrived other than by natural means.

The site is very exposed to the SW wind and is situated rn an important first British landfall area for
migratory birds and insects from Africa. According to the Met. Office it is a fairly common occurrence
for dust and sand deposits from North Africa to be lifted into the upper atmosphere during wind storms
and carried northwards, to be washed out of the air by rain over the UK. Orchid seed is of a similar size

and weight to such dust particles.
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POLYPODIUM CAMBRICTIM _ A CORRECTION TO PLANT CRIB 1998

An unfortunate error appears on page 18 of I'lant Crib 1998. ln the description of f'olyyxlium
cambricum the number of indurated cells in the annulus of the sporangium is incorrectly given as
(4-)5-10 instead of (2-)5-10(18), as was shown in my paper in llcttsr.trtio (Roberts 1970) These figures
were based on 28 plants of Polypodium which had been shown cytologically to be diploid with ir : 37.

It is interesting to follow the steps which led to this error. 7he BM Fern ('rth (July 1987) correctly
gives the 'mean number of thickened cells in annulus 5-10' This is repeated in the revised edition of
TheBMFernCrlbpubl ishedinNovember l98T However, inT'hel l lu .st rotedField( iu idetol iernsand
Allied Plants rf the Brilish Isles (1991) the word 'mean' has been omitted from this phrase, which nou'
reads:  ' indurated cel ls  (4-)5-10, '  and is  incorrect .

My experience as BSBI Referee for I'olypodium for more than twenty-five years has serr,ed to
confirm that the number ofindurated cells in the annulus varies over the wide range shown in my paper
of 1970. (The only exception was a plant in which the range was from 6 to l9).

No explanation is given by Jermy and Camus why this alteration in the range of the numbers of
indurated cells per annulus was made, even when it now appears in their note on Polyyndium in I'lunt
Crib 1998. In a publication intended to provide guidance with the correct identification ofplants, and
their recording for the Atlas 2000 Project, such an error is more likely to confuse than to help.
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[NB. See page12 for information on Planl ('rih 1998 corrigenda sheet. Ed.]
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INFECTED SHOOTS OF CYPRESS SPURGE IN BEDFORDSHIRE

This May, whilst monitoring a large long-established colony of Cypress Spurge (Euphorhict

cyparissias), which grows on a railway bank in North Bedfordshire, and was no doubt introduced to

the area via the railway, I noticed that a number ofthe shoots were taller than the others and had much

broader leaves than normal.
The leaves appeared to be inf-ected by a fungus and I immediately recalled an article in BSBI Neu,.v

some vears ago referring to these infected shoots as being a puzzle to many alpine travellers. (Mary

Brrggs.  1987, 'Puzzle Plant  3 '  BSBI News 45.21)
I wonder whether anyone else has noticed infected shoots of Cypress Spurge in England, and

whether anyone has a view on the effect this fungus might have on the survival ofthe colony in the long
Ierm

PETER HORN, 22 Jowitt Avenue, Kempston, Bedford. MK42 8NW

HAWTHORNS SEE RED

For four years the authors have been working on a detailed study of four I km squares in north-east
Essex This includedaspecial  surveyof thehawthorns-Crct laegusmonogynoandC. Iaevigala-and
the de-eree of hybridisation that exists between the two, in a 333m stretch of old hedgerow that was
once the edge of a wood All of these shrubs and trees bore the characteristic white flowers each
spring, so we were astounded this year to be confronted by many whole trees and shrubs, of both
species, that were covered in flowers ranging from coral pink to deep carmine red. The filaments and
the sepals were also deep red, but the developing hips were green. There has been a very good fruit set,
so the change in colour has not affected pollination. This phenomenon was also seen elsewhere in the
area, and when mentioned to others, they too had seen this strange aberration. even in the Uckfield area
ofEasl  Sussex.

We were under the impression that flower colour in haMhorns was genetically controlled, and that
the garden cultivars with their pinVred flowers were as immutably fixed as the white of their wild
relatives. Photographs were taken as late as June 4th, as these aberrant specimens appeared to hang

onto thelr flowers longer than those that were unaltered. Our photographs show that the few latest
flou,ers, borne at the tips of some shoots, have reverted to the normal rvhite colourl Hawthorn in
general started to flower early this year, by the last week of April, with a normal white blossom.

Have other members noticed this 
'temporary' change in flower colour, and how can it be explained?

We have conjectured that the very bright conditions in early spring, experienced this year, even before
the buds opened, may somehow have triggered the anthocyanins to produce this effect.

These glycosides give the colours to flower petals. and it is known that they change colour depend-
ing upon the acidity, so could it equally be due to a change in the level of carbon dioxide in the closed
flower budse The 'light stages' of photosynthesis at this time would accumulate large amounts of
ener-qy (dpp) which in the following'dark stages' would drive the processes of synthesis and
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translocation of carbohydrates at higher levels. The consequent increase in consumption of carbon
dioxide would then lower the acidity of the sap supplying the flower buds. However, we have no idea

whether raising or lowering the acidity would account for the pink/red flower-colour.

It has been shown that the accumulation of sugars appears to stimulate the production of antho-
cyanins and that anthocyanins, as well as being altered by the degree ofacidity, react to external factors
- usually bright light and low temperatures - just the conditions prevailing for long periods during
spring 1998. However we look at it, rt doesn't explain why we have never seen this effect before.

URSL'LLA A BROUGHTON & BzuAN E WRIGHT, 'Farthings'. Layer Breton, Colchester. Essex
co2 OPP

ALTITUDE-RELATED COLORATION

I was very interested to read the suggestion, in Mary Briggs' note on 'Multicoloured Yarrows' (8.581
News 78), that the pink colour of Yarrow (Achillea nillelolium) might be linked to altitude 

'Ihis 
called

to mind an observation I made a number of years ago on the Austrian Alps not far lrom Salzburg,
where Pimpinella major (Greater Burnet-saxifrage) was an abundant component of the mountain
meadows. I noted that below about 1200 m, the flowers of this species rvere mostly whrte, as they
usually (always?) are in Britain, but above this level, they became first pale pink, and then at succes-
sively higher altitudes deeper pink, becoming almost wine-coloured in some places. It is tempting to
conjecture that the assumption of pink-flowered forms at higher altitudes in these two species has the
same underlying cause, but what might that be? Does anyone know? Are there any other examples of
this phenomenon? And has it any connection with the occurrence ofsometimes quite deep pink colora-
tion, unrelated to altitude, in the flowers of Hogweed (Heracleum sphondyleum)?

MORE MULTICOLOURED YARROWS

With reference to the correspondence concerning multicoloured yarrows in BSBI News 77 & 78, I saw
yarrows with pink flowers. white flowers and pink and white flowers on the same plant on the lsle of
Wight two summers ago while on holiday there.'All three types were growing in close proximity to
each other alongside the footpath between The Needles and Alum Bay. I am sorry to say that although
I registered mild curiosity about their occurrence, I subsequently forgot all about them until I read the
correspondence in ly'elrls. I should be very grateful if anvone could enlighten me further. I do not think
that altitude could apply in the case oJ'the Isle of Wight

SO YOU STILL DON'T LIKE'MINTS'

1-he stimulating article by Gordon Knight ([]SBI New.s'73 18-49) raises a number of fascinaring points,
but also makes a number ofpotentially dangerous assumptions.

I can claim 40 years experience as a veterinary surgeon in country practice, and authorship of lle
complete book of British berries (Lang 1987), which dealt, among other things, with the toxicology of
all those plants native to the British Isles bearing what the layman would recognise as berries or fruits.

In the course of researching the potential toxicity of plants, many anomalies became apparent,
making me highly suspicious of much received wisdom as being wholly inaccuralet. Solanurn nigtrum
(Black Nightshade) is frequently listed as toxic. The Central Veterinary Laboratory aI Weybrrdge have
never isolated toric alkaloids from any sample, and I have never heard of it causing poisoning. ln the

L )
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drought summer of 1976I found a local dairy farmer feeding his cows on lucerne heavily contaminated
with S. nigrum, to the extent that each cow was consuming 5 kg of leaves and berries daily for six
weeks. They remained fit and milked well! However, cases of poisoning have been reported in goats
and pigs in Sweden, so that it is possible that certain strains, under particular conditions, might be toxic.

Senecio jacobaea (Ragwort) is highly unpalatable in the green, growing state, although sheep do
indeed graze it. It contains alkaloids which cause very severe liver damage, and dry ragwort in hay has
caused the death ofmany horses. Sheep may be more tolerant, or maybe they are slaughtered too early
in life for liver damage to become clinical.

Rabbits will eat Atropa belladonna (Deadly Nightshade) with impunity, since their digestive system
secretes atropinesterase, but anyone eating the liver ofsuch a rabbit can suffer poisoning; a neat case of
' the Biter bit ! '

Apart from the edible pink aril around the seed, all parts of T'mus baccata (Yew) are highly toxic,
containing the alkaloids taxine A and B, and a number ofcardiac glycosides and irritant oils. Cattle and
horses can die within five minutes of ingesting yew, rarely eating it from the growing tree, but
frequently eating hedge cuttings carelessly dumped or foliage broken down by hearry snow. Yet I have
witnessed New Forest ponies in the New Forest and deer in Kingley Vale browsing yew with apparent
impunity. However, this would appear to be an acquired tolerance, for any new'outsider' pony copying
this behaviour will die. I wholeheartedly endorse Gordon Knight's comment on the lethal toxicity of the
roors of Oenonthe crocata (Hemlock Water-dropwort). This is a frequent cause of poisoning in spring,
when cattle are turned out into meadows where ditching operations have taken place in the previous
autumn. Spoil piled up has been washed out by winter rains and the deliciously crunchy roots left
exposed on top.

I suspect that toxic substances are not evenly distributed in plant tissues. The age ofthe foliage, its
position on the plant, even the soil in which the plant is growing, may all influence the level oftissue
toxins. This calls into question the safety of herbal remedies, which are becoming so popular. For
example, a given quantity of digitalis preperata (ground leaf of Digitalis lanata), may contain no
active alkaloids, a therapeutic dose or a toxic dose! Caveal emptctrl

The effects of plant toxins on animals are extensively documented, but I would counsel extreme
caution in assuming anything is either safe or toxic in a particular species, remembering that many
invertebrate species consume noxious plant material as their especial diet.

One example of plant toxins I fail to understand, and I would welcome comment. The berries of
Daphne mezereum (Mezereon) contain, among other things, a vesicant resin, mezerine. This acts so
rapidly, that blisters will form on lips, tongue and the mucosa of the mouth within seconds, making it
quite difficult for a child to swallow enough berries to cause internal damage. Yet birds, especially
blackbirds, grl'zzle them with evident relish. The tongue of a bird is a tough, keratinised structure which
cannot blister, but this is scarcely true ofthe rest ofthe gut.

We still have much to learn!
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PLANT DEFENCES VERSUS MAMMALS

My observations in 2 riverside Wiltshire fields closely match those of Gordon Knight in Dyfed (1998).
Here follow some supporting and additional findings.
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Sheep. Despite plentiful nutritious grasses, 9 sheep have completely cleared the following species: All

ragworts and groundsels (Senecio aqualicu,s, S. jacobaea and S. vulgaris; toxins include pyrrolizid-

ine alkaloids, jacobine, senecionine, seneciphylline, etc.): Hemlock Water-dropwort (Oenanthe

crocatd, toxic poly-ynes, especially oenanthotoxin): Yellow Iris (lris pseudacorz,r; acrid toxic
glycosides, incl. iridin): Bittersweet or Woody Nightshade (Solanum dulcamara); saponins &
various alkaloid toxins, solanine, solacein, dulcamarin, etc.).

The same animals determinedly sought out, scattered and ate the foliage of30 or so hefty fresh

branches of these woody species: Yew (Taxus baccatd; taxines, taxinrns, taxanes, bitlavonoids.
cyanogenic glycosides): Wild and Garden Privets (Ligustrum vulgare and L. ovahfolium, toxic
lignan glycosides, saponins and seco-iridoids). Western Red-cedar (Thuja plicata), Lawson's

Cypress (Chamaecyparis lmusoniana), Leyland Cypress ("Cupressocyparis leylandii); toxrc
monoterpenes, thujone and (so far) unidentified dangerous poisons. The sheep completely stripped
the yew and privet foliage, but only nibbled small quantities of the Cupressaceae. thenceforward

avoiding these. Healthy lambs were born shortly afterwards.
Poisonous plants reduced from abundance to negligible quantities include Creeping Buttercup

(Ranunculus repens), Meadow Buttercup (R. ucris), Lesser Celandine (R. .ficaria), cyanogenic
glycosides, toxic alkaloids, cardiotoxins, irritant lactones, ranunculin, protoanemonin, etc.).

Beyond, but very close to two of the fence-lines were quantities of Greater Periwtnkle (L'inca
major; vincetoxins. vincamine, indole alkaloids) and Opium Poppy (Papaver somnifurunt, narcotics
and toxins, morphine, codeine, noscapine, papaverrubines, numerous toxic alkaloids). The sheep
loved these two species, pulling back the lealy runners of the periwinkle and pushing the fences
back for both species: indeed so avidly and voraciously did they feed, that it was hard to shove
them back to repair the fencing. When gorging on opium poppies, they seemed unwilling to give
way to my Labradors, barging or even butting them aside.

Most surprising of all is the capacity of these sheep to consume spurges. Euphorhta peplus,
E. helioscopia and (an ineffective protective line of) E. wul.fenii were all wholly eliminated, the
sheep nibbling a little at a time. Not only are the spurges armed with toxic diterpenes including
highly toxic phorbol esters, but the sap also blisters the eyes and buccal mucosae. Even a small
quantity of this milky sap, un-swallowed, causes painful lesions to the mouth or tongue of humans,
with unpleasant nausea. How do the sheep manage it? (Rhinos in Namibia have tough buccal
mucosae and huge livers to cope wrth the same toxins of the desen I)uphr.trbla spp., BBC, 1998).

Sheep are extraordinarily destructive to ail young trees, whether poisonous or not I've watched
one defoliating a young Spindle tree (Euon.ymus europaeus, cardiac glycosides, evonoside,
evomonoside, evobioside, other toxic alkaloids and digitoxigenin) They love all Pear (Pyrus),
Apple (Malus) and Plum (Prunus) species, especially pear, and will traverse acres of rich grass and
squeeze through any barriers to reach and destroy any cherished young tree, or any unusual or rare
herbaceous species one wishes to preserve - however thorny or poisonous.

Healthy sheep may carry stomach bacteria rvhich detoxifu the diverse range of plant toxins
outlined above, but this does not explain how they cope with acrid plant toxins which blister the
buccal mucosa. Possibly malnourished, ill animals, those with empty stomachs. or sheep treated
with agents such as antibiotics which kill protective, toxin-digesting, gastroenteric bacteria are

"ulnerable; 
most of the aforementioned toxic plants have sometimes been known to kill sheep

(MAI'F 1988) The effects of yew especially are puzzling; some stock enjoy ir, as here, but on
occasion, numbers ofanimals can succumb (Bean 1989).

From the above account, the score for the small flock I've been watching is so far, Sheep 21,
highly toxic vascular plant species 0. The species that resist them are exactly the same as Gordon
Knight found:- common thistle species (mainly Cardaus and Clirsium), and Common Nettle (Urllca
dioica), which forms enlarging patches unless controlled by Glyphosate, S.B.K. or other selective
weedkillers. Our sheep are also reluctant to eat Feverfew (T'anocetum parthentunt), and chalk
downland sheep in Wiltshire avoid Tor-grass (Bruchypodium pinnatum; cyanogenrc glycosides have
killed stock in Czechoslovakia (Sikula & Stolfa 1978) but have not yet been found in Wiltshire

2J
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plants). Tor-grass continues to spread as a consequence ofbeing ungrazed. Shepherds also give hy
(Hedera helix, toxic triterpenoid saponins, hederosaponin-C, etc.) as a tonic to sheep!

In summary, only tor-grass, thistles and stinging nettles resist sheep, which usually defeat, or
even thrive on, an amazing diversity of plant poisons which would kill most other mammals.
Related ruminants (Goats? Deer?) may have comparable capacities.

Rabbits, Hares, Muntjac. A1l obviously harder to observe than the sheep, but also very destructive to
young trees (except Cupressaceae and some other conitbrs), .irrespective ofwhether the species are
thorny or full of toxins. Rabbits ring-bark and defoliate, hare and muntjac chop off the tops and
branch ends. For herbaceous species, again my lists correspond closely with those of Gordon
Knight. White Dead-nettle (Lamium alhum), Ground-ivy (Glechoma hederacea), Variegated
Yellow Archangel (Lamiastrun galeobdolon subsp. argentatum) and Water Mint (Mentha
aquatica) were the common Lamiates ignored by the rabbits (but quickly polished off by sheep).
Lamiates in quantity, especially ground-ir'y, have killed stock in Eastern Europe and Russia (MAFF
1988), pulmonary oedema and enteritis resulting from volatile oils. Lords-and-Ladies (Arum
maculatum) and again stinging nettles were the other two abundant species rejected by rabbits.
Arum poisons include volatile acrid substances of unknown formulae, and aroin, aroidin, aronin,
coniine-like alkaloides, a conicine gycoside or saponin: but I've yet to see an Arum plant where
sheep regularly graze. Stinging nettles have long been associated with rabbits in Wiltshire (Grose
1957), even before they became so generally abundant in the county.

Equines. In the next field to the sheep, greater periwinkle is untouched by horses, mule and donkeys,
and in general one taste of the other toxic species enjoyed by the sheep is sufficient. Equines spit
out the distasteful plant. Many tree species are enjoyed, especially from the willow, poplar, lime,
elm, alder, birch and ash genera (Salix, Populus, Tilia, Ulmus, Alnus, Betula and Fraxinus) and
nearly all tree and shrub species from the Rosaceae. For all these, leaves, shoots, branchelets and
bark are browsed, chopped and stripped until the trees are killed. No equine persisted withfoliage
of any of the Cupressaceae (Chamaecyparis lhyoides, Cupressus torulosa, xcupressocyparis
leylandii), but stripped and ate the resinous bark of the last, and also ate bark from logs of
Lawson's Cypress (Chamaecyparis kn,xniana). Poisonous trees such as Laburnum anagtroides
and Orange Bladder-senna ((lolutea x media) could be mutilated but were not consumed (Toxic
alkaloids, cy'tisines and canavanine). As in Dyfed, the horses would not eat stinging nettles, docks
or thistles; however, the mule and donkeys appeared to enjoy thistles in the autumn, even when
grass was plentiful.

Cattle. Our local vet remembers one cow from a herd with a perverted preferential appetite for butter-
cups, dying from the Ranunculus toxins (listed above). Two bullocks broke through the river fence
and may have been poisoned by Hemlock Water-dropwort rools. As in Dyfed (and like the sheep,
but certainly not humans), cows appear to be able to eat the oenanthotoxins inthefoliage without
ill effects. Cattle are no more effective in stopping the spread ofnettle-beds in these fields than the
other grazing mammals above, and also have little effect on the spread ofthistles.

Humans. Nowadays humans are much more wlnerable to bacterial toxins (such as Escherichia coli
variants) than vascular plant toxins, but the case histories in my books (Frohne & Pfander 1984,
MAFF 1988, Woodward 1985) would indicate that 'hippies', health-food faddists and little children
are most at risk from poisoning by vascular plants. There is much variation in human wlnerability,
and some astonishing inconsistencies in health-food shops and manuals. Sometimes poisonous
preparations are recommended in indefinite quantities, advice which would result in suing if given
by a doctor, or sacking if written by a ministry official. Penny-royal (Mentha pulegium, toxic
monoterpenes, pulegone) has often caused, in humans, serious poisoning and death (Frohne &
Pfander 1 984), but is recommended both as an edible plant and medicine (Launert I 98 I ) As a child
and adult, I have eaten Beech(F-agus sylvatica) nuts with others in Lancs., Northants, Kent, Sussex
and Wilts Frohne & Pfander (1984) think they might be toxic in very large quantities due to high
Oxalic acid content. The MAFF book (1988) claims they make the mouth and throat sore, with
symptoms of poisoning above 50 nuts. Woodward (1985) gives nausea, severe pain, diarrhoea,
conrulsions and death as the consequences ofeating beech nuts. Launert (1981) lists them as edible
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(and medicinal) and excellent for cooking and salad oil, but with a poisonous 'residue' Perhaps the

ftasls (which can make the mouth sore, containing fagin) are the cause of human and animal

poisonings, the reverse of yew fruits, where it is the seed rather than the surrounding prnk flesh

which contains the toxic alkaloids. The lesson seems to be. some plants (such as hemlock rvater-

dropwort or Monk's-hood (Aconitum napellus) never try them; mosl plants cautious modera-

tion in the absence of reliable pharmacological assays, with seasoned scepticism about gathering

from the wild for food or self-medication.
What plants are most successfully defended against mammalian herbivores? Despite his title. Gordon
Knight's article reveals that it is not the mints, nor the noxious or poisonous species, but the common
stinging nettle and thistle species, as here. Histamine, acetylcholine and 5-hydroxytryptamine are

involved in the stinging reaction and concomitant immediate pain Spicules of thistle spine probably

trigger two of these pain chemicals from the tissues themselves. These species whicir administer an

immediate sharp short shock seem to be spreading more abundantly than those carrying an arsenal of

toxins causing poisoning or death after ingestion.
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LONG DISTANCE IDENTIFICATION

The note by Paul Smith in BSBI Netvs 78 28, reminded me of the following
. The recent Willshire Flora says of Taxus haccqta 'On 

steep chalk slopes, often associated rvith

Sorbus aria.' No problem at all to identify both species from across the valley, a mile or more

away.
. Flying in to Budapest in 1985, the BSBI field meeting identified plantations of Robinia pseuducctcrct

(False-acacia) from 6-900 m up. In flower, it is best seen from the air. Later, on the ground, we
found signs 

'Beware 
of the Bees' for whom it was grown.
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COLOUR VARIATION IN RAPHANUS RAPHANISTRUM (WILD RADISH)

With regard to colour variation within populations of Raphanu.s raphcrnistrum, the lollowing observa-
tion, made in 1986, may be of interest.

During the course of the BSBI Arable Weeds Survey, I encountered dense stands of the radish
growing in 8 ha of fodder beet (Beta wlgaris subsp. r,z/gzu'l.s). Though noting the obvious color-rr
variation, I could not be specific about the ratio of white to yellow flower-heads. However I have a
vague notion that it was roughly 6 to 4 in favour of yellow.
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THE CONCEPT OF SPECIATION BY HYBRID SEGREGATION WITHIN
FACULTATIVE APOMICTIC GENERA

Few students ofthe aponiictic genera would dismiss totally the concept ofspeciation by hybridisation.

A most interesting case study is that of the investigation of the origins of llubus vestervicensis

Gustafsson, a very localised endemic discovered on the island of Sddra Malmd offthe eastern coast of

Sweden by C.E. Gustafsson in 1915. Recent molecular studies Kraft at al. (1995) provide very strong
evidence to support Gustafssons's suggestion (Gustafsson I938) that R. veslen'tcen,tls has arisen froni

the hybridisation of R. grahowstll Weihe ex Gunther & al. and R. petlemonlonz.r Pinkwart.

It would seem logical to assume that speciation by hybridisation within the facultative apomictic
genera should be relatively lrequent on biogeographical and evolutionary time scales and it is often the
case that field workers frequently ponder over putative hybrids as Gustafsson did for R. ve.stert,icensis.
Wherever compatible species coexist then there is always a possibility that hybridisation could occur
and repeated hybridisation between widespread compatible species may have occurred on numerous
occasions at n)any locations. The resulting hybrid plants may clearly differ from each other in morpho-
logical characteristics (particularly if the parental species are highlv heterogeneous) and therefore it
lbllows that many unique tbrms which share a common ancestry could be raised to specific rank by
taxonomists. This could possibly be the case for the members of a rnicro-specific group which although
sharing many morphological characteristics are nevertheless taxonomically distinct from each other. An
example that comes to mind rs that of the lluhus .fuscus complex.

lfit is the case that numerous microspecies are actually hybrid plants (reproducing predominantly

by the apomictic mode) then an additional factor to consider with regard to micro-speciation would be
that of the occurrence of repeated self:fertilisation. This is a phenomenon that cannot be completely
ruled out. We all know of Mendel's demonstration of segregation for a limited number of characters by
the selfing of F'l hybrids, and that the number of potential segre-qates increases dramatically as the
number of characters to be considered is increased. The probability of the occurrence of selt:
fertilisation for polyploid hybrid plants is much reduced due to severe meiotic disturbances and agamo-
spermic seed production is assumed to predominate and therefore it would seems highly unlikely that
classic Mendelian segregation could occur. On rare occasions hor.vever segregation following self-
lertilisation might actually take place be it significantly delayed in time and space, and non-Mendelian in
operation. Nevertheless the concept of delayed segregation could be of considerable importance to our
understanding ofthe development ofmicro-specific complexes on an evolutionary time scale.

Let us suppose that for a given genus a single member ofthat genus arrives at a biogeographically
isolated area and subsequently colonises that area predominantly by apomictic means. Norv let us
suppose that this taxon is of hybrid origin and that on occasions self-fertilisation occurs and distinct
segregates are produced. lt follows that it is not completely improbable that a localised endemic flora
could evolve from a single hybrid plant.

We do know that speciation within apomictic genera suchas Hieraciurr has occurred in particularly

isolated geographical areas such as the Shetland Isles, and that a great many very localised undescribed
brambles do exist. lt would be interesting to rnvestigate to what extent the potential processes ofmicro-
specific evolution discussed above may have contributed to the development of the apomictic
comolexes that occur within the British lsles.
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BOTANY AND BOTANISTS IN LITERATTIRE - 13

Members might find the following item of interest. Sylvia Plath, was Ted Hughes' (poet laureate)
lormer wife. She was primarily a poet and is much in the news recently with the publication of Hughes'
recent book of poems about her (Birthday Letters). She is, amongst many people, something of a
Goddess and, though I am not a great admirer ofher poetry, she writes prose like an angel (l recom-
mend LetterS Home, Faber and Faber). The piece below is taken from The llell .lar published by Faber
and Faber in 19'76.

'At college I had to take a required course in physics and chemistry. I had already taken
a course in botany and done very well. I never answered one test question wrong the
whole year, and for a while I toyed with the idea of being a botanist and studying the
wild grasses in Africa or the South American rain forests, because you can win big
grants to study oFbeat things like that in queer areas much more easily than winning
grants to study art in Italy or English in England, there's not so much competition.

Botany was fine, because I loved cutting up leaves and putting them under the
microscope and drawing diagrams ofbread mould and the odd, heart-shaped leafin the
sex cycle ofthe fern, it seemed so real to me. . .

Physics made me sick the rvhole time I learned it. What l couldn't stand was thrs
shrinking everything into letters and numbers. Instead of leal' shapes and enlarged
diagrams of the holes the leaves breathe through, and fascinating words like carotene
and xanthophyll, on the blackboard, there rvere these hideous, cramped, scorpion-
lettered formulas in Mr Manzi's special red chalk '

BOTAN\'(PLANTS) rN LITERATTTRE - 14

Lathek, written in 1786 by William Beckford (in Three Gothic novels, Penguin Classics, 1986),
combines the Gothic features of the horrible and the supernatural in a setting of seemingly unsurpass-
able extravagance. As well as the five wings added to the main palace, one for the gratification ofeach
of the five senses, the Caliph Vathek has three hundred dishes daily placed before him (when he is in
low spirits he can only eat thirty-two). The flora which he looks upon is no less voluptuous (pp. l6l-2).

'At the distance of a few miles from Samarah stood a high mountain, whose sides were
swarded with wild thyme and basil, and its summit overspread with so delightful a plain,
that it might have been taken for the Paradise destined for the faithful. Upon it grew a
hundred thickets of eglantine and other fragrant shrubs; a hundred arbours of roses,
entwined with jessamine and honeysuckle; as many clumps of orange trees, cedar, and
citron; whose branches, interwoven with the palm, the pomegranate, and the vine,
presented every luxury that could regale the eye or the taste. The ground was strewed
with violets, harebells, and pansies, in the midst of which numerous tufts of jonquils,

hyacinths, and carnations perfumed the air.'

The plants:  a g lossal  note

Although Samarah is a fictional place (possibly a combination of the Samara of East Russia in East in
East Europe and the Samhah of Socotra in Northwest Tropical Africa) the plants in the above
catalogue are real enough.

With the exceptions of the orange (Cilnts sinensis L.), the cedar ((-edrus libani or (.-edru.s

deodara), the citron (Citrus medicu L.), the [date]-palm (Pfutenix dacrylifera) and the pomegranate
(Puttica granalum), Beckford could possibly have seen either from his rvindow at Fonthill Abbey in
Wiltshire, or from walking around its grounds, the eglantine or sweetbrier (Rosa ruhigino.sa), although
it is worth considering perfoliate honeysuckle (l,otricera caprtfoliun), which is also by some called
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eglantine. The rose may be the dog-rose (Rosct canina), but by extension could be the Phoenician rose
(R. phttenititt Boiss.) which grows in Vathek's Orient (Western Asia). In the same vein, other possibili-
ties are the rockrose (Cl.s/r.r spp.) the Syrian rose (Hibiscus syriacus), or even oleander (Nerium olean-
der L ) A type ofrose found in 'Paradise' is, according to Strabo (1763) (as cited by Moldenke, 1986),
the balsam or balsamodendron (Rals:amodendron spp.), now in the genus Commiphora (Burseraceae),
but all this is straying rather far from the Rosaceae ofeighteenth century England.

Very Persian though is the jessamine (Persian ydsmin; Arabian ydsmin, yA:tamin). Arabian jasmine
is.lo$minum sambac (L ) Aiton, but summer jasmine (lasminum officinale) is equally at home in lran
or. no doubt, in a millionaire's Wiltshire idyll tn Sheikh Netzaoui's The perfumed garden'the
iessamine (r'asnrine) is formed oflzrt signiSrng deception, or the happening ofa thing conrrary ro your
wtsh .'. accordingly Vathek's heart is eventually consumed by fire in Eblis; Beckford, through
scandal and extravagance, is forced to sell.

Perfoliate honeysuckie (l.onicero caprifolium). already mentioned as eglantine, also grows in
England and Western Asia, but equally plausible is honeysuckle (L. periclymenum). The sweet violet
(Viola rttlorato), the harebell ((-ompamtla rrtundi;t'olio), the wild pansy (Viola tricolor), the jonquil
(Narcisstts .itsnquilla). and the carnation (Dianthus caryophyllus) are all well-known English garden
plants, as is the common grape hyacinth (Muscari neglectum). The oriental hyacinth is the common
hyacinth (H.1tat:inlht.; r.trientoli.s) which in Turkey is abundant in rocky places and has fragrant deep
blue flowers.

Growing wild, but also found in English gardens, are the wild thyme (Thymus polytrichus) and basil
( . ( ) c imumhu .s i l i cum) .a l t houghw i l dbas i l  i sO .canumS ims  Thev ine , t hough ,wou ldobv ious l ybe the
grape-vine (Vitis vinifera) rather than the wild vine (V. orientalis (Lam ) Boiss ), the fruit of which is
smal l ,  b lack,  very acid,  and ju iceless,  and theretbre 'worth less ' .

If Beckfbrd was not a botanist, then he rvas either well-travelled, or a keen gardener and consum-
mate artist. Most of the flowers, with the exception of the honeysuckle, harebell, and carnation, which
have their anthesis in suntmer, are -spring-flowering. Nearly all of them also grow in the Middle East.

ln conclusion. the sensuality ofthe piece is due to the use ofthe vernacular; botanising in 'Paradise'

is  perhaps to rob i t  of r ts  beaut i r .
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BOTANY AND BOTANISTS IN LITERATURE (15): TRAGIC FATE oF A
GERMAN BOTANIST

The following extract from Vi.sils Io lvfonasleries in lhe Levant by Hon. Robert Curzon (1865) illus-
trates vividly the dangers of botanising in 'wild' places in the last century.
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'The last Frank whom I heard of as having been killed in Albania was a German who
was studying botany. He rejoiced in a blue coat and brass buttons, and wandered about

alone, picking up herbs and flowers on the mountains, which he put carefully into a tin
box. He continued unmolested for some time, the universal opinion being that he was a
powerful magician, and that the herbs he was always gathering would enable him to
wither up his enemies by some dreadful charm, and also to detect every danger which
menaced him. Two or three Albanians had watched him for several days, hiding
themselves carefully behind the rocks whenever the philosopher turned towards them ;
and at last one of the gang, commending himself to all his saints, rested his long gun

upon a stone and shot the German through the body. The poor man rolled over, but the
Albanian did not venture from his hiding-place until he had loaded his gun again, and
then, after sundry precautions, he came out, keeping his eye upon the body, and with his
friends behind him, to defend him in case of need. The botaniser, however, was dead
enough, and the disappointment ofthe Albanians was extreme when they found that his
buttons were brass and not gold, for it was the supposed value of these precious
ornaments that had incited them to the deed.
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BOTANY (AND ENTOMOLOGY) rN LITERATURE - 16

Here is a more modern example, in lighter vein, from the inimitable James Thurber, Thurher Countr.t
(1953), Penguin, 1977, Chap. 24, 'See no weevi l ' :

'I probably would never have known about the 'Thurberia Weevil' or the Thurberia
plant, either, ifClarence R. Peterson ofBrooklyn hadn't sent me a report on them taken
from the pages ofthe Federal Register, a publication ofthe U.S. Department ofAgricul-
ture that deals with American plants and the pests that threaten them. If any insect is
trailing the arbutus, or creeping up on the Virginia creeper, agents of the Department
photograph and fingerprint it, give it a serial number, and keep it under surveillance.
Otherwise vegetation would disappear from the Republic and some enormous caterpillar
would take over where Senator McCarthy left off

The report from the Federal llegister that Mr Peterson sent me contains the glad
tidings, for cotton growers and Thurberia weevils, that the 1926 quarantine on the
Anthonomus grandis thurberiae Pierce has been lifted. lt seems that my cousin, the
weevil, has turned out to be a harmless insect, no more dangerous to the American
cotton crop than the luna moth is to the Brazilian Air Force. I don't know who Pierce is,
by the way, or how he happened to pop up in the name ofthe Thurber weevil, but it may
be that he was the agent who kept Thurberia under surveillance for twenty-five years. If
I had spent the best years of my life tailing a weevil, I would cenainly expect some
permanent recognition. I don't know who Thurber is, either. My own branch of the
family has never been very good at entomology or botany. This Thurber may have been
an entomologist who discovered the Thurberia plant, or wild cotton, while hunting for
weevils, or he may have been a botanist who discovered the weevil while hunting for the
wild cotton plant. lt is a kind of ordinary weed found in hot. arid areas of the South-
west, and it is not actually cotton. and it isn't terribly wild The Thr.rrberia weevil likes to
inhabit the Thurberia plant anyway, but twenty-five years of research have shown that
the weevil is not really a pest at all. . . . I don't know why it took a quarter ofa century
to find this out, but the wheels of government move slowly.

Thurberia, to be sure, is not the only plant named after a man. Literally hundreds of
flowers and weeds have been named for their discoverers. forsl.thia for Forsythe, zinnia
for Zinn, dahlia for Dahl, fuchsia for Fuchs, and so on. There are even muehlenbeckia
and puschkinia, I found in glancing through 

'fhe 
New (iarden Encyclopedia This
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dictionary offlora, first published in 1936, contains 1,380 pages, but Thurberia, the wild
cotlon, isn't  mentioned in i t .

I don't know what Mrs Thurber thought or said when Thurber came home one
evening and told her that he had discovered a kind of scrubby desert plant and was
going to have it named after him, but if he had belonged to my branch of the family the
conversation would have gone something like this . . . 'If I had to do over again,' said
Mrs Thurber, I wouldn't have married a desert botanist. I don't know why you have to
go in for things like mesquite and toadbush, when everybody else's husband is finding
such lovely flowers -' 'Forsythe and Wistar, if you mean them, are deciduous men,'
Thurber cut in, 'and I happen to be xerophilous. You could have done worse - you
might have married Hubbard and had that squash named after you.' 'Yes, but if I had
married Wilson. the ornithologist, I could have had a thrush named after me.' 'Suppos-

ing you had married Newton,' her husband said, 'then you would have had a fig cookie
namedafteryou. '  .  '

And so it goes on, for another page or two. I see that my copy of Willis, A dictionary of the flrnering
planls and ferns ( I 95 I ), gives - ' Thurberia Benth. Gramineae. 2 Texas, Arkansas'
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BOTANY AND BOTANISTS IN LITERATURE _ 17

Murray Bail's 'Eucalyptus' (1998) is surely the botanical novel par excellence. Holland is an eccentric
Australian landowner who has dedicated his life to planting and growing as many species of Eucalyptus
as he can get hold of, including the most unusual and the most rare, on the acres ofground around the
home he shares with his beautiful daughter Ellen. Realising that Ellen's great beauty is attracting male
admirers from near and far, he decides that only the man who can give the correct scientific name to
each and every Eucalyptus he has planted may have her hand in marriage. Many attempt, but fail. Then
it looks as if one candidate - much older than Ellen, and hardly her likely choice of partner - might
succeed; but there's also an unknown stranger who keeps meeting her clandestinely, and who tells her
tall tales oflittle apparent relevance . . . .

'Eucalpytus' is a strange confection of wit and whimsy, with a lot of good botanical description
(every chapter is headed by a Latin specific) and intriguing speculations on the nature ofstory-telling. It
has to be a true 'one-off ofa book.

Here's Holland clearly thinking about 'lumpers' and 'splitters':
'There's still learned debate over the precise number of eucalypts. It's well into the
hundreds, but the figure keeps changing. At regular intervals there's a career move from
an institutional dark corner somewhere to reduce the total . . . .

Some men and women have been known to devote their lives to the study of nothing
but the leaves ofthe eucalypts and grow old without mastering the subject. In time they
resemble those gentle maiden aunts who reveal on request tremendous genealogical
knowledge, the Christian names and histories of the family's branches, who has been
married to who and how many children, their names and illnesses, who died of what, and
so forth; the history ofhybrids . '

Maybe he ought to have called his book 'Rumpelstaceskin'?

BOTANY IN FANTASY FICTION (I8)

As an avid reader of'Fantasy' novels, ever since Arthur Chater first introduced me to Bilbo Baggins, I
rarely come across anything worthy of including in this series. However, while reading the final work in
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a multi-volume series by a consummate master of fantasy fiction, David Eddings, I was reminded of
something I had read years earlier but forgotten, which seems to be appropriate.

ln The Riven Codex (HarpurCollins 1998), Belgarath, the first disciple of the god Aldur has just
discovered that he has magical powers.

'And then, because I was very young and very proud of myself and my new-found
powers, I turned to a dried and brittle bush it was ntid-winter at the time - and I spoke
to it fervently. "Bloom," I said, and the bush quite suddenly produced a single flower. I
plucked it and offered it to [Aldur]. . . And he took the flower and smiled "And this
shall be thy first lesson. I would have thee examine it most carefully and tell me all that
thou canst percieve ofit." And that task took me twenty years, as I recall . . . And there
were many other things as well that took at least as long. I examined trees and birds, fish
and beasts, insects and vermin. I devoted forty-frve vears to the study ofgrass alone.'

How well I know that feelins!

a9 _'_att*t**a*,.',,,'r**a_**,-,,'at*-**_,_**-**"-_tt-,r-ta",

BOTANIY IN ENGLISH LITERATURE?

'Gosh, rvhat on earth is that?' said Wendy. 'Stand back! '  said John. ' l t  may be - yes i t  is
i t 's a beastly Al ienl '

'Gosh' said Wendy rather fearfully. 'You don't think, do you John, that it mighr be
planted?' 'Indeed I do' said John in a manly sort of way, grasping the plant firmly and
pulling it up by its roots.

'Hurrahl ' said Wendy. 'so much for Johnny foreignerl Now lets go home for tea. '

Enid Blyton
'I am quite resolved', said Elizabeth, 'to accept Mr. Ellis, for he is the handsomest of
men and has fifteen hundred a year. Were I to marry him I should be transported to
Parnassus!'

'I fear I do not entirely care for Mr. Ellis' said Mary. 'Handsome he indisputably is,
but I am informed upon authority that many of his fifteen hundred are mere Rubus and I
have ever maintained the prejudice that Brambles are not entirely a proper subject for a
gentleman.'

Jane Austen

. . . daftodil and cucumber in the mossy sexifridge where irishes the butterworse.
James Joyce

It was bad that summer. I would wake in the early morning and listen to the BSBI going
up to the front. There were wet flushes up there and many of the recorders were just
kids and the species diversity was overwhelming. I would watch them going back to the
front clutching their battered CTWs and they would be grey-faced and the big l0r
lenses would be incongruous slung around their thin necks. And some ofthem had been
issued with the new high-calibre Stace but they had no training worth a damn they didn't
know how to use them and I knew they didn't stand a chance. And that was how it was.

So I would go out and go down to the cafe for coffee and grappa. And as I passed
Dora's place the girls would lean out over the balcony and whisper and show me speci-
mens of Hieracium,but I would say 'No, it is over for me the thing with the apomrctlc
microspecies I have a wound it is a thing of the war'. It was bad that summer.

Ernest Hemingway

Dorothea trembled slightly as she touched the delicate stamens, remembering the ghostly
pollen that lies behind all our lives, secretly spreading itself among our best intentions

33
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and bringing to fruition all those embryonic schemata which the meanest of us nourish in
our callx-enfolded bosom, urgent to burst forth into a spiritual blossoming.

George Elliot

[Modesty almost prompted me to change the name in the 'Jane Austin' piece, but then I thought 'What

the hell, if the cap fits . . .' Ed.l

There seems to be an inexhaustible supply ofnotes for'Botany and Botanists in Literature'but I lear
they are beginning to take up a lot ofspace. So, in future only two per issue, unless ofcourse there is
insufficrent copy to replace them. Please do continue to send in examples of the genre. Ed.

A COMMUTER'S LUNCH BOX

Jack Smith's note in BSBI News'78. 27, on the vasculum prompts me to recount the following. A few
months ago I was looking around an antiques shop in Lingfield. Surrey when I spotted a fairly old
metal vasculum. The notice on it stated in no uncertain way 'COMMUTER'S LLTNCH BOX'. I asked
the owners of the shop if they knew what it really was, and they had no idea. They seemed quite
impressed when I enlightened them.

KE-*r-Itt-H..I{.v.4ll^]-1ls$s:K"s*Ble$Jspyt,.-L]esdgys&-Qei*e*k$!ss.ft?.qjw*_

E.S. MARSHALL'S ANNOTATED LONDON CATALOGUES AT NATIONAL
MUSEUM AND GALLERY, CARDIFF (NMW)

Amongst the miscellaneous scraps of E.S. Marshall's corespondence lodged at National Museum and
Gallery, Cardiff (NMW) were twelve London Catalogues marked with his plant records from various
parts ofBritain and Ireland. Some lists are essentially'tick lists' for a vice-county, whilst others have
relatively localised information. Many of the more interesting records have been published in his notes
in,knrnal of botan)), etc. His main herbarium is at Cambridge.

Given Marshall's outstanding contribution to British botany, anyone interested in first or original
records is welcome to consult the catalogues. They are listed below in date order, with details ofthe
localities and vice-counties (V. cc. 6, 7 , 8, 22, 79, 80, 89, 90, 92, 94, 95, 96, 98, 99, 1 00, 106, 1 07,
108, 109, 1 I l, Hl2) My additional notes are in square brackets.
List ofplants observed in sites by myself Begun 1886.
List of plants in herb E.S. Marshall, I886 [superseded by l89l list below]
List of plants in herb. E.S Marshall ,  1891
Scotch Plants, i2 July to I I August t892

Faldonside neighbourhood (Selkirk & Roxburgh) [v.cc 79-80]
Restenneth, Roescobie & Forfar [v.c. 90]
Blairgowrie to Ardblair and Marlee Locs [v.c. 89+?]
Glen Shee and thereabout in East Perth [v.c 89]
Forlar Stations (Caenlochan. Glen Brighty, Canness) [v.c. 90]
South Aberdeen Stations [v c 921
Beauly neighbourhood (East Inverness) [v.c. 96]
East Ross plants worked by rail etc. from Beauly [v.c. 106]

List of plants observed about Bigbury, Kington, Kingsbridge and Toybridge, South Devon [v.c. 3],
June and July 1894.

,l898, 
l8 July. Wellington College, south-east to Blackwater and via Sandhurst to Blackwater, all in

Berks [v.c. 22]
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Argyle, Ben Dothiadh, July? [v c 98; faded pencil, + illegible; Marshall visited this locality in 1893;
another locality is illegiblel

Scotch Trip, 1897, East Ross, Sutherland and Caithness (v c. 106, 107, 108 and 109)
Plants observed in Co. Wexford [v.c. Hl2], 8-17 June 1897 [copied by R LI Praeger, l0 August 1897]

Wexford and neighbourhood, including Wexford Haven
Rosslare harbour, coast by Greenore Point to Churchtown, on round Carnsore Point, halfi*-ay up

Lady's Island Lake, and back by road to Rosslare Harbour
Rosslare
Macmine Junction (Slaney Marshes, etc.)
Gorey to Ballycanew and Killenagh, thence to the sea and up the coast past Ardamine to about a

mile north of Courtown
Scotland, 1898

Kingussie to Kincraig, East lnverness, 26 July [v.c. 96]
Lossiemouth to Hopeman, also West A1ves, Elgin, I August [v.c. 95]
Dunphail, Findhorn Glen to Forres, 4 August [v.c. 95]
Aviemore, East Inverness, 6 August [v.c. 96]
Cairngorm and Glenmore Forest, 8 August [v.c. 96]
Cairngorm in Banif, 8 August [v.c. 94]
Nairn and vicinity, East lnverness (v.c. 96)
Loch Spynie and west ofElgin, 19 August (v.c. 95)
Black Isle (v. c. 1 06), Kessock via Arpafeelie, Avoch and Fottrose to Rosemarkie, 23 August
Garmouth (v.c. 95) and Kingston, 24 August
About Brodie, Culbin Sands and Forres (Buckie Lake, etc.) (v c. 95), 27 August

Scotland, 1 7 May to 29 August 1900 inclusive
Orkney (v c 111)
Caithness (v.c 109)
W Sutherland (v c 108)
East Sutherland (v.c. 107)
Auchternecd and Ben Wyvis, East Ross (v.c. 106), 14 August
Arran,25 August (v.c. 100)
Bute (v.c. 100)
Arrocher and Inveraty, Argyle (v.c. 98)
Arrocher and Tarbet, Dumbarton (v.c. 99)

List of plants, Wiltshire and Somerset 1904
Woodborough, Alton Barnes, Downs to Clifford Hill (above All Cannings to Patney Station district

7), 14 May, also about Alton Barnes 28 May, v.c 7 & 8.
Roundway Hill to Beacon Hill (downs), Nether Street to St Edith's Marsh; footpath to above

Rowde Hill and Sell's Green to Seend Station (district 2), 19 May, v.c. 7
Downs between Tinhead and Imber (district l ) (chiefly Coulston Down), 23 May, v c. 8
Wiltshire side of Bathford Hill (Monkton Farleigh) to Inwood and [?]Coulsley, descend to canal;

north of Limpley Stoke (district 2), 26 May, v c 7
Canal a mile above Limpley Stoke to Freshford (railway) district l, 26 May, v c 8
Wishford, Ebbesbuty Hill and Copse, Downs to Groveley Castle (and woods), etc descend to Little

Langford Road (and moist meadows) via Hanging Langford to Wylye District 8, 3l May,
v .c .  8

Patney Station and Chirton, south to Downs and back via Marden District 7, 4 June, v.c. 8
Bathford to Inwood, and about Freshford, Bathampton, v.c. 6.,26 May

List of plants observed in Argyle (Dalmally, etc.), 1910 [v c 98]

TIM zuCH, Dept. of Biodiversity and Systematic Biology, National Museum and Gallery, Cardiff
CFl 3NP
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THE BOTANY COLLECTIONS OF OLDHAM MUSEUM
The Nield Herbar ium

In 1995. Oldham Microscopical Societ) formallv donatcd a 10,000 spccimen strong hcrbarium to Oldham
Museum. Named after a nineteenth century Oldham printworkcr, James Nrcld. it contains a fascinating history of
the changing facc ofnot only Oldham's t'lora. but also ofothcr areas ofthe British Isles.

Considerable documentary rvork has reccntlv been complcted on the vascular plants in the collection, a:rd
research has been undertaken on the lives ofmanl ofthe ccllcctors This article is intended to Dresent a sumlnan
of this rvork and outline future development plans.

Background
Oldham is a metropolitan borough ofovcr 220.000 peoplc situated to the north east ofManchester. A place ofno
stgnificance 200 years ago, Oldham rapidly became one of the biggest cotton producing towns in the world
durrng the nineteenth century, transforming a moorland, scrub and pastoral landscapc into one domrnated bv
snroklng mill chinurel's and dense terraced housing. It u'as in this climate of intense change that the study of
botany in Oldharn became popular amongst the uorking classes, a phcnomenon that can also be seen in thc
surrounding industrial tor.r.ns of south Lancashire, such as Rochdale. Bury, Bolton and Ashton under L1ne.

The sccds of growth in thc sludy of botanl in Oldham ruere first sorvn by. a local handloom rveaver called
John Mellor. who began holding Sunday'botanical meetings in pubs in the 1770's ivith fellow artlsans such as
James Crowther and the Australasian explorer George Calev. The first Oldham Botanical Society was formed in
1775. and this led to thc formation ofa plcthora ofmore localised societies in the ltt00s.

The originator of this herbarium. James Nield. rvas bom in Oldham in 1825. An early advocate for nature
conservation. Nield built on the botanical lcgacl,in Oldham by bcing a founder mcmber ofthe Oldham Micro-
scopical Socictv in 1864. a societl rvhrch still mccts regularlr.todal. According to transcripts lrom the Oldhanr
Microscopical Societv Annual report of 1882. thc herbarium began with a donation b1' J:unes Nield of 900
mounted British plants. This was added to rvith 300 British plants not represented in the Nield collectron, and
including a full set of 'Bloxiam's Rubi'. presented bl John Whitehead.

Over 100 of Nield's contemporaries are represented ur the Nield Herbarium, and several twentieth centurv
botanists have sincc added to the collection. Nield appears to have been a reluctant signer ofherbarrum sheeti.
rnaking it difficult to be certain precisell rvhich specimcns he collectedl sirnilar problems rvere faced when
documenting the Nield Geological Collcction. also held by Oldham Museum.

Research
The Nield collection was stored in 14 Iarge black rectangular boxcs and 37 separate plastic bags. For the sake of
convenience each plastic bag was numbered. and each box was given an identity letter. They were stored in
Oldham Museum's Natural Histon' stores. Sheets were stored up to 200 deep. and many of the plastic bags were
very dirty. This made access ven diliicult, and potentiallr. very damaging.

The Museunt was fortunate to havc a small but empty wooden herbarium cabinet which had been acquired
fiom a local soclet\ a ferv years ago. Although not air tight. it did allorv the most extreme of overpacking of
plastic bags to be addrcssed, up to three hundred herbarium shccts rvere rapidlv transferred.

Most natural histor' curators rvrth large collcctions fbce a srmilar problem: tvhat arc my documentation
prrorities I These ma-v be guided bv strict adherence to documentation plans, by upcoming exlribitions or perhaps
by the enthusiasnt ofa volunteer. Mv rcasons for choosing to document the Nield Herbarium rvere thrcc fold; that
this valuable collection would seriously dccay if left alone for scveral more years: tlat it was known to contain
many notable specimens. but no-one knelv cxactll,rvhat they werc or horv to find them: and that I rvas very famil-
rar with the subject of vascular plants. and rvould be ablc to interpret the importance of specimens in the
collection.

Simon Hayhow, currentlv the Keeper ofNatural Historl for Lancashire Museum Service, had already started
documentation of the collection in I 9tl9 rvhen he n orked at Oldham Museum; he had initiated a storage number-
lng system and had hand-written a brief synopsrs of the contents of each ptastic bag and black box. His notes
helped enormouslv in my comprehending the pararneters ofltJre work involved, and provided a series ofincentives
for approaching oach new box or bag ofsheets.

Information from each sheet was entcrsd onto a specially tailored Smartware database. Information on
colrlmon and Latin names- collector, collection location- collectron date- spccies classification number. specimen
location rvere recorded for elen' specimen. as rvell as occasional notes on source of the specrmen, UK iarus of
species- raritv value. composition and condition of the spccimen. any literaturc that refers to the specimen or
collector biographical detail. The namcs and classification svstem used were from the 3rd edition of The Flora o./'
the Briti:h 1sle.r bl Clapham. Tutin end Moorc. excepl ior the non-British spccies rvhich have largell, been
recorded directll' from the herbarium sheet without modification.

All the documentation was donc in the Museum's Natural Hrstory Store onto a lap-top computer. Sheets
rvere recorded slstematically as ther camc out ofa bag or box. Although some sheets follo*'ed a vague order.
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often arrangcd into famill groups, it was quitc clear that the rvhole collection had never been properly ordered
and that indivrdual collections had been broken up and absorbcd into the whole. This lack oforder made typing rn
information considerably more tlme consuming. as precise spellings of species names were constantly havrng to
be looked up. Details llom over 4400 spccimens were computeriscd. It is difficult to sa) how long this took as I
was doing other work at the same time but the rvholc process took 4/5 months and at times felt like it would never
end. This left no time to document an1' of the non-vascular plants- particularly the several thousand strong
bryophyte collection. There are indications that this ma_'- be a:r cvcn more important collection than that of the
vascular plants, but no opportunit) has vet ariscn to undertake this hugc task.

The Vascular Plants ofthe Nield Herbarium
There are over 4400 sheets of dried vascular plants that include data in the Nietd Hcrbarium, of which around
600 originate from outside the British Isles. In addition. scveral hundred have no data whatsoever. Using thc
Clapham, Tutin and Moore svstcm ofclassification, li2 ofthe 150 Britrsh vascular plant families rre reprc-
sented and approximately 80% ofall British specres. Although there is no dcfinitrve plant list for Oldham. nor for
the Greater Malchestcr area, maJry ofthe local species that I know ofare reprcscnted in the collection. The earli-
est recorded date is 1846, and the vast majoritr,ofthc collcction dates from the nineteenth centur). particularl)
bctrveen 1870-1890. Plant specinrens have becn collccted lionr all ovcr thc British Isles but Oldham. the Channel
lslands. West Comu'all and the Scottish Highlands are particularlr- rvell represented. These appear to be the most
popular holiday dcstinations for ninetcenth century Lancastria:r botanists, and in a paper delivered to the
Manchcster Botanists'Association rn 187-5. there is a rathcr hilarrous account offour local botanists scarch for
the Alpine Gentian, Gentiana nivalis, up Ben Cruban in thc Grarnprans: accounts of their discoveries can bc
matched wrth specimens in the herbariurn.

There are over two hundrcd specimens rvhich can be considercd to bc real treasurcs. Apart from manl'
species uhich are considered by Clapham. Tutin and Moorc to bc very,rare toda). tlicre are man),abnormal plant
forms, geographical odditics, unusual aliens. count-v and British first rccordings. and local. countr and British
extinctions. Highlights include sevcral species lost to thc Oldham area. such as Pseudorchi,v a/brda (Small Whitc-
orchid). Centiana pneumonanthe (Marsh Gentian). Hannorbya paludosn (Bog Orchid) and Phegopteris
corinactilis (Beech Fcrn). the first record of Ruhus rhombt/itlius and Rubus spadrx (R. potlrtphyllu"'). and ofthe
stonewort Chara Jragrfera, in Britain: thc first record of ('irc,ata alprna (Alpine Enchantcr's-nightshade) rn
Derbl,shire: the first record of Ranunculus lriporttttls (ThreeJobed Crorvfool) rn Cheshirc. a spccies u'hich mar
nou be extinct in the count). possible Comrsh c\tinctions such as fi/ago gal1ica (Narrou-leaved Cudllccd) and
()xqlis stricta (Upright Yellorv-sorrel), possible Cheshrrc cxtinctions such as Ptlularta glohult/era (Pillrvort).
Yorkshire extinctions Veronica triphylkts (Fingered Speed*cll) ard Phleum phleodes (Purple-stem Cat's-tail);
Dorset extinction Orobanche caryophyllaceo (Bedstra* Broomrapc). and British mainland cxtinction I\ngutculu
a I pr na (Alpine Buttcru,ort).

In addition to these, there is alreadl evidcncc that the herbariurn contains valuable nerv site records. a chancc
conversation with Alan Howell at the Biological Curators Group (BCG) AGM at Bolton in 1996 led me to
sending records to the botany section of Societe Jersaise. *lro urotc back to say thev werc delighted to be able to
add new localities for particular species. Thc status ofmanr ofthcsc spccimens may also change in light ofthc
Atlas 2000 survey rxn by the BSBI and I a*'ait their results rvith intcrest. However. if anybody has any'
comments on the specics alreadv mentioned, even rf vou $ish to dispute somc of thc claims made, I *'ould be
happy- to hcar from 1ou. John Edmondson of Liverpool N'[uscum has alread.n.' given his advice about thc status of
the Rabrs specimens. includrng help with the nide dlsparlt\ ofspelling sub-species in thc nrnctcentli century and
the consequent mis-identifi cations.

Mosses, Algae, Seaweeds and Fungi in the Nield Herbarium
There are up to 5.000 specimens ofmosses in thc collcction. bulgust a ferv examplcs ofalgac. searveed and fungi.
The collection of mosses mainh come frorn the collcction of John Whitehead, and a ticklist of this rvas amotated
onto a copy of The London Catologue 4 British Mos.se.s and Hepallc.i in 1881, u'ith a handwritten list of algae
and fungi in the back ofthc book. This indicatcs that rt is a ven comprehensive collcction of British cryptogams.
dating mainll from the mid-nineteenth ccntun, and includes a large contributron from Johr No*cll. In 1996. a
studcnt placement from Oldham Srxth Form College documcntcd a small collcction of scarveeds. collcctcd br
Oldhamer John Waddington in thc mid-nineteenth ccntun

The Collectors
Over 150 collectors have contributed to the Nield HerbariLrm of Vascular Plants. Some have onl-v one specimcn.
others scveral hundred. The follo*ing is a short svnopsis ofthe leading contributors. u'ith place names referring
to collection locations rather than biographical origin.

H. Adair (Cumberland). E. Amitage (Herefordshire). F Arnold Lees (Tccsdalc). J Bagnall (Warwickshirc).
A. Bloxham (Cheshire Rrbr,r sp 1846). N. Buckle., (pre-18.57). W. Curnarv (Corn*all). M. Darvbcr (Gucnr-
ser - member of Watson Botanical Erchange Club l1{lt6-li7). A E Ellis (SusseVSurrer)- J Entrvhistle (Surrev),
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H.D. Geldart (Norfolk), G. Goode (Cambridgeshire), H. Goss (Cambridgeshire), W.J. Hannan (Lancashire
IDerbyshire), S.S. Haslehurst (Channel Islands), W. Heathcote (handbook of fems fiom the English Midlands).
W. Hind (Suffolk), G.A. Holt (Cheshire), J H. Jenner (Sussex), L N Kidd (Oldham/Derbyshire 1940-60), J.C.
Melville (Perthshire), J. Nowell (Co. Clare), Rev Painter (Somerset). J.T. Palmer (Manchester), J. Percival
(Lancashire/Barmouth/ Scotland). J. Piquet (Jersey), J. Richen Briggs (Devon/Cornwall), C.F. fupley
(Lancaster), T. Rogers (Perthshire), R.W. Sculll '(Co. Kerry). Rev C. Shaw (alien flora of Oldham 1940-60),
J.H.A. Stuart (Isle of Wight). J.E. Sunderland (Scotland), Dr G. Thomson (Wales), Dr Vig ers (Comwall).
M. Ward (Fleetwood). G. Webster (York), J.A. Wheldon (Yorkshire), J. Whitelegg (Cleethorpes), T. Whitelegg
(Derbvshire).
Special mention must be made ofthree particular collectors who contributed the bulk ofthe collection.

Many Oldhamers consider James Nield (1825-1896) to be the iounding father ofnatural history study in thc
tom. Born in Oldham's Cheapside area. he was the son of a hattcr rvho becamc a printer and lithographer, and
toun councillor. He rvas a founding member of the Oldham Microscopical Socicty, was active in thc Oldham
litcrary and Philosophl Societl and became the first Prcsident ofthe Unitcd Ficld Socict1,. Nicld discovered a
fossil forest on the outskirts of Oldham town centrc, was involved in thc highll publiciscd movemcnt of a huge
crratic boulder to the entrance of Oldham's first public park, campaigned to save an 'arctic peat bog' in Oldham
town centre and was one of the main instigators in the formation of the first Oldham Museum. His initial collec-
tion of 900 plants formed the basis of thc Nield Herbarium, and he collected specimens from Oldham, the
Scottish Highlands, and from around Tal-1'-bont in north Wales. rvhere he took up temporary residencv. Oldham
Muscum also houscs the Nield Geological Collection. a 1500+ collection offossils, rocks and minerals.

John Whitehead (1832-1896) rvas a w,orking class man who gained a national reputation for his knowledgc of
mosses. Born in Dukinfield, Manchester he spent most of his life living around thc Oldham area and wrote The
I.lora Ashton-under-Lyne in 1888. Although hc has ovcr 100 specimens from around the British Isles in the
lascular plant herbarium. it is for his collectron of mosses that he is best known. When he donated his whole
hcrbarium to the Oldham Microscopical Society and Field Club in 1892. the society's president, Mr Pullinger,
declared it to be rvithout rival in the north ofEngland. Whitehcad madc manv muscological discoveries including
nerv British and European records. and three taxa nerv to science; Dicranella schreheri var. elala. Bryntm ru/um
and the liveru,ort .Iungermannia nevicensi"'which he found on Ben Nevis in 1875.

John Byrom (dates unknown) contributcd at least 720 specimens to the Nield Herbarium. A member ofthc
Oldham Microscopical and Ashton Biological Societies. Byron travelled extensivell,in search ofbotanical treas-
ures. Apart from various Lancastrian localitics. Bvron collected fiom Derbvshire, Cheshire, Comwall, North
Wales. the Grampians. Channel Islands. Nonval'. Srvitzerland and the prairics and Rockl Mountains of North
Amcrrca. mostly betwccn 1870 and 1884. He gave a fascinating account ofhis North American travels in apaper
given to Oldham Microscopical Societ;,in ltttt4.

Herbarium Development
Two of the major problems with the herbarium is storage and the need for remounting. As much as 20% of the
collection is composed of loose specimens, due in part to inadequate storage conditions. The Herbarium
Handbook recommends that herbarium sheets are stored at the maximum six deep: some ofthese are stored over
200 dccp. Thc excellent 'Herbarium For Beginners' training day organised by the BCG at Liverpool Museum in
1996 provided excellent advice on hou to progress the conservation ofthe collection but thc main barner is, of
coursc, finance. Several new herbarium cabinets. professional remounting, sheet numbering and systematic
sorting must all be aimed for, whilst photographic documentation rvould be desirable.

To help contextualise the collections r.vith particular regard to local records, detailed study of the herbaria
held by Rochdale and Tameside Museum Services would be invaluable. as they are anecdotally known to contain
spccimcns collcctcd b1' local naturalists from in and around the Oldham area.

It would bc dcsirable to have a representative of all the British vascular plant families. lrresponsible acquisi-
tion ofrvild plants is quite righttl fro*ned upon toda), so a considcrcd. rcsponsiblc strategy will be needed. and
members ofthe Oldham Microscopical Socicty havc alreadv expressed interest in helprng, particularly with some
surprising local gaps. If anlbody knorvs of an unwanted collectron that contains anv of thc following family
groups. could 1'ou please let me knolr. Paeonraceae. Aizoaccac- Amaranthaccac, Phltolaccaceae, Simaroubaceae-
Vitaceae, Hydrangeaceae. Escalloniaccac. Pittosporaceae- Sarraceniaceae, Moraceae, Juglandaccac, Diapensi-
accac, Buddlejaceae, Scheuchzeriaceae, Aponogetonaceae, Pontederiaceae and Typhaceae.

Finally. there is considerable rvork to be done on assessing the importance and potential use ofthe 500-600
foreign specimens, s,hich mainh come from Srvitzerland. Noru,a,v.' and thc praines and Rockl Mountains of
North Amcrica.

Uses of the Nield Herbarium
One of the major criticisms that I havc heard of herbaria is that the_v are not very interesting to thc general public.
Having seen how creatively Liverpool Museum displays its herbarium specimens, I have been able to use the
Nield Herbarium for a rangc ofuscs. In an exhibition about collecting and collectors callcd thc'People's Show'.
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we used herbanum specimens collected by John Byrom in the prairies of Canada in 1881. alongside an account
he gave ofhis tnp there; we displayed a range oforchid species that have disappeared from Oldham to illustrate a
section on biodiversity for an exhibition on sustainable developmcnt called 'The Rise And Fall Of Billi Small':
plant specimens from the five major rvildlife habitats in Oldham were used for the exhibition 

'Walk On The
Wildside'; photographs and hsts taken flom the Nield Herbarium rvere used for'I'ha Ll'ild Flowers ol Oldhom
book published last year, and the records proved valuable for researching the book: and plant specrmens have
also been used for a range of Museum based talks.

Squire Ashton Herbarium
Oldham Museum also possesses a moderately sized herbarium collected by a nineteenth century Oldhamer and
timber yard owner called Squire Ashton. Comprising of 491 species of vascular plants and 528 species of
mosses, it is stored in 14 wooden boxes and dates from 1836-1897. It is made up ofBritish species, wrth a
particularly good collection oflocal specimens. Although the largc majority of sheels arc unsigned, it does include
examples from James Nield. John Whitehead, Jamcs Percival and John Nowell. all of rvhom can be found repre-
sented in the Nield Herbarium. The vascular plants $ere documented shortll' aftcr the Nield Herbariurn documcn-
tation was completed, but the mosses have yet to be studied in any detail.

Conclusion
This project has allowed the Nield Herbarium to grorv in importance as it becamc more accessible and used.
Indeed, there has been a definite corrclation between the variety ofuses that the hcrbarium can be put to and thc
level ofdocumentation achieved. Also. the amount ofconsen,ation work needed to inrprove the collection. and the
storage requirements, have both become much clearer. Although timc consuming, thrs level ofdocunrenlation has
been necessary to ensure the herbarium's future sun'ival and development.

If you would like to see the collection, have a full list of the collection, rcquire information to supplement
their botanical records or would even like to offer advice. I would be deliehted to hear from vou. I can be
contacted at the address below.
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THE SMITH HERBARIUM DOCUMENTATION PROJECT

The herbarium of Sir J.E. Smith, founder of the Linnean Society of London, consists of more than
20,000 specimens from throughout the world. A significant part of this historic collection consists of
specimens collected from Britain and lreland, partly by Srnith himself and also by a network of botanists
who exchanged material and received advice on identifications from Smith.

A project has now been launched by the Linnean Society, in collaboration with the National
Museums & Galleries on Merseyside, to document, conserve and photograph the collection to modern
standards. At the end of the project, all specimens from the Smith Herbarium at LINN will have been
cleaned, repaired and rehoused using acid-free materials, and images will also be available to
researchers.
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A computerised database has been established at Liverpool Museum that will eventually contain
details of the estimated 23,000 sheets at LINN and LIV. It will become possible to access this informa-
tion in a variety of ways: making lists of specimens from particular localities, compiling details of
particular collectors, and identifoing taxonomically important specimens such as those cited by Smith in
his various publications. The herbarium is rich in type specimens, Smith described many new taxa from
home and abroad as well as writing three ofthe most popular Floras published at the turn ofthe 19s
century hisEnglishBotany,i l lustratedbyJamesSo,,verby(1790-l8l4),F' loraBritannica(I800-I804)
and l'he English Flora (1824-1828)

Although the database is at an early stage of development, it already contains details of the speci-
mens sent by Sir James Smith to his friend William Roscoe, founder of the Liverpool Botanic Garden
herbarium, and to Rev. John Harriman of Eggleston, Co. Durham. These sources, together with the
manuscript catalogue ofthe Linnean Society's Smith herbarium compiled by Spencer Savage, reveal
that Smith acquired plants from at least 160 different collectors in Britain, Ireland and the Channel Isles
(whence Joshua Gosselin was the sole contributor). There are significani 'rurnbers ofcollections from
East Anglia (Smith lived for most of his life in Norwich), Scotland (he studied botany at the University
ofEdinburgh) and Yorkshire (his father was in the woollen trade and had extensive contacts there).

Collectors from particular regions include:

WALES Rev. William Bingley, John Eddowes Bowman, Rev Hugh Davies, John Wynne GrifIith,
Miss Marianne Johnes.

SCOTLAND: William Borrer, James Brodie, Arthur Bruce, David Don, George Don snr., George Don
jnr., Thomas Drummond, John Fleming, Robert Greville, Dr Johannes Groschke, Thomas Hope,
Rev. John Lightfoot, John Mackay, Edward James Maughan, Patrick Neill, Rev. John Stuart,
Smithson Tennant, Dr John Walker.

IRELAND: Robert Brown, James Dickson, James Drummond, Thomas Drummond, Miss Ellen
Hutchins, Aylmer Bourke Lambert, James Mackay, Dr Whitley Stokes, Thomas Taylor, John
Templeton. John Underwood, Walter Wade.

EAST ANGLIA William Backhouse, Rev. John Brand, Charles Bryant, Rev. Hemy Bryant, James
Crowe, Sir Thomas Cullum, Rev. John Davies, Dr Nicholas Gwyn, Rev. George Leaves, Rev.
fuchard Relhan, Frances Smith, Robert Stone.

DEVON & CORNWALL: Rev. Henry Beeke, Francisco Borone, Rev William Drake, Rev. Charles
Holbech

YORKSHIRE: William Brunton, Samuel Hailstone, Roberts Leyland, W Middleton, Stephen Robson,
Jonathan Salt, Robert Teesdale, Rev. William Wood.

For further information on the contents of the Smith herbarium, see the article by William T. Stearn in
Botanical Journal of the Linnectn Society 96. I 99-2 I 6 ( I 988).

During the project, botanists wishing to consult particular specimens in the Smith herbarium at
LINN should apply to the Linnean Society of London, specilying which groups are required If the
material is scheduled to be in Liverpool, they will be notified accordingly. General enquiries should be
directed to the Project offrce at Liverpool Museum. The herbarium and catalogue are also available on
a set of microfiches, which will be available for consultation at LINN and LIV.

JOHN EDMONDSON & CLAIRE SMITH, Liverpool Museum, William Brown Street, Liverpool

"-,-L"3--8Ft,ts$l!*i
A STUDY OF THE BLUEING PHENOMENON IN DOG'S MERCURY

We were engaged in a long-term study of an area occupying four I km squares in north-east Essex
(v c. l9). While looking at the distribution of spring-showing plants in 1995, we noticed that scattered
shoots of dog's mercury (Mercurialis perennis) were gradually turning indigo blue, and then blacken-
ing as they wilted and died. This coloration was not consistently at any particular point on the plant, but
always entire leaves became blue. At first, we attributed this to over-spray from adjacent arable land,
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and a full description of the symptoms was sent to Writtle Agricultural College - near Chelmsford. A-s
far as they could ascertain, this condition could not be associated with any known agricultural products,
and was entirely new in their experience.

By now it was too late in the growing season to pursue this interesting phenomenon and it was
dropped until the following spring (1996). This time, there were more plants affected, including several
at the south-east corner of a small wood that was the centre of our studies. As members of the BSBI,
we wrote a description of our observations, which appeared in BSBI News 73. 20 (September 1996),
asking for help. As a result we had a letter from Oliver Rackham (January 9$ 1997) to say that in his
opinion, the condition was caused by waterlogging damage, the blue colour being caused by a polyphe-
nolase, or similar reaction on damaged tissue. lf so, it could have more than one cause. He also said
that drought or heat damage in summer, rarely caused the blue effect. He enclosed a copy ofp.37 fiom
his book'Ancient Woodland' which suggested that the damage involved a poisonous reduction of soil
iron compounds, from ferric to lerrous states.

A letter from another BSBI member, P W. Wilberforce, requested samples of the affected plants.
His first examination showed that the blue areas were filled with small, rodlike, gram-negative bacteria,
but that the material then became infected with a phycomycete (?secondary infection). He suggested
that we macerate a sample in alcohol and carry out a simple chromatography experiment. We did this
using chromatography paper, and found that while the chlorophylls separated out, the blue colour
remained in the initial spot. Running the experiment again using water, the separated chlorophylls were
left behind by a strong pink streak. The colours appeared to be fairly stable, as they were still present in
the extract, a month or more after maceration.

In spring 1997 we dug up two stems from the same clone, and by the time we returned to the car
some twenty minutes later, the root hairs and root caps had turned blue. We prepared some material for
microscopical examination, finding that sections were better than squashes. The central tissues ofroots
and rhizomes did not turn blue, but the sub-epidermal ones did, and so did those of a green stem. A
section ofleafshowed blue along the cut edge, and the main vein blued in the outer parts. The reactron
occurred in under thirty seconds

At Peter Wilberforce's suggestion, specimens were also sent to Paul Cannon of the lnternational
Mycological Institute, Egham, Surrey. He replied that he was reasonably confident that the blue
symptom was not of fungal origin He had consulted a bacteriologist colleague (John Bradbury), who
could not recall similar symptoms caused by bacteria either.

Through the Internet we found a 'Short Communication' in Experientia 40 (1984), entitled
'Hermidin, a Chromogen from Mercurialis perennis L.' by G.A. Swan. The body of the text is almost
unintelligible to other than a chemistry graduate, but the 'summary' says 'Aqueous extracts of
Mercurialis perennis L. contain a chromogen (hermidin) shown to be 3,6-dihydroxy-methoxy-l-
methyl-2-pyridinone(2). The transient blue colour formed by atmospheric oxidation ofthese extracts is
due to a radical-anion and the final yellow-brown colour is due to dimeric oxidation products.' Appar-
ently, this chromogen, which is a powerful reducing agent, is most abundant in the young and
vigorously-growing plant. lfthe underground stems are cut or bruised, they develop a transient blue to
yellow colour. The plant is poisonous and is said to have diuretic properties. Animals fed on it produce
red urine and excreta, and Prof. Swan, in a letter to us, says that there is a record of a family suffering
an unpleasant death after eating the boiled plant.

He enclosed a copy of his paper on hermidin from the .Journal of the Chemistrl' ,\ociet), 198-5.
pp. 1757-66, entitled 'Isolation, Structure, and Synthesis of Hermidin, a chromogen from Merarialis
perennis L'Again it reads like one ofthe Dead Sea Scrolls to a non-chemist, but the phenomenon has
been mentioned in papers from as early as Molisch 1893, Haas and Hill 1925, and Cannan 1926 (listed
in the bibliography in Swan's paper).

Extracts had been made under nitrogen, because the compounds were very quickly oxidised. When
they were exposed to oxygen, a blue colour appeared momentarily, followed by a yellow-brown colour.
The active compound was extracted as colourless crystals and later this was shown to be hermidin,
CTHoNOr, and its structure established The underground stems rvere found to be a good source ofthe
compound.

4 l
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Prof. Swan, in his letter, says that the production ofthe blue or red colour is a product ofoxidation
and that these compounds are relatively stable. However, he could offer no explanation as to the origin
of the oxidising compound. We have wondered whether, if a cell is damaged by, for example, bright
sunlight, the hermidin may be oxidised directly by photosynthetic oxygen.

Alternatively, high rates of photosynthesis during sunny days, followed by increased growth, and
therefore respiration, during the relatively long spring nights, may lower the pH due to the raised level
of dissolved carbon dioxide. Hermidin is reduced to coloured forms in more acidic conditions.
Whatever the cause, we have never found it to affect all the plants in a clonal group, although individual
stems die. Neither does it occur later in the year, when active gro\dh has ceased and hermidin levels are
lower. This suggests strongly that blueing has an environmental origin, associated with spring growth,
rather than a systemic one.

We asked ourselves what advantage there might be to the plant to contain such a compound.
Newly-picked plants certainly smell rather unpleasant, but there is no evidence that hermidin itselfhas
any taste Ifthis were so, it could have developed as a protective measure. Vernal plants are particularly
susceptible to grazing, providing, as they do, the first really nutritional food after the winter. Some form
of anti-feedant would have value, especially to a plant making dense carpets and also producing early
flowers, that are wind-pollinated and visible as soon as the tips of the shoots unfurl. The clone would
survive the loss ofa few damaged shoots, better than the loss ofmany to grazing. Perhaps it is similar
to the sort of self-limiting lysis which damaged cells undergo in our own bodies.

Further observations during March 1998 revealed many blued plants, with some clones showing
between 5%o and 20oh affected shoots. These plants always have one or more of the upper, completely
unfurled, leaves affected. Affected leaves are shrivelled, blistered and more coarsely haired on the lower
surface, and so bright a blue as to appear to be flowers, at a casual glance. Later, the inflorescences can
go blue, often from the tip downward, affecting even the stamens. The central, youngest, tip leaves are
rarely the first to be affected, and we suggest that this is because any dew formation will tend to
coalesce and run down these leaves with their more vertical surfaces. We think that the damage is
probably caused by sunlight, focused through dew drops, which are small and highly convex. Rain
drops, on the other hand, are larger, heavier and splash off, so that even ifthe sun comes out quickly
after a shower, there remains oniy a wetted surface rather than beads ofwater.

From two or three weeks before the spring equinox and for some time afterwards, the nights can be
cold enough for dew or even light frost to form. The mornings may be cloudless, and the rising sun
very bright. Before the ambient temperature has risen enough to dry the air, a critical time occurs,
between about eight and ten o'clock, during which the tiny droplets on the leaves act as lenses, focus-
ing the sun onto the surface. The droplets are too small to act as heat sinks, and the concentrated heat
causes changes within the cells of the palisade layer. Hermidin could then be released, and, as the leaf
was already photosynthesising vigorously, it would be oxidised to the blue form. This compound may
then further disrupt the biochemical activities in the leaf so seriously that the leal, then the stem and
finally the whole shoot, is affected. This implies that limited translocation can occur, but perhaps not
through the underground rhizomes, which are in the dark

The distribution of affected shoots seems to support these speculations, as they are almost always
on east-facing slopes, which, even if near a hedge, are open to shafts of sunlight through the bare
winter twigs and through gaps. In another wood close by, the long axis of which lies east-west, there is
a carpet of dog's mercury, much of it growing right down to the brook edge, among Carex pendula
(Pendulous Sedge), Allium ursinum (Ramsons), and Adoxa mo.schatellina (Moschatel). The only stand
which had an affected shoot was right on the south-east corner, exposed to the morning sun. Here, the
cold air would run down at night, allowing dew to form: otherwise, no blue specimens were seen In
the body ofa wood, the temperature gradients are less extreme, and any dew takes longer to disappear
in the higher humidity. The sun does not penetrate through the trees and understorey for sufficient time
in any one spot to affect the plants. Alan Showler, another BSBI member who wrote to us, had found
blued plants in woodland on the Chilterns. These might well have been growing in areas with open
canopy where the conditions for blueing may occur.
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There seem to be two other lactors contributing to the susceptibility to blueing. Firstly, the time of

emergence of shoots, which can appear as early as late January. Secondly, the growth habit of the

plants is lusher and greener, with bigger leaves in more shaded conditions, while those in the open tend

to have smaller, narrower, more bronze-green and coarser leaves. These latter may have developed

thicker cuticles or epidermal cells which would protect the active layers. Of all those found growing in

sites open to sunshine for most of the time, there were only one or two shoots slightly affected. The

male plants seem to be more affected than female, but then, there are many more male than female

clones.
We can summarise the criteria that we consider to be essential contributors to the blueing phenome-

non as follows:
. A time of year when the new growth is vigorous (a few weeks either side of the spring equinox).
. Cool, cloudless nights following unusually warm days (dew tbrmation).
. Dew that is light enough to form tiny, globular droplets that do not coalesce and run away.
. Cloudless mornings, at least until a couple of hours before noon, with bright un-interrupted

sunshine.
. Positions temporarily unprotected by canopy or understorey and exposed to the south-east.
. Growth on south to south-east-facing ditch banks where the morning sun can strike almost at right

angles to the slope.
In the last two criteria, the plants are never in continuous sunshine, especially from the time the hedges

and trees come into leaf.
During the critical period in 1998, all of the above climatic and environmental criteria were

observed, and more blued plants were seen than in any ofthe previous years ofobservation.
As retired botanists, we feel that we have reached the limit of our investigation. as we have only got

the limited equipment of general naturalists, and cannot carry out further laboratory work and experi-
ments which are needed for a full explanation. We hope that someone will be able to take it further,
especially as we know of no extensive work that has been published, and is generally available, on the
defences employed by native plants to counteract herbivores.

{.,R.SULLA A BROUGHTON & BzuAN E WRIGHT, 'Farthrngs', Layer Breton, Colchester, Essex
CO2 OPP

MADDENING MIMICS

- Of Lycopodium clavatum. up a steep hillside in driving drizzle. young shoots of Ericu letralx or
Empetrum nigrum.

- Of Siblhorpia eurt4toea. trying to read the denizens ofa dark recess whiie keeping the overhanging
Salix cinerea out of your eyes. Chrysosplenium oppositiftlium and, above all, ('ardamine spp.,
usually probably C. .flexuosa (almost the same green).

- Of Scirpus (Isolepis) selaceus in the rarn. fine grasses (probably Agr<ts/is canina in the situations
concerned) with a raindrop hanging a quarter ofan inch below the tips oftheir blades

Others will doubtless have their own bugbears! Prunella wlguris seems to me to be able to look like
almost anyhing. More seriously. small non-flowering immature plants of lvfutntia fontano / StellariLl
uliginosa have seemed to me impossible to determine one way or the other with any confidence Does
anyone have any tips?

I .'c'?-9't$--{..{.(**-!"$?--Qn9'I'-i-*''nr,,,,,'r',,,,',,,,,,,-,.'*.',--,'...-'-'r',
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VIGOROUS VARIANTS OF BNECHYPODIUM PINNATUMIN N. WILTS. AND
GLOUCS.

ln parts of Somerford Common, and to the west of Swindon (N. Wilts , v.c. 7), and the Half Moon
Pfantation (E. Gloucs., v.c. 33) there occur three substantial populations of Brachypodium pinnatum
(Tor-grass) which are so different from the characteristic chalk down-land plants that they look like a
separate species. Indeed, they do not even key out to the Brachypodium genus in any ofmy Floras. All,
most, or some ofthe following features are found in the aberrant plants.
I . 2-5 (rather than t ) spikelets per node in the lower and/or central part of the inflorescences (see figs

1-3, pages 46-48)
2 Stalked spikelets (stalks 2-1 1 mm) occasional in parts ofthe inflorescence, almost creating panicles

(rather than simple racemes or spikes (see figs lb & I c, page 46)
3. Large tussocks (see photo page 49).
4. Tal l  inf lorescences,toshoulder-height(1.5m)inuncollapsedplants(seeTable,page45).
5. Swirled, cristate, spiral, or congested inflorescences, sometimes with ' Carex flacca-llke' bracts with

some twin, triplet and long-stalked spikelets (figs 2-3, pages 47-48).
6 Broad leathery leaves I cm or more across.
7. Sometimes double-flowering, the May-June inflorescences tending to be more normal than the

ensuing July-August (more complex) flower heads. The latter also produce much more seed.
The table detalls these differences between the variant plants at two main sites, and the 'normal'

tor-grass. There are other sites in N. Wilts. (and I'm told, in Kent) where Brachypodium pinnatum
forms big leathery tussocks (see preceding points 3, 4 & 6) Some of these plants in other parts of
N. Wilts. may occasionally have complex flowerheads also. They are not Brachypodium sylvaticum,
nor the hybrid between the two species B, x cugnacii. Their sites tend to be damp and semi-shaded
rather than the characteristic chalk downland. These large-tussock variants of B. pinnafim can be
cropped by deer. whereas herbivores usually reject chalk downland B. pinnatum.

Members of the Wiltshire Botanical Society (WBS) have been growing seed from the Somerford
Common variant, at the suggestion of Dr Tom Cope of Kew, to get some ides of the flexibility of the
complex inflorescence character on different soils, and in different growing conditions. The complexi-
ties usually reappear in the second and third generations in most situations, mostly paired or triadic
spikelets, occasionally stalked, at the bases and middles of inflorescences of the more vigorous
tussocks. it seems improbable that virus disease or infestation could account for these inflorescence
aberrations in the second generation grown in different parts ofWiltshire. Also the aberrant plants are
larger, more vigorous, and produce more fertile seed than those plants closer to the standard flora type
of tor-grass. The tussock shown in the photo, second generation from the Somerford Common seed,
measured 4.1 m in circumference only 18 months after three seedlings were planted in a triangle with
30 cm sides.

There would therefore seem to be great genetic diversity and potential in these aberrant plants, the
stalked spikelets (figs lb & lc) hinting at affrnities between the Brachypodium and Glyceria genera
(Dr Tom Cope pers. com.). I had assumed that these deviant forms might have evolved from or
mutated from the usual chalk downland tor-grass, but Rob Randall suggested the opposite. tor-grass,
unpopular with herbivores might have once derived from the woodland forms here described, and
spread on chalk downlands increasingly.

Acknowledgements
Experts have kindly commented, or are currently carrying out investigations on these (and other)
puzzling Brachypodiums. Thanks are due to Eric Clement (Hants.). Tom Cope (Kew), Stephen Jury
(Reading), Fernando Lucchese (Rome), Bruno Ryves (Surrey), Uwe Schippman (Frankfurt & Bonn),
Clive Stace (Leicester).
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Reference
Hubbard, C.E. ( I 980). Grasses Peguin\Pelican. Harmondsworth
The European experts listed in the acknowledgements suggested that these plants could be isolated
aberrant populations of B. pinnalum; to be separated from B. rupestre .

ISQK-o,r-lYE& 4ieh*Yiew, tsl':llq !*ts".!-s*s!*.:rC-e*i':Ilprlp-sr*yclk-W-il1-s-.$.Np-.{.-P-p-.--.*-**

Table 1. Comparison between standard Brachypodium pinnatum descriptions (Hubbard I 980),
'normal' chalk grassland tor-grass, and the very different types ofthe same species found in other parts

of Wilts. and Gloucs.

45

Eubbard (1980)

(1)

Chalk downland,
Wilts

(2\

Sonerford
Common, Wilts.

(3)

Half-Moon
Plantation, Gloucs.

(4)

Growth 'Loose to compact
tufts'

Broad stands. loose
rhizomatous
networks

Large tussocks (see
photo)

Compact tufts

Leaf width & colour 2-6 (rarely to 10)
mm; Green or
yellow-green

2-7 mm; Yellow-
green

9-12 mm; Yellow-
green when young,

blue-green &
leatherv when older

8-11 mm: Green

Heisht 30-120 cm 30-70 cm 70-130 cm 100-150 cm
Flowering Once. June)Aug Once. June)Aug Oflen twice. June &

Aug./Sept.
Often twice.
June/July &
Arro /Senr

Inflorescences Straight or nodding,
4-25 cm

Straight or nodding
4 - 1 2  c m

Very variable. Often
cristate and,/or
spirally swirled (figs

lb  &3) ,  l0 -25  cm.
Occasional
semipaniculate
inJlorescences.

Very variable. Often
cnstate, sometlmes
swirled. sometimes
with leafy bracts like
Carex Jlacco (ftg. 2)
5-25 cnr

Arrangements of
spikelets & per

node, and spikelel
sizes

Single, 'very rarely'
paired or triadic.
20-40 mm, straight
or cuned

Always single. 20-30
mm. straight or
cuned

Usually pairs or
triads in lower &
middle parts of
inllorescence during
main flowering.
Spikelets l0-70 mm,
straight to almost
semicircular. lhe
pairs & triads or
quads & quins
usually straightcr &
smaller than sinsles

Often pairs or triads
the triads sometinles
with a l-4 mn
common stalk & fte
central triplet itself
sometimes with a
2-l I mm stalk.
almost creating a
paniculate
inflorescence.

Spikelets 22-'14 mm.
straiqhl or cuned.

Habitats Open grassland on
chalk or limestone.
reluctantly grazed or

Open grassland on
chalk, scarcelv
grazed: spreading
slands

Woodland fringes.
ditch & marshr
edges, Oxford Clay.
*2n( & 3'd
generatlons grown ln
various (mostly open)
habitats including on
chalk srassland

Woodland fringes
with brambles.
Oolit ic l imestone.
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Brachypodium pinnatum tussock (behind Labrador), from 3 original seedlings. Tussock 4 I m in
circumference after l8 months. Photo J. Oliver @ 1998

SPIRANTHES ROMAIYZOFFIAI*{ AND THE GREENLAND

WHITE-FRONTED GOOSE

In the mid 1980s I  read the theory ofJohn Heslop-Harr ison PRS (1920-1998) (1953) rhat  the Green-
land white-fronted goose (Anser alhifrons flaviro.stris (Dalgety and Scott 1948)) introduced the lrish
lady's tresses orchid, Sptranthes romanz<tffittnrz, into the British lsles lrom the north-eastern seaboard
of America via western Greenland Shortly after. I became aware of the goose frequentingS. romannf-
.fiunasites in Ardnamurchan in Scotland This sparked my interest. The goose breeds in western Green-
l andandspends thew in te r i n t hewes te rnpano f t heBr i t i sh l s l es  Howeve r ,a fewo f t hesegeesespend
the winter on the north-eastern seaboard of America where J'. romanzoffiana is widespread. The world
distribution of S. romanzoffiana is confined to the western part of the British lsles, and north America.
including the Aleutian Islands. It is not recorded from Greenland. However. I am not aware that the
areas in western Greenland where the goose breeds have been worked lor S. ronnnz<tflianct, at the
right time of year, that is, when it is in flower. Because the plant has grass-like leaves it is impossible
to find unless it is in florver, or, to the experrenced eye, in bud I am fascinated by this possible example
ofthe long distance dispersal of a plant by a bird Orchid seed is like dust. Further, the over-wintering
basal buds of S. rctmanzoffidna may provide food tbr the goose, both in America and here in the British
Isles. I decided to examine personalll ' all the sites for ,1. romunzctfficrna in Scotland to see ifthere is any
statistically valid correlation between these sites and the over-wintering feeding and roosting sites, and
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the stopping offsites ofthe geese on migration. To interpret my observations it has been necessary to
learn something ofthe behaviour ofthis goose.

This quest commenced in 1985 and has taken me to the Outer and Inner Hebrides, and various parts
of the western mainland of Scotland, several times each. This fieldwork was confined to my annual
holidays. All known Scottish sites for S. romanzffiana have now been visited. In the process, new
sites were discovered, such that the plant is no longer a Red Dqta Booi species, having been relegated
to the status ofbeing a 'scarce plant'!

Did I discover any apparent correlations? This short article is by way of an interim report as my
data has not yet been subjected to a statistical analysis. I hope to publish my results. J'. romanzoffiana is
recorded from the islands ofBenbecula, South Uist, Barra and Vatersay in the Outer Hebrides. There
are correlations with particular flocks on Benbecula, and South Uist (two flocks). Flocks are known to
stop off on Barra on migration, which might also be the case with Vatersay. However, knowledge of
the goose on Barra and Vatersay is very incomplete because of their remoteness and the absence of
resident ornithologists. In the Inner Hebrides S. romanzffiana is recorded from the islands of Coll,
Mull, Colonsay and Islay. Coll holds internationally important numbers of this goose and it is one of the
most important wintering areas in Britain (Stroud, 1989) John William Heslop-Harrison FRS (1881-
1967), John's father, in Heslop-Harrison et al. (1941), correctly anticipated that the plant would be
widespread on Coll. Corelations exist on Colonsay and Islay. Islay is a site ofoutstanding international
importance for this goose, being one of the two most important wintering resorts in the British Isles
(Fox e/ al., 1994). On the mainland the plant has been recorded from Ardnamurchan, Morvern,
Moidart and Kintyre. As already mentioned, there is a correlation for Ardnamurchan. The Morvern and
Moidart sites can, I believe, be accounted for by the ownership of the sites from the sixteenth century
until the early nineteenth century (Gaskell, 1980). Nothing is known about the goose and the Mull and
Kintyre sites. However, both are very near the sea. Further, the Mull site is near Coll and the Kintyre
site near Islay.

What about the site for S. romanzoffiana in Devon? I have not yet visited it. However, it is interest-
ing to note that the Hebridean spotted orchid, Dactylorchis fuchsii (Druce) Vermeulen subsp
hebridensis (Wilm.) J. Ileslop-Harrison (now Dactyktrhiza fuc&sll (Druce) 5o6 subsp. hebridensis
(Wilmott) Soo) has been recorded from Cornwall, also the only record for England. Further, there are
records for the goose from the Isles of Scilly. However, further examination of this site is necessary. A
visit to western Greenland would be even more welcome!
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CARDAMINE PRATENSIS IN URBAN LAWNS IN DUBLIN

Each season over a period of some ten years I have observed Cardamine pralensls (Cuckooflower) in a
lawn fronting a house at the junction of Upper Leeson Street and Waterloo Road - a residential area on
the south side ofDublin city. The lawn is untended but is scythed in late July each year. The Victorian
period dwelling is the end house offour, three-story over basement and let in flats. The grassed area or
lawn covers 25 \ 7.5 m bounded on one side by iron railings and on the other by a thick privet hedge.
The underlying rock is ofcarboniferous limestone.
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As the season progressed one noted other species, as Bellis perennis (Daisy), Taraxacum spp.
(dandelions), Senecio jacobaea (Common Ragwort), Trifolium pratense (Red Clover), Ranuncuhts sp.
(buttercups), Galium aparine (Cleavers), Plqnlogo lanceolola (fubwort Plantain), Dacrylis glomerata
(Cock's-foot), Holcus lanalus (Yorkshire-fog), Festuca prqtensis (Meadow Fescue), Festuca rubra
(Red Fescue), Poa trivialis (Rough Meadow-grass), Arrhenatherum elatius (False Oat-grass), and
Trisetum flavescens (Yellow Oat-grass). Cardamine pralensis made a great show on the 3rd April
1998 when 300 plants were counted in flower. Fruits formed but did not mature.

C. pralensis has been noted in other south Dublin (city) lawns but never in such abundance and
seldom in succeeding years due probably to lawn management which is of a very high standard in the
area. The sightings in Dublin have been reported rnthe lrish Naturalists' ,lountal 25. 385-386 (1997).

Has the cuckooflower been found in lawns in Britain?

-

SPERGULARIA MARINA ON INLAND ROADSIDES

It was the hottest weekend ofthe summer- Saturday, August 8th - and certainly not the best day to be
setting offon our family trip to Norfolk, then Derbyshire. It seemed to us like the whole world was on
the move, heading in the same direction and getting in our way. But every cloud has a silver lining and
- though Vicki and the children didn't much appreciate it - the silver lining ofthis particular cloud was
that it gave me an opportunity to spend time examining vegetation that normally I would have had to
peruse at upwards of 60 mph.

Cochlearia danica (Danish Scunygrass) is just about invisible in August, so I decided to turn my
attention to the diminutive Spergularia marina (Lesser Sea-spurrey) - which, as a roadside species, has
so far attracted very little attention in the botanical press. ln the 1980s there were indications that -just
like Puccinellia dLrlaz.r' (Reflexed Saltmarsh-grass) and C. danica - S. marino was beginning to spread
along roadsides, particularly in parts of north-eastern England, and in Kent and Norfolk (Scott 1985).
Yet since that time there's been very little mention of it. Why? Have roadside halophytes become'old
hat' (everyone's seeing S. marina, but it's just not felt to be newsworthy any more)? Or is it because
most of us - me included - find it a particularly tricky species to spot from a moving vehicle?

We need to start looking for S. marina in earnest, if the map tn Atlas 2000 is to adequately reflect
its distribution along inland roadsides. What is needed, I have decided, is a bit of good publicity. To get
things started, I list below my own records which, unless otherwise stated, were made in August 1998
Most records were from roadsides where J'. marina was abundant, carpets of it being seen from the car
and, wherever possible, subsequently confirmed 'on foot'. A few were of scattered or isolated plants,
noted while sitting in traftic jams, but which would certainly have been missed had we been driving at
normal speeds. This suggests that searching 'on foot' in many areas would be worthwhile - indeed, one
record (53/9 3) was of a single plant amongst P. distans, lound while carefully searching on all-fours
along a roadside near our campsite. My impression is that 5:. marinahas a strong preference for round-
abouts and slip-roads, and along verges kept short by frequent mowing (the A45 in Birmingham is a
good example ofthis) - although possibly thesejust happen to be the places where the plant is most
visible.
Vc. 3, S Devon 2017 6 (A38),2018.7 (A'180) !992 onwardsl;  2018 8 (Al8),20/98 (A38, A30, M5)

[1993 onwards); 20199 (M5, roundabout to Exeter Services) |996]; 3l/00 (M5); 3l l0 I
(M5-A361 junction, on roundabout).

V.c. 5, S. Somerset: 3112.2 (car-park, English Nature offices, Taunton) [1997]
V.c. 6, N. Somerset: 31/4 7 (link road between M5 & 83 133, on roundabout and outer verge)
vc  7 ,  N.  Wi l ts :41 l0  8  (Ma) ;  a l l1  8  ( l v , l4 -A419 juncr ion)
Y.c 12, N Hants.- 4114 4 (A303, A34) U997 onwardsl;  4114.5 (A34) [1997 onwards]
Y c.22,Berks. 4114.' l  (M4-A34 junction) [ I997 onwards]
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Y c.27, E. Norfolk: 53/91 (Aa7);63/01 (Aa7);6310.3 (A1a8); 63/0.4 (A149, coast road); 63/1.0
(AI07a) ;  63 l l  l  (A1074,  A '74) ;63121(A140)

V c. 28, W Norlolk 53/8.1 (A1065); 5319 3 (A148-B1354 junction)
Y . c. 32, Northants. : 42/ 9.7 (A1 a); 521 0.7 (near A I 4-4605 junction).
V.c 33, E. Gloucs : 3219.3 {M5)
Yc.37 ,Worcs  32193(M5, jus tnor tho fJ9) ,32 /97(M5-A38,onroundabout ) ;42 /0 .1  (Ma2,A38) ;

42/t 8 (445\.
V.c. 38, Warks.. 4211.7 (M42-M40 intersection),4211.8(A45,M42);4212.8 (M6); a2l5.7 (M6).
V c. 56, Notts. 4315 6 (4617)
V c. 57, Derbys.: 43/4.6 (A617-Ml junction, on roundabout).

Reference
Scott, NE. (1985) The updated distribution of maritime species on British roadsides. Watsonia 15.
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HORDEUM MARINUM ALONG THE MS IN SOMERSET, V.C.6

On the 6th June 1998 I was driving along the M5 heading north, just as I passed junction 23 I noticed
several large patches of a Hordeum which looked as if it could be H. marinum (Sea Barley) growing in
the central reservation. On the way back I stopped and walked across a foot bridge over the M5 just
north ofjunction 23, there below was tbe Hordeum. I also noticed from the foot bridge a large stand on
the north bound slip road, I waited until there was no traffic then dashed across the slip road and
grabbed a specimen. It was indeed H. marinum, the first record for this coastal grass along the M5 in
Somerset. It will be interesting to see if it will spread all along this motorway. I would also be inter-
ested to hear ifanyone else has noticed this grass along any other motorways.

ROAD VERGE COCHLEARIA DANICA - SALT & SULFUR*?

One ofthe most notable rapid distributions ofa new plant across Britain was that of Senecio squalidus
(Oxford Ragwort) whose airborne seeds were pulled along in the slipstream of trains. This plant origi-
nated on the sulfurous slopes of Mediterranean volcanoes and its persistence is probably due to the
sulfur content of railway cinder.

Some members of the Brassicaceae are tolerant of sulfur in soil, and actually need a rich source of
the element as a basis for the production of the mustard oils, isothiocyanates, thioglucosides and
sulfides which account for the flavours and aromas characteristic ofthe mustards, cresses and rockets.
Examples of such plants seen on railway cinder zre Arabidopsis thaliana (Thale Cress), Descurainia
sophia (Flixweed), Erysimum cheiranlhoides (Treacle Mustard), Lepidium ruderale Q.,larrowJeaved
Pepperwort), Lepidium draba (Hoary Cress), Sisyzbrlum allissimum (Tall Rocket) and S. orientale
(Eastern Rocket). Some coastal species, e.g., Cochlearia danica (Danish Scurvygrass) have also
appeared on railway cinder suggesting a liking for sulfur-containing substrates. It is notable that
C. danica does not appear to persist on the verges ofminor roads whereas species such as Puccinellia
dlslar.r (Reflexed Saltmarsh-grass) and Spergularia marina (Lesser Sea-spurrey) do. This suggests that
in C. danica's case, something more than salt is required to ensure its persistence. I suggest that this
'something' is sulfur. On recent travels in the south of England I noticed Oxford Ragwort and Hoary
Cress growing on the central reservations of dual carriageways. Hoary Cress occurs here in S.E.
Yorkshire as a plant ofdual carriageway central reservations in addition to its more usual haunts. Other
notable members of the Brassicaceae seen along busier roads here are Sinapis amensis (Charlock),
Brassica ncpas subsp. oletfera (Oil-seed Rape) and, of course, C. danica. Oil-seed Rape appears to
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persist for longer on road verges than on other substrates, although in this intensive Oil-seed Rape
growing area, there may be a degree of re-seeding by spillage from lorries. Plants such as (-apselld

hursa-pastoris (Shepherd's-purse), Sisymbrtun orierrtale, S. officinqle (Hedge Mustard). Sinapis
on)ensis, Alliaria petiolata (Grlic Mustard) and Senecio squalidus also occur on waste ground around
busy car parks in towns and cities, and C. danica has persisted along the curb of a busy car park in Hull
for three years. On our road network, sulfur is likely to be a major pollutant. The road surface is a vast
catchment area for rainwater containing dissolved sulfur oxides (SO-) and leaching of sulfate from
concrete structures is likely, diesel engine exhaust fumes contain high levels of SO-. particulates from
diesel engines carry sulfate moieties and tyre rubber contains numerous sulfur compounds which will
eventually finish up on the salt-stripped road verge. On car parks. sulfur pollution is likely to be highest
where exhaust tail pipes overhang the curb and discharge cold-burn, high-particulate diesel engine
exhaust gases. I therefore offer the hypothesis that the success of C. danica distribution and persistence
on our major road network is due to the combined effects of salt-stripping competitive flora, the result-
ing high salinity arul the presence of sulfur.
E Changes ofnomenclature have not been exclusive to botany! - sulphur is now sulfur!

1. =.=-

RUBUS LISTS FOR DEVON AND CORNWALL
It seems thatthe Atlas 2000 project is likely to spawn new Floras for many counties in the British Isles.
RrtDas lists included in such Floras should use the resource of the Database described by Alan NeMon
in 'Progress in British RaDzs studies' Ilalsonia l3: 35-40 (1980) and currently being updated. 'fhe lists
will then be based on accepted and authoritative records.

As regards Devon and Cornwall, the most recent lists with this authority have been compiled by
Len Margetts but are published in possibly obscure journals with limited circulation. By quoting these
lists in BJBI ly'ev.'s, their existence will hopefully be made aware to a wider readership, both now and in
the future. Without access to these lists, the lonely south-west batologist would find study very
difflcult.
Devon 'Devon Brambles - a review and checklist' by L.J. Margettsin Report and Transaction.s of

lhe Det'onshire Associal ion l2l.  43-51 (1989)
Cornwafl 'Brambles of Cornwall' by L.J Margetts with maps by R.J. Murphy in Botanical Cornuall

Newsletter 4. 19-48, March 1990, edited by R J. Murphy.
These two lists must be the basis for any further work on lluhu.s in the two counties.

*--ir-r_a-*t*t*-

THISTLE BROOMRAPE APPARENTLY BEHAVING AS A SAPROPHYTE
I have long known the population of Thistle Broomrape (Orobanche reticulan) occurring on Jurassic
limestone near North Grimston (GR SE/8.6, SE. Yorks. (v.c 6l)). In most years it has mainly been
parasitic on Woolly Thistle (Clrslzz eriophorunt) However when I monitored the population on July
l5th, 1967, of 47 broomrape plants, 3l were apparently parasitic on Creeping Thistle (('rrslrr
arvense). In the case of ll broomrape shoots ofthese 51, the nearest thistle was dead, the parasite
usually being immediately adjacent to a dead thistle or in three cases up to 38 cm away. Three broom-
rape shoots were next to one dead thistle and two others next to another. One broomrape spike was 23
cm away from a dead Woolly Thistle. In the case of two broomrape shoots. the nearest Creeping
Thistle was sickly with yellow leaves.

The broomrape shoots were all in a healthy condition and it would seem that those near to dead
thistles were living saprophytically. Has anyone else observed plants of Orohanche species apparently
thriving after the host plant had died?

" , , " , " *
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GUTTA PERCHA

I have had a message passed to me from a young friend about the article by Margaret Soucher. It goes
as follows:

'Deer Mr Elice,
With all dew rispekt to Mz SOucher, she is litrelly barking up the wrong tre. As

every skuleboy know, Gutta Percha is the Latin naim ofthe house sparrow.
Yrs,
NM'

Hope that makes sense to you.
Regards,

ROGER WHITEHEAD, Director, Office Futures, l4 Amy Road, Oxted, Surrey RH8 OPX, England
gqlril (0)!Q"8i"7_1"1923, f$ *1t.PI_891 ?19??1) __ . _ " ". . ........"

MORE ON HYBRID SLOES

Prumts x fruticans (P. spinosa x P. domestica) is recorded in the lltiltshire Flora (Gillam 1993)
although not as common, perhaps, in Wilts. as reportedly in Surrey, as suggested by Noreen and Roy
Sherlock (1998). The P. x fruticans plants around Marlborough (v.c. 7) are much more impressive
than the scrubby blackthorn thickets common in rural Wiltshire or Cornwall, with their (usually) sparse
fruiting, globose stones, and features detailed by Sell (1991)

Firstly the stones of our P. x fruticans are as described by the Sherlocks: part way between the
edged and (at one end) V-shaped and flattened plum-stone (P. domestica) and the globose sloe-stone
(P. xspinosa). The fruils are blue-black and taste rather like Damsons (P. domestica subsp. insililrd
var. dsmascena) but are almost globose like Black Bullace (P. domestica subsp. lrsili/ia var. nigra),
and somewhat larger than those ofP. spinosa var. macrocarpa (Stace 1991): this hybrid seems to be
fertile. Secondly, the flowers are bigger than those of blackthorn and fruiting is much more profuse and
regular than seen in most plum or damson trees or any sloe thickets, with branches weighed down every
September. Thirdly, these plants form spiny thickets, but on a much larger scale than sloe thickets,
suckering further and faster. At 30 years, one sucker has (at 1.5 m up) a circumference ofmore than I
m, with a height ofjust under l0 m, now a substantial tree. Surrounding blackthorn thickets have been
totally or almost completely suppressed by the vigour of the P. x fluticans wherever they grow
together.

The fourth feature is troublesome, and some landowners have been trying to eliminate this hybrid
which is known to the two Marlborough tyre centres. The thorns are as sharp as those of sloe, but at
l0-70 mm, longer, andfar harder'. they do not reliably snap under tyre treads, puncturing tractor lawn-
mower, car, lorry and even tractor tyres. I have the scar from an operation where a thorn from a
sprung-back branch was driven under the periosteum and along a bone in my hand. At a BSBI meeting,
Jane Croft heard me puzzling over Prunus and kindly sent me photocopies ofthe enlightening articles
on the plum series from Nature in Cambridgeshire by Peter Sell (1991, 1992). This Marlborough
P. x frulicans would appear to bridge the Great-sloe (P. spinosa var. macrocarpa) to Damson, or
Black Bullace (P. domestica subsp. urslll/la var. nigra) link in Gna Murrell's 16 taxon, Y-shaped chain
from red Cherry-plum, yellow Cherry-plum (both P. cerasifera), Wild Plum (P. domestica) through to
Sloe (Sell  l99l).

Paralleling the cross-pollinations between the different Prunus species. subspecies and varieties,
have been the exchanges of ideas and observations between amateur and professional botanists.
Leaving aside the procession of Norman, French and English gardeners and aristocrats touched on in
Sell's two articles, this short article plus the short one by the Sherlocks, on one hybrid in the plum
series, has mentioned about 10 amateur and professional BSBI members from at least 5 counties.
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ARUM TTALICaM (TTALTAN LORDS-AND-LADTES) IN SUSSEX V.C. 13 &
v.c. 14

An historical review and current status

Introduction
In 1995 the County Recorder Mary Briggs noticed the lack of recent records for,4rum ilalicum subsp.
neglectum, the rarer of the two native Lords-and-Ladies, and at the autumn meeting, the time of leaf
appearance, asked members of The Sussex Botanical Recording Society to search for the plant, they
took up the challenge and the results oftheir efforts form the basis ofthis paper.

Arum italicum was first recorded in Britain at Rew in the Isle of Wight in 1854, and in Sussex at
Ofiington, now part of Worthing, in 1858. Early botanists did not recognise the two subspecies causing
inconsistencies in recording and some difficulty in interpreting historical records. ln 1883 Townsend
separated neglectum as a variety and in 1938 Ridley re-described it as a separate species. Subsequently
Prime recognised the two extremes as subsp. italicum and subsp. neglectum, the rank currently used.

Historical records
Historical records from Arnold (1907) and Wolley-Dod (1937) are incomplete but additional pre 1937
records from the British Museum and Kew were published by Prime, Buckle & Lovis in 1955.

A compilation of all pre 1937 records and notices, together with known or reasonably inferred
current taxonomic status is as follows.

Oftington 1858
Offinglon
Goring
Arundel
Broadwater to Sompting 1858
Near Broadwater
Offrngton Lane
Sompting
Near Arundel
Goring 1921
Broadwater to Sompting 1923 +
Offrngton Lane
Near Southwick
Cocking
Swanbourne Lake & 1935
road to Black Rabbit
Goring
Park Bottom

W.W. Saunders
hb. Borrer
W.W. Saunders
W.W. Saunders
Searched by Saunders but not found
W.W. Saunders
W.W. Saunders
C. Oakeshott
Miss D. Powell teste CES
C.E. Salmon
HGG
HGG
E. Payne, teste Druce
Rev. W A. Shaw
Mrs German

I  859
I  8 5 8
I  8 5 8

1 8 7 5  *

1 8 7 5  *

I  8 8 1
1920

1923 +
1 9 3  I
1933

as ssp. ilalicum

as ssp. italicum

as ssp. neglectum
as ssp. negleclum

as ssp. neglectum
as ssp. italicum

as ssp. negleclum

as ssp. negleclum

as ssp. negleclum

as ssp. italicum

as ssp. neglectum

as ssp. neglectum

as ssp. neglectum

as ssp. negleclum
undated HGG
undated KP

+ Believed by Wolley-Dod to have been lost to road widening by 1937.
* A note attributed to Saunders, with Hemsley's papers at The Booth Museum of Natural History,

Brighton notes that at Offngton Lane 'the plant occurs with white veins to the leaves the green
leaved variety is abundant in the Broadwater locality'
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Arum italicum stbsp. neglecturr (F. Towns,) Prime
Prime, Buckle & Lovis ( I 955) in Proceedings of rhe BSBI give 43 stations for this plant, all but one of
which (Southwick, 1 93 I ) had been seen recently

The Sussex Plant Atlas (1978) and Supplement (1988) shows 49 tetrad records for West Sussex
(v.c. l3) and three for East Sussex (v.c. i4). The East Sussex records, none ofwhich has been refound,
were presumed to be introductions as West Sussex was considered to be the easternmost limit of the
plant in Britain.

The present survey has produced records ibr I ll colonies in 46 tetrads in West Sussex and only
one record, in a garden at Hailsham, for East Sussex. [n Sussex the plant is usually found on the chalk,
but on the coastal plain is found on brick-earth and gravels. Only one colony was found on Weald clay,
well away from the plant's normal distribution in Sussex and the location ofthis colony on a roadside at
Balls Cross suggests that it was introduced. On the coastal plain sites have been lost to land develop-
ment and road widening but small colonies can still be found in the hedgerows and on the sides oflanes
and roads in urban or semi-urban areas. Additional records on the Downs are almost certainly due to
diligent searching rather than an increase in frequency ofthe plant.

The plant seems to favour damp shady locations often at the base of steep slopes and this is the
usual habitat for colonies on the Downs. These colonies are generally quite luxuriant and in their
natural environment uninfluenced by man. On the coastal plain, on the other hand, many colonies are
very much exposed and apparently quite dry. It is likely that these colonies are managing to survive on
sites that, in the past, were more sheltered and damper. This is obviously the case at the Holt Farm
colony which in the 1970s was in a small copse. The copse has been removed but the colony persists on
a dry west facing bank under RaDz.r spp.

Prior to 1955 the easternmost limit of the plant in Britain was at Lancing Manor, said by Prime,
Buckle & Lovis to have been lost to road widening The site has since been developed as a Sports
Centre and in 1995 a single clump was found alongside the car park. Subsequently a few more clumps
were lound a few metres to the west illustrating the ability ofthe tubers to survive quite severe distur-
bance. A more easterly and earlier record from Wolley-Dod, 'near Southwick 1931', by Edward Payne
has never been refound in spite ofthorough searching by O. Buckle in the 1950s & 1980s and other
botanists since. A small colony at Coombes, north oflancing was discovered in 1995 and as this is
approximately 1 km further east than Lancing Manor, it is now the easternmost limit of the plant in
Britain.

The hybrid between Arum itqlicum subsp. neglechtm and Arum moculqtum was reported at
Arundel by Lovis and Prime in Stace (1975) but this site has been lost due to the construction ofa car
park. The overlap in the flowering periods of the two species suggests that hybrids may be more
common than is supposed but no obvious or suspected hybrids were found during this survey.

Plants with leaf shape and veining intermediate between the two subspecies of Arum ilqlicum are
sometimes found. Of our I 13 colonies of subsp. neglectum, nine include plants with some of the
characteristics ofsubsp. italicum. especially the light veining. This character is very variable and alone
is not enoughto determine the subspecies. Garden throw-outs of subsp. ilalicum on their own are often
quite obvious, but there can be a problem with apparently mixed colonies.

Plants ofArum italicum subsp. neglechtnt with spotted leaves are uncommon in Sussex and provide
scope for further study. Only a few colonies were noted on the Downs and only the Park Bottom,
Arundel site to the south of the Downs. At the latter site approximately 20Yo of the plants have leaf
spotting and it was noticed that on many plants the spots appear only on the third and subsequent
leaves.

Arum italicum subsp. italicum
ln Sussex this plant as a garden throw-out, is capable ofsun'iving or becoming established on a variety
of soils (as probably would subsp. neglectum) but with a preference for the chalk and gravels of the
coastal plain.
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Table I Arum ilalicum subsu. ilalicum. historical and current records bv localitv
Prime, Buckle

& Lovis
1 9 5 5
5
0

Sussex Plant Atlas
& Supplement

I  986-  I  988
l 1
2

This Survey

I 995 -98

43
9

West Sussex v.c.  l3
East  Sussex v.c.  l4

Total l 3

All Sussex records are presumed to be of garden oricin and many are snrall colonres of one or more
clumps on roadsides. Some very large colonies exist, e.g in the Wildlife Sanctuary at Worthing Crema-
torium on the site of Muntham House. and at Greatham the latter, although in the wild, possibly
planted.

The original Sussex record, 'Offington 1858 W.W. Saunders', was at Offington Hall and Offington
Lane and was probably planted by the owners who were known to be keen gardeners. Houses were
bui l t  in  the grounds of  the Hal l  in  1952 and the Hal l  was demol ished in 1983, but  the plant  surv ives rn
some of the gardens of the houses built on the site and at the north end of Offrngton Lane. Wolley-Dod
believed that the stations had been lost lo road widening by 1937, another example ofthe plants ability
to survive disturbance.

Results of suruey
Figure l. shows the current distriburion of Arun italcum subsp. neglectum in West Sussex to be gener-
ally as described by Prime, Buckle & Lovis (1955), l-he Sus.sex Plont Atlas (1978) and the Atlas
Supplement (1988) with stations on the north scarp of the Downs fronr the Hanrpshire border to the
River Arun in the west of the county. The plant is, strangely, absent from similar habitats in the east of
the county except in the Steyning area ln the east ofthe county the plant is found on the lower south
tbcing ground reaching almost to the sea in some places.

Figure 2 shows the current distribution of l. italicum subsp. italicum which occurs in both vice-
c o u n t i e s a s a g a r d e n e s c a p e o r t h r o w - o u t , w i t h a c o n c e n t r a t i o n i n t h e s o u t h - e a s t o f v . c .  l 3 w h i c h i s
s im i l a r t o tha t f o r subsp  neg tec tum.  Tab le  l showsas teady inc rease in reco rdss ince  1955 .

Conclusions
Generally Arum italicun subsp. negleclun in Sussex is not under threat. Some roadside colonies are at
risk from habitat deterioration, future road widening schemes and land development, but it's habitat on
or at the base ofthe steep tree covered slopes ofthe north scarp ofthe Downs should offer protection
from building and current farming practices. The plant is capable of hanging on, in changing habitats
even in urban areas, the deep tubers offering protection against all but the most drastic disturbance

Prime ( I 960) discusses in detail the spread of A rum and concludes that this is mostly by vegetative
reproduction ofthe tubers and that the dispersal ofseed over large distances by birds is perhaps uncom-
mon. It seems unlikely that any significant spread of the plant in Sussex will occur in the future.

Arum italtcum subsp. itulicum is likely to increase as more garden throu-outs appear, and where
these arrive in suitable habitats, could become well established

Acknowledgements
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FIGURE 1 Arum italicum ssp. neglectum in Sussex All records 1995 - 1998 x 1km. souare

FIGURE 2 Arum itaticum ssp. italicum in Susscx All records 1995 - '1998 x 1km. souare
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CONSERVATION NEWS & VIEWS

The following vascular plants have been
Countryside Act, I 981 .

Fully protected
Dianthus armeria
Eleocharis parvula
Leersia oryzoides
Tephroseri.s integrtfol ia subsp. mari tima

Protected against sale
Hyacinthoides non-scripta

WILD PLANTS AND THE LAW

accepted for addition to Schedule 8 of the Wildlife and

Deptford pink
Dwarf spike-rush
Cut-grass
South Stack fleawort

Bluebell

There is a set fine which applies in the event of successful prosecutions under the Wildlife and Country-
side Act:

Offences under section 13 ofthe Act, in so far as they relate to plants listed on Schedule 8
- on summary conviction, a'level 4' fine not exceeding t2,500

These species, together with those from other groups ofplants, have been added to the lists in the new
edition of the Code of Conducl which we hope will be published this autumn

EDITOR

NATIVE SEEDS AND SILLY EURO LAW: PLEASE HELP
Proposal for a Seeds Directive

This is an urgent request that you assist F/ora locale in our attempt to ensure that the provisions ofthe
proposed Seeds Directive do not conflict with the need to sell and market the seed of native species,
rather than cultivated varieties. As the proposal currently stands it will continue to prohibit the sale and
marketing of wild seed of many native wildflowers including vetches, sainfoin, bird's-foot trefoil, black
medick, red clover as well as many grasses.

The text of the proposal MUST be amended
. to allow for the marketing and sale ofwild and indigenous plant seed that is being used to restore or

create indigenous biotopes (especially grasslands) typical to local regions
. to allow for extensive agricultural use of such grasslands once they are established (i.e. by hay

cutting and extensive grazing).
Please stress that wild species are not Distinct, Uniform and Stable, so cannot be registered as identifi-
able varieties under either the current Fodder Plant Seeds Directive or its proposed replacement, the
Seeds Directive. In addition, we have so little information on the genetics of many of the species
concerned that even to attempt to do this will be impossible.

The Ministry of Agriculture (Plant Varieties Branch and Seeds Division) has been trying very hard
(for a number ofyears) to persuade the European Commission and other Member States to accept an
appropriate amendment. Although a little progress has been made, the draft proposal is still unsatisfac-
tory (it does not include the amendment) and the LIK still faces opposition from certain member states,
and from the European Commission itself, over the proposed amendment which it has put forward.
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Please.
. write to your MEP
. write directly to the European Commission.

Mr Cerasimos Apostolatos European Commission DGVLB.II.I 130 Rue de la Loi Bruxelles
Belgium.

Please send copies of any letters you write to me at the address below, or write to me if you want
further information.

SUE EVERETT, Flora locale, 36 Kingfisher Court. Hambridge Road, Newbury RGl4 5SJ Tel. 01635
550380 Fax :  01635 550210

EXTINCTION OR SURVIVAL OF RARE PLANTS

Academic botany traditionally taught that uncommon species were not to be transplanted or the seed
sown elsewhere. This rvas to let the distr ibution remain'natural 'so that future botanists could draw
inferences from each species' distribution. Presumably if a plant became extinct then that was just
another fact to be recorded in field note books.

More recently conservation interests, both publicly and privately funded, have devoted much time,
energy and money into modif ing habitats to secure the survival of species, gathered seed, grown it on
at Kew and reintroduced plants. In the case of animals that have become extinct those agencies have
even reintroduced them from abroad.

Roadside wildflower planting had used imported seed until an awareness arose of the'desirability'
for using seed of local provenance. Though in the interest of increasing biodiversity it might be argued
that varieties from further afield could, by cross breeding, facilitate the evolution of new forms better
able to survive the predicted global warming.

What are the views of BSBI members on this issue?

CHRISTOPFIER J. PERRATON. I78A Woodrow Road. MelKsham. Wilts., SN12 7RG

FLORAL DIVERSITY ON ESSEX VERGES

As information about the Biodiversity Plans spread across the County last year we realised that the
E.C.C. Verges Scheme was an example of a biodiversity exercise which had already established long
term arrangements for floral diversity on the verges in general and on selected sites which have inciden-
tally become habitats for species unlikely to survive elsewhere.

These areas, Special l''erges, are subject to influence from three main sources. highway engineers,
larmers and reports on research on grass cutting on roadside verges by Michael Way and Terry Parr at
Monk's Wood. All three have have different priorities, they have no particular reason to communicate
with each other, and floral diversity on such small scattered wlnerable areas is at the bottom of their
l ists.

The Highway Managers who safeguard human priorities of safety and resources, are in overall
control of the verges and rely on eight volunteer Verge Representatives, working with local highway
engineers, for information about the status ofthe special sites and any conflicting local interests. Grass
cutting on verges is oflowest priority and funds do not extend to a regular annual cut to the boundary
on all sites. Uttlesford in the north west with nearly halfthe total 'Special Verges' is the trial area and
the West Essex Highway Manager holds an annual meeting in November devoted to the reports from
the Verge Representatives.
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The Scientists Terry Parr from Monk's Wood and Derek Wells from E.N., aiming between them to
identifi general principles based on a mathematical representation of ecological relationships, warned
that soil science has some way to go. Two well-spaced cuts would provide optimum economical floral
diversity but it is dangerous to generalise from research results that apply to limited conditions. The
verges are made up of diverse individual habitats, each need management based on on-the-spot
observation.

Farmers are professional ecologists concerned with human requirements and maintaining the
quality of the land. In Uttlesford they agreed to be responsible for managing the more important sites
on traditional lines related to harvest routines, thus demonstrating on-the-spot evidence of the advan-
tages of cutting while the vegetation is senescent, i.e. between September and April. Moreover cutting
early on some sites encourages diverse autumn regrowth whrch restricts the winter growth of Anlhris-
cus sylvestris (Cow Parsley) and so lessens interference with sight lines the following spring. On other
sites a late cut in March or April clears the way for early spring flowers with minimum interlerence rn
insect hibernation.

Management An informal meeting between these three interests in Uttlesford led the Council to
test and eventually adopt, a successful regular cutting programme between September and April cover-
ing all verges in two years and with only a slight increase in cost. The single marginal cut on all sites in
the summer provides the zoning necessary for maintaining floral diversity (and, incidentally, Trfolium
ochroleucon (Sulphur Clover)), while the more precise traditional harvesrlinked cut carried out by the
farmer alternating with the Council is sufficient to secure the more important species. A grant for this
extra management is available from the Landscape Improvement Fund. It is paid through the County
Trust as an independent body on recommendation from the County Planning Offrcer and the Verge
Representative. The Trust pays the VAT.

The Verge Representatives use a simplified version of Oliver Rackham's woodland methods for a
linear estimate of results.

Status and Natural History Curators
As co-operation increases the Highway Managers need a common source of information to enable them
to estimate how much effort is justified in saving a threatened site. The local museum curator has the
answers, available during oftice hours, with official access to records and regular exchanges with
colleagues at County level.

Uttlesford has already carried streamlining communications one step further and the Curator is also
the Verge Representative. The important contacts with farmers are still with individuals at local level
but in Uttlesford 'Agenda 2l' looks promising.
Records The success of the management routine has increased mutual confidence so that although
commitment is reduced to a minimum and communications are continually being streamlined, the
overriding need is to give all the time necessary to listen to each other and ensure that everyone is
aware of the consequences of any changes suggested. Mistakes take a long time to put right but
valuable individual efforts are being made to initiate promotion of conservation aims in their own
sectors, confident that they are not interfering with anyone else's efforts.

One result is that Melampyrum cri.ttatum (Crested Cow-wheat) is spreading beyond the highways
into privately owned property among a number of landowners. Again, when we heard the disastrous
news that contracted work on roadsides was to be privatised and taken out ofthe Highway Engineer's
control it was the West Essex Highway Manager, who made the efforts necessary, assisted by the
Uttlesford Controller ofContracts, to ensure continuation ofthe basic cutting routines in the County

It must be recorded however, that had the farmers' traditional role been identified earlier the
County Council could have been saved ten years of public complaint about 'flailing flowers' and the
public would not have been temporarily misled into believing that conservation consisted of leaving
things alone.

6 l
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ENDANGERED IRELAND - A JOINT NGO INITIATIVE OF HABITAT
PROTECTION

The Irish Peatland Conservation Council, BirdWatch Ireland, An Taisce, Coastwatch Europe, Crann
and the Irish Wildlife Trust - lreland's six leading environmental NGOs (non governmental organisa-
tion's) have called on four specific Ministers to stop the continuing damage to some of lreland's prime
ecological sites. 23 sites that the organisations claim are either damaged or face immediate development
include sand dune systems, uplands, bogs and estuaries. The thirteen counties named include Clare,
cork, Donegal, Dublin, Longford, Meath, Tipperary, offaly, wexford, wicklow, waterford, west
Meath and Kerry

Damage listed varies from wetland reclamation, commercial peat extraction (extended this year in
spite ofdesignation for nature protection) through roads, fish factories, wind turbines, golfcourses and
leisure centres. The six NGOs demanded that the relevant Ministers act now to protect Ireland's natural
heritage. At a press conference in Dublin the NGOs claimed that of lreland'i 800 proposed Natural
Heritage Areas none have legal protection because of successive Government delays in amending the
1976 Wildlife Act. A further 400 sites required as Special Areas of Conservation under the Habitats
Directive have yet to be notified to the European Commission, although the deadline for this was June
1995 The 100+ 51s5 so far designated as SPA's continue to be damaged and threatened. Irurther, the
boundaries of 'protected' sites originally surveyed with European Commission funding are being
re-drawn to exclude areas planned for development. And SPAs and SACs which have been damaged by
unauthorised developments are not being restored in spite ofthe fact that T5Yofundingis available from
the European Commission. The Six environmental NGOs are seeking Governmental commitment to
seven fundamental actions:

' Publication of the much delayed wildlife Bill to update rhe 19i6 Amendment Ac1
' Restoration of'protected' sites which have been damaged by unauthorised activities
' Submission of list of Special Areas of conservation to the European commission.
' open and transparent appeals process for the designation of SAC's to be established.
' Clarification oflegislation and Ministerial responsibilities relating to habitat protecrion.
' Allocation of further essential resources to the National Parks and Wildlife Service, by the Depart-

ment ofFinance
' Adequate and independent assessment ofnegative developments proposed for'protected' sites.

The following bogs are already damaged or threatened by development:

. All Saints Bog, Co. Offaly - Moss pear extraction

. Clara Bog Turbary fughts and private peat extraction

. Clonfinane, Co. Tipperary - Moss peat extraction

. Ballykenny. Co. Longford Drainage and moss peat extraction

. Barnesmore, Co. Donegal Wind turbines and road

. Pollardstown Fen, Co. Krldare - Road development

. Scragh, Co. Donegal - Dam and road development

The lrish Peatland Conservation Council is an independent conservation charity dedicated to protecting
lreland's precious peatlands. We want to keep you up to date with our programme of site'purchas{
lobbying, education and public awareness. If you wish to be added to our mailing list please let us
know.

Irish Peatland Conservation Council. I l9 Capel Street Dublin I lreland Tel +353-l-8722384
Igl,f j I l: L:-S-ZZ_2_J 97 Te lephone E-mail : i pcc(@indigo. ie Web site. ht re/-i
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MORE TOOTHWORT MANAGEMENT

Further to recent coffespondence concerning management of Lathraea .squamoria (Toothworty in
RSBI New,s 77 &'18, I offer the following observation and query. Some 15 years or so ago, I photo-
graphed Toothwort in woodland near Downe in Kent where it grew at the base of not only hazel bur
also lime. I noted that limes with the greatest toothwort populations seemed to erhibit extremely dense
'sucker' 

stems around the base oftheir trunks - almost to the extent ofhaving the appearance ofa
'bonfire'having 

been stacked around the base ofthe tree. I have always wondered which came first
toothwort or suckering? Are these factors linked in any way? I should be intrigued and interested to
know ifany observations have been made on the subject

DAVID MANNERS, Leat Cottage, Longaller, Bishops Hull, Taunton TA4 IAD

ALIENS

ALIEN RECORDS
Arrangement is alphabetical; no authority is given ifthe taxon is mentioned in Stace's New Floro ol the
British Isles, Clement & Foster's Alien Plarts of the British Isles or Ryves, Clement &Foster'sAlien
(irasses of the Brilish Isle.s,but is given if the taxon is new to either of the latter two works.

I would be delighted to receive any alien records for inclusion in future issues. In general all taxa
not included in Kent's List of Vascular Plants of the British Isles (1992) are eligible for inclusion but
other more widespread aliens listed in that work may be included at the discretion of the v.c. recorder
and the editor. Please ensure that all records include the details as set out below, especially a map refer-
ence, even ifonly to a hectad (10 km square). NCR following the record indicates a New Record for
that vice-county.

My thanks to John Palmer and Ron Payne for supplying the records.
Members are reminded that first records of all taxa included in Kent's List are elieible for publication in
Plant Records in Watsonia.

Acer .saccharin rrz (Silver Maple). A large planted tree has given rise to a copse of 20 or so seedlings
up to 6 m high, on marshes between Rivers Cray and Stanham, Dartford, Te/53.75, W. Kent
(v.c l6), 19l10l9'7, J.R. Palmer. The parent tree (at any rate) is i  lacintatum.

Calceolaria peliolaris Cav. (Winged Slippenvort). Weed in pavement cracks, (not cultivated nearby),
Avery Hill, TQ144.14, W. Kent (v c l6), 2319187. J R. Palmer

Cerinlhe major 'Purpurascens' (Greater Honey"wort). Rough ground off Norwich Street, East
Dereham, TF/993.132, w Norlolk (v.c 28), t5l5/98, A L Bull. conl K A. Beckert. The soecies.
but not the cultivar, is included in Clement & Foster's,41ien Plants.but with 'no modern records'

x Crataemespilus grandifTora (M. germanica x C. laevigata) (Haw-medlar). By the river below Box
Hil l ,  TQ/O1 50. Surrey (v.c. l7), 1965, J.R. Palmer and E J Clemenr.

ETtimediun pinnatum (Caucasian Barrenwort). Large mass ou1 of control, Henley Park, TQ/41.95,
Surrey (v.c 17), 1114166, J.R Palmer

[,rysimumarkansanum Nuttal l  (Texanwall f lower) Rubbishtip,Longfield,Te/56,w Kent,(vc l6)
26/9/65, J. R. Palmer. (Europectn Gdn Flctra, IV I 36)

Euphorbia oblongata (Balkan Spurge) wall-sides and footways, Eynsford, Te/54 65, w. Kent
(v.c. 16), 1916/98, J.R. Palmer. BSBI News 7l contains an article on this species with an excellent
drawing, but one minor inaccuracy on p. 48 should be mentioned, that Fishers Green is in Essex not
W Kent Hb.JRP

Hrbiscus trionum (Bladder Ketmia or Flower of an hour). A quantity in fruit on roadside of indusrrial
estate where nothing planted, Dartford, TQ/53 75, W Kent (v c l6), 5l10/97. J R palmer

o i
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Hordeum lechleri Fields manured with wool shoddy, Barming, TQ/7.5. W. Kent (vc 16), 1966,
J.R Palmer, det J E Lousley.

Malus \ purpurea (M. niedzwetzkyana x M. alrosanguinea) (Purple Crab). Several seedlirrgs noticed in
the squares of Belgravia, TQ/2.7, Middlesex (v.c. 2l), 3l'/197, J.k. Palmer. Sandpit, Horns Cross,
TQ157 74, W Kent (v c. 16), 2/9/73, J.R. Palmer.

Myosotis sylvalica subsp. cyanea (Boiss. & Heldr.) Vestergren (Wood Forget-me-not). Clearing in
thick scrub but near where greenhouses were more than 25 years ago before the oil crisis, near New
Barn, TQ/51.69, W. Kent (v.c. 16), 8/4/98, J R Palmer.

Passflora caerulea (BIue Passion-flower). Two specimens, climbing on wire of ruined factory, track-
side near Dartford, TQ/53 75, W. Kent (v c. l6) l2l10/97 , J R.Palmer & G D. Kitchener.

Prunus * fruticans (P. spinosa x P. domestico) (a hybrid bullace). By the Cray Riverway, Bexley,
TQ150.74, W Kent (v.c. l6), 2916/97, J.R. Palmer. Fruits like P. spinosa, but leaves much larger,
rather pubescent beneath. Has a few spines only. An addition to the vice-counties given in BSB/
News 78 39.

Ranunculus monophyllus Ovcz. Abundant in long grass by footpath under trees, not near habitation,
Hextable, TQ/51.69, W. Kent (v c. l6), 8/4/98, J R Palmer. Hb.JRP. Many of the trees in question
are among the first European Limes imported to Britain and planted before 1650.

Rosa " alha (R. gallica \ R. arrensis and/or R ccmina) (White Rose (of York)) Relic for at least 30
years in chalk scrub near Darenth, TQ/56.71, W Kent (v c. l6), 231'll9'1, J R Palmer.

Rosa setigera (Prairie Rose). Relic for at least 30 years in chalk scrub near Darenth, TQ/56 71, W
Kent (v c. 16), 25/719'1 , J R Palmer

Sigesbeckia serrata (WesIern St Paul's-wort). Garden weed, Sutton-at-Hone, TQ/5.6, W. Kent
(v c. 16), J.R. Palmer, 1996 & 91 Probably introduced by flocks ofsparrows.

Smilacina racemosa Desf. (False Spikenard). Patch naturalised in natural vegetation near Queen's
Cottage, Kew, TQ/l77 764, Surrey (v c l7), 26/5169, J.R. Palmer

Solanum chenopodioides (Tall Nightshade). One large bush L25 m high 2 m across, on rough pasture
land, remote f romanyhab i ta t ion ,be tweenBarnesCrayandDar t fo rd ,TQl52.T5 W.Kent (v .c .  l6 ) ,
5110197. J.R. Palmer

T ulipa didieri Jord Country lane, 1 1/4/88, and wild bank of M2 motorway, 2/4198,both near Wilming-
ton, TQ/5 7, & 53 .72, W. Kent, (v.c. 16), J.R. Palmer. After continuing field work, I conclude that
this species and T. elegans Baker (both on field bank, Hawley, TQ/54.72, W. Kent (v.c. l6), 1998)
are the only species 'properly' naturalised, with the possible addition of T. greigii (copse near
Swanley Village, TQ/52 69, W. Kent (vc 16) 2ll4l98). T. elegan.s also occurs (unplanted) in
hedgerows near Wilmington,TQl53 72, W Kent, (v.c l6), 10/4198, J.R Palmer.

EDITOR

FERULA _ COMMUNIS AND BEYOND

The dramatic increase in foreign travel during recent decades has brought to our notice numerous
exotic plants, not least Giant Fennel (Ferula communis) - a commanding presence beside many
Mediterranean roads and tracks. Since the appearance of plants near Newmarket, and with the avail-
ability ofthe species from a few nurseries, we are probably preparing to regard it as British.

Ferula communis can vary considerably in overall form but only two subspecies are generally
recognised - subsp. communis and subsp. glauca (L) Rouy & Camus. The former has linear leafJobes
c.l mm wide, green on both surfaces, the latter has lobes up to 3 mm wide, green above and glaucous
beneath (see illustration page 65).

Ferula lingilana L. is the species next most likely to be noticed (see front cover). The leaves have
distinctly shorter and broader lobes - see illustrations page 66. The two forms shown are from Antalya,
Turkey and Gibraltar. They illustrate the variation that can occur over the length of a continent. This
disconcerting spread is by no means confined to Ferulo, Seseli libanotis (Moon Carrot) becomes
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Libanotis transcqucasica Schischk. by the time you reach Bulgaria and Oenanthe fislzlosa (Tubular
Water-dropwort) is deceptively hke Oenanthe siloifolia (NarrowJeaved Water-dropwort) when
encountered in Turkey.

The above Ferula species are large and very noticeable. Moving toward the generic centre ofdistri-
bution in Central Asia there are other giants, such as F. ghorana Rech. i of Afghanistan at 4 m! But
also some diminutives like F. caspica Bieb., 25-50 cm, of Turkish and Russian steppes. There are an
estimated 130+ species worldwide (all Old World and northern hemisphere), though Fktra U,ls? 17
alone claims 96, based on Korovin's monograph of 1947. A revisron is now needed, to reassess the
status of those species and to take account of numerous further taxa named in recent decades, mainly
from SW and Central Asia.

Of the 17 species listed in Flora ctf Turkey 4, about half have very few cited occurrences, or are
known only from the type gathering. One can travel for many miles there without seeing a Ferula,b$
when a plant is sighted it pays to stop as there is a fair chance of finding two or more species. I saw
F. rigidula DC. and F. orienlali.s L. at Goreme, Cappadocica, and F. elaeochrylls Korovin and
F. amanicolo Hub.-Mor. & Pesmen at Demirkazik, SE Taurus. These four species are all of moderate
height, c.130 cm with finely divided leaves For a botanist with interest, time and facilities, there is
scope for much further work on the Ferula spp. of Turkey, with a likelihood further discoveries new to
sclence.

Flora Europaea lists six species besides F. communis and I'-. tingitana. These are from western
USSR but with a toehold in the Balkans in some cases. Other outliers occur southwards to Arabia and
in North Africa westwards to Morocco and the Canaries. Three FontQuer specimens from the 1920's in
Northern Morocco were recently shown to be new to science at RNG and became i fontqueri Jury.
Stephen tells me that this plant may now be extinct but, from experience with other 'lost' species, I
expect to hear ofit again.

The thought of revising this genus of mighty plants appeals greatly to me, though it seems to call
for another lifetime and the use of helicopters. But it's amazing what Boissier & Co. achieved using just
a mulel

\m..-eY-Ti.--s-alfH4Y.,..]?-Lcrsh-+.n.8$*

DECREASING ALIENS

Much is written about increasing alien species, e.9., Hydrocotyle ranunculoides (Floating Pennywort),
Elodea nuttallil (Nuttall's Waterweed), etc., but little is reported on the apparent decrease of such
entities.

A case in point is Calystegia pulchra (Hairy Bindweed). In West London the species has vanished
from most of its formerly well-known locations. Dick Brummitt, the co-author of the species name tells
me that he has noticed its disappearance from some Surey habitats. I should be interested to hear ifthis
has happened in other parts ofthe country.

To a lesser extent, another species which has declined in Middlesex is Veronica filiforzls (Slender
Speedwell). It is still present in Thames side meadows and on lawns but not in the quantity that existed
30-40 years ago.

-
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LAVATERA OLBIA x L. THURII,IGIACI IN GARDENS

ln BSBI News 78.59-60 (1998), Eric Clement mentions that the hybrid between [,avateria olhia and

L. thuringiaca (Garden Tree-mallow) does occur in the wild in Britain.

The RHS has been running a trial of perennial [,avatcra which has included n]ost of the sommer-

cially available cultivars. The question of species attribution was of interest from the start (D M. Miller

in European Garden Flora Y: 215-217 (1997)) and wild-collected species were included for compari-

son and some deliberate hybrids between L. olhio and L. lhuringioca were raised. As well as studying

the morphology of all the plants involved, we have even conducted some randomly amplified polymor-

phic DNA (RAPD) analysis on them in conjunction with Dr Alastair Culham, Dept of Plant Sciences,

University of Reading. Our conclusions so far are that the majority of cultivars including the popular

ones such as 'Barnsley ' ,  'Burgundy Wine' ,  'Kew Rose'  and'Rosea' ,  are of  hybr id or ig in and most are
fertile.

L. olhia is generally shrubby in habit (Eric Clement nrisquotes Floro Europaeu) with pedicel length
less than I cm and hairy mericarps. L. thuringiaca is usually herbaceous in cultivation in the LrK with
pedicel length up to 8 cm in fruit and glabrous mericarps. Hybrids are usually shrubby in habit but with
intermediate pedicel length and, if they set fruit, intermediale mericarp hairiness. 'Saxtead', for
instance,exhibi ts thelongerpedicel  of l .  thur ingiacabutthehairymer icarpsof  L.o lh ia.

The readiness with which many ofthese cultivars set fertile seed is apparent in the rash ofseedlings
that often appear in cultivation and many ofthe currently available cultivars were deliberately selected
from such seedlings. Presumably it is seedlings from the widely grown cultivars that are also appearing
in wild situations. Because winter damage can often hasten the demise of these short-lived shrubs, it is
not uncommon in gardens to see a prized cultivar replaced by an inferior seedling within two or three
seasons! However, the strange tendency of'Barnsley' (flowers white with a pink eye) to throw up root
suckers with pink flowers is not due to rogue seedling establishment or even grafting. Dr Martin Cheek
(The Garden ll4.23-27. Jan. 1989) has suggested that it is a periclinal chimera consisting ofa white-
flowered epidermal sheath surrounding a pink-flowered core.

We are not aware of an epithet for this increasingly recorded hybrid and we hope to publish one
when our studies are complete.

MIKE GRANr & DIANA l:J,*Wqki1g_fug9y-99?1gQg-

AETHEORHIZA COMES WITH STRAWBERRY FARE

Every spring numerous packets ofStrawberries originating in Spain fill shops and market stalls through
out Britain and presumably most of northern Europe. Occasionally, the packs contain fruits of Aetheo-
rhiza bulbctsa (Crepis bulbosa, Tuberous Hawk's-beard). For several years now, one or two Aetheo-
rhizq achenes turn up each spring in my strawberries. Based on my experience, perhaps one in twenty
packs might contain an achene. The characteristic glistening white pappus is usually entangled with a
strawberry calyx. Probably this means thatAerheorhiza has considerable potential for alien introduction
all over northern Europe. Alien Plants o;f the British.Lsle.s (p 309) reports Aetheorhiza as a garden
weed from eastern ireland. It does not appear to be recorded from mainland Britain, but there is surely
potential.

Aetheorhizo bulhosa is widespread and common around the Mediterranean. Good descriptions and
illustrations can be found in several Floras, particularly the following. Feinbrun-Dothan, l'lora Palaes-
t ina3.441,t.7a6(977-B);Melkle,Floraof(;yprus 2: 1014(1985),Yiney,l l lusrraredFloraof North
Cyprus 410-411 (1994). A colour illustration can be found in Becket, Illuslraled l.'lora of Mallorca
pl 73, fig. 4 & 5 (1993). Useful spot characters include the small tubers, black stalked glands on the
scape below the capitulum and the glistening white pappus.
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Unfortunately most floras do not describe or illustrate the achene and pappus, but the best descrip-
tion is given by Meikle as follows, 'Achenes cylindric-fusiform, bluntly 4-ribbed, brown, minutely
scabridulous, about 34 mm long, 0.4 mm wide, apex truncate, scarcely attenuate; pappus-hairs straight,
shining white, to about 8 mm long'.

Most authors use the name Aetheorhize, but Meikle uses an orthographic vaiant'Aethiorhiza',
without comment. I have not seen Cassini's original publication.

ryH**Y,,*l#***#b**lts*f*pl*
LzlaRUS AND BACCHARIS IN S. HANTS (v.c. ll)

Some of our best local Floras selectively exclude alien records, giving little or no explanation. The
recent Flora rf Hamp.shire (1996) is no exception: I was very surprised to find no entry for Latrus or
Baccharis.

The shrubby composite Baccharis haliniifttlia L (Tree Groundsel) has been known from Little
Haven, Mudeford (SZl184.918) since 1924 - see B.EC Report lor 1925 7(5) 7'14 - and the record is
repeated in B.E.C. Reportfor 19a5 B(\59, where it is described as'well-established'. Stace's New
Flora, ed2.729 gives the date wrongly (as 1942) and queries its continued existence there.

On 3 September 1997 R.P. Bowman explored the site and located the shrubs, which reached up to
4 m in height, in c.8 large clumps (plus a further 7 dead ones). Some stems were decumbent, but there
was no clear sign of suckering or of any self-sown bushes. The shrubs were spread out over c.30 m in
front of atall belt of trees of Quercus l/ex (Evergreen Oak) (plus afew Pinu.snigra(Black Pine)) on
the east side of the road to the beach through the car park. All were clearly planted, perhaps at the
same time, and there was clearly no evidence ofgenuine naturalisation over the last 75 years, just mere
persistence. Its true status is simply 'Planted', although others may disagree.

Laurus nobilis L (Bay) is a complete contrast. Here is a small tree that self:sows readily (with
avian or mammalian help) in the milder parts of the British Isles into (semi-) natural vegetation but is
usually not recognised or is ignored as a mere garden waif. It is well-known on the Isle of Wight, and
is, for example, reported in Ireland as 'Naturalizing themselves here and there, mainly in the carbonifer-
ous area [of Killarney] woods' in thestaid.Iournal of ecologt 69: 470 (1981).

In Alverstoke, nowadays merged with Gosport within a continuum of houses, public spaces are
very few, but gardeners all know about the surprisingly high frequency of seedlings of Laurus appear-
ing uninvited in flower beds. Yes, four have appeared in my own garden over the last 8 years! I would
not expect these to appear in a Flora (genuine as they are), but those appearing along a cycle track (a
disused railway line since long before 1960) stretching for a half mile north from 521607 987 warant a
description of naturalisation On 6 May 1998, I walked this double length of hawthorn and iry hedge-
row, and was amazed to count 36 self-sown bushes (or 32, ifone excludes the four trees reaching 5 m
or more in height which were, conceivably, once planted). Only 5 were between 2 and 5 m tall; all the
remaining 27 saplings ranged from 25 cm to 2 m (most seedlings were close to their parent tree). It
suggests either that recent hot summers have encouraged germination of this Mediterranean plant,
and/or that severe winters kill offthe younger plants.

Many of the bushes were in full flower, even on plants as small as 2 m. Noteworthy, too, was the
fact that only 9 bushes were in the southern half of the trackway, and 27 in the northern half - this
correlates with the increase in gardens and houses going northwards. It is very tempting to suggest that
the Collared Dove, a non-native bird which rarely flies far from suburbia, is the major vector, but I have
no direct evidence that they even eat the large (10-15 mm) ovoid black l-seeded drupe or (berry?). Too
large for blackbirds to swallow? (Help, please, from our ornithologistsl). The doves are very common
in Alverstoke, but wood pigeons are nearly as frequent.

More 'self-sown' bushes (spread by birds or maybe the non-native Grey Squirrels?) appear appro-
priately outside Bay House School (Stokes Bay), 1.6 km to the west. And, 17 5 km further to the NW,
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Paul Stanley tells me of naturalised plants in West Wood, Netley where in 1986 there were 3 saplings
up to c.3 m tall, growing on acidic gravel soil, beneathAcer pseudoplalanus.

Naturalisation away from the Hants coastline is much less likely, but it may occur in warmer
pockets of land. Many more records for Laurus must surely await publication. And do watch the squir-
rels; apparently, dispersal ofLauraceae fruits by them has never been proven any'where in the world.

EzuC CLEMENT, 54 Anglesey Road, Aiverstoke, Gosport, Hants POl2 2EQ

NOTTCES (BSBr)

FIELD TRIP TO IBIZA, MAY 1999

There will be a BSBI Field Meeting in Ibiza lrom Tuesday 4 to Saturday 8 May 1999 inclusive Our
base will be Santa Eulalia. Any number from 2 to 12 can come. Everyone makes their own bookings in
singles, pairs or more. The only fixed requirements are place and time. See the brochures Thomson
Summer Sun and Panorama. Fly out Sunday 2nd or Monday 3rd May from a variety of airports and
stay at whichever hotel you prefer. Cars will be hired as needed at a cost of about Il25 a week for 4
seats. We will rendezvous daily in Santa Eulalia at about 10.00 a.m. Stay 10 days or a second week if
you wish Ifyour other halfis a non-botanist you both might enjoy a longer holiday.

The typical Mediterranean islandflora of Ibiza is over a thousand species. The last week in April is
when the flora usually peaks but every year is different depending largely on when and how much it
rains. You will always be too late for some species and too early for others. The first week in May
provides better package tour options and value.

John Topp led our 1990 Field Meeting in the East Pyrenees and as nobody actually died we have
asked him to lead the meeting in Ibiza where he has had a home for 38 years. He will conduct 5 botani-
cal days. The sixth day will be free unless there are signs of bad behaviour. When you have looked at
the small print in the Thomson Summer Sun and Panorama brochures and decided you want to go,
please tel l  John Topp, 20 Lupus Street, London SWIV 3DZ Tel: 0l7l-834-3079. He is away often and
it is better to write.
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DRUCE LECTURE 1999

Following the lack of publicity for the previous meeting, Max Walters has very kindly agreed to give
again his lecture - I'he Changing Flora of Cambridgeshire - on the afternoon of Saturday February
6th 1999 at the Cambridge University Botanic Gardens.

A flyer will be included in the Christmas mailing.

1*L,"s,"*,PHlil,lktl,,?,,1f .?:l

COTONEASTER COLLECTION OPEN DAY - OCTOBER II.h 1998

The International Cotoneaster collection (TROBI and NCCPG) ofaround 350 taxa is having an open
day on October l lh 1998 from l l  a.m. to 5 p.m. The col lect ion is held at Rumsey Gardens Nursery,
Drift Road, Clanfield, Hampshire.

JEANETTE FRYER, Cornhill Cottage, Honeycritch Lane, Froxfield, Petersfield, Hampshire
GU32 lBE Tel 01730 827202
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NOTTCES (NON BSBI)

JOHN RAY AND HIS SUCCESSORS - CONFERENCE
l8-21 MARCH,1999

This conference on John Ray and his Successors: the clergyman as biologist will be held at Braintree,
Essex, on March 18-21 1999. Organised by the John Ray Trust, the Institute of Biology's History
Committee, and the Society for the History of Natural History.

Keynote speakers. John Brooke 'Wise men nowadays think otherwise', Michael Reiss 'On being a
biologist and a cleric', plus others including Profs Paul Foster, Chris Smith, Sandy Baker, David
Knight, Mark Seaward, Edward Larson, Peter Bowler.

Registration before Jan. I is f.90 (full time students f30), accommodation, etc., extra. Bookings and
details from Janet Turner, John Ray Trust, Town Hall Centre, Braintree, Essex, CM7 3YG. Tel.:
01376-557776;  Fax  01376 344345.

NIGEL COOPE\ Rector of fuvenhall, 40 Church Road, Rivenhall, Witham, Essex CM8 3PQ

***

BIOSYSTEMATIST WANTED BY RBG KEW

There is going to be a new post for a biosystematist to work in the Molecular Systematics Section at
the Jodrell Laboratory, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. The candidate - preferably a botanist - will spend
about 800% of the time developing bioinformatic software and supporting the computing facilities in the
Section (mainly with Macintosh machines), and the rest of the time working on research.

This post will be advertised soon in the ly'aw Scientist. Anyone interested is also welcome to contact
the Head of Molecular Systematics, Professor M. Chase, at the address below for further information.

Prof. M. CHASE, Jodrell Laboratory, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AB
(email m chase@rbgkew org uk)

COMPUTER BYTES

MORE WEB SITE ADDRESSES

Members with access to the World Wide Web may be interested in the following sites.
. Sue Daly's beautiful marine flora and fauna photos from Jersey at www.mermaidl.demon.co.uk/

links.htm
. Babel, an enormous bibliography of botanical references in umpteen languages, separated into

alphabetically arranged countries and still under construction (look at the Welsh section !l);
www.gagg. mcmail. com,{Babel. htm

. There is a large page listing available photographs of a very large part of the British & European
flora and some habitat photos, from the same source at; www.gagg.mcmail.com,/photoflora.htm

PS+*P".O*NN,**P*#"".Iw$*:krt.Y*L#,*,tw:$tr
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BRIAN BONNARD'S WEB SITE ADDRESS

My apologies to Brian for getting this wrong in the last issue. The correct address is
http ://members. aol. com/Bjbonnard/alderney. html

EDITOR

THE PLANT FINDER REFERENCE LIBRARY ON CD-ROM

This annually updated CD-ROM delivers a wealth of information at your fingertips. It combines an
electronic version of The RHS Plant Finder with other gardening and horticultural databases and infor-
mation. The standard edition includes:
. The RHS Plant Finder. lists over 70,000 taxa and where to buy them
. The Seed Search 1998. Iists over 3i,000 seeds offlowers, trees and shrubs
. The Fruit and Veg Finder 1998: lists over 1,500 fruits and 3,000 vegetables
' Arboreta and Gardens Guide: lists sites for over 15,000 plants cross-referenced to The RHS

Plant Finder
' National Plant Collections Directory 1998: up to date contact details for NCCPG collections
. Dictionary of Common Names. over 40,000 entries with flexible searchine
. Lexicon of Latin Names. a guide to botanical Latin
' Kew Authors & Genera. The authoritative relerence based on publications lrom the Roval

Botanic Gardens, Kew
' UK and International Garden Societies. Contact and summary information for over 400

organisations
' National Trust & NT for Scotland Gardens: Details of properties and gardens in the L,rK of

botanical interest
. Flora-for-Fauna: Hypertext guide to gardening to promote native species and wildlife
. Int€rnet Directory for Botany. Superb guide to botanical and related web sites
This is superb value for only f.25 and can be found in many major bookstores or from: The Plant
Finder, FREEPOST, Lewes BN7 2ZZ Tel.01273 476151 Web site: http.//www plantfinder.co uk

EDITOR

REQUESTS

BRITISH AND EUROPEAN CALLITRICHE SPECIMENS

As I am now working on a BSBI Guide to the European Callitriche, I am interested in obtaining
material from throughout the British Isles and other European countries. Although I have contacts for
some of these countries, I would appreciate suggestions for any possibte contacts in any country rn
Europe.

Only fruiting material will be of use to me for biometric and descriptive data. I am reluctant to
referee non-fruiting material of British plants, as there appears to be more ambiguity than I previously
suspected.

In the light of some of the variation which I have found in British Callitriche.I am reluctant to
accept records ofBritish Collitriche unless I have an opportunity to assess the likelihood ofaccuracy. I
feel that the best way to achieve this is lor recorders to submit a voucher specimen for each taxon that

7 l
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they record. As soon as I am happy with determinations, I will accept records - I still make mistakes in
the field which I only recognise through microscopy.

Ideally I would like to receive fresh material, however recorders must telephone me before sending
material, to ensure that I am around to look at it. I am becoming accustomed to returning home after
fieldwork to find bags of indeterminate black slime on the doormat. Alternatively, I will referee dried
material, however I tend to work on herbarium specimens only in the winter and so the reply may take
a little longer.

I have moved and my new contact details are as follow-s (the house name is not my choice!):

zuCHARD LAN'SDOWN, Floral Cottage, Upper Springfield Road, Stroud, Glos. GL5 ITF
Tel./fax: 01 453'7 633 48 E-mai1. rlansdown@ardeola. demon. co. uk

OPEN COUNTRYON BBC RADIO 4

From I lth April 1998, the Saturday editron of Farming Today on BBC Radio Four changed its name,
and its style. Open Country not only looks at farming issues but at areas like recreation. transport,
wildlife, entertainment, environmental issues, etc. Basically, rf it happens in the Countryside, it will be
reflected in Open Country. Each week the Programme will be based at a different location, and as well
as covering news stories and current issues, it will feature local characters who may have a certain
interest, passion or perhaps an unusual job. If any members have any news releases, or events diaries
that would be ofinterest to Open Country, or even any suggestions about interesting locations to visit,
or ifyou know ofa real character who holds court in a village pub, I'd love to hear from you.

KAREN GREGO& Producer Open Country, BBC Radio 4, Birmingham 85 7QQ Tel.0121 432
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SALIXCUTTINGS WANTED

The Kindrogan Field Centre, is planting within the Centre grounds, as long as space is available, species
and hybrids of Salix, especially of species not easily seen within the Centre area. The material will be
used by students on various botanical Courses including those given jointly with the BSBL IT will
compliment the sedge collection planted there in memory of Dick David and used extensively on the
Sedges and Rushes Course.

Rooted cuttings of willows would be the best way to send material, although fresh second year
branch material which may root will be acceptable. Please wrap in moist newspaper, seal in plastic bag
and post to the address below. The request rvill remain open throughout 1999

BOOK NOTES

CORRIGENDA FOR PLANT CRIB 1998

Please send any further corrections to Plant Crib 1998 to Tim fuch as soon as possible. A corrigenda
sheet is being produced and will be available during October (s.a.e. to Tim Rich please)



Book Notes / Obituary Notes

BSBI JOURNALS WANTED AND AVAILABLE

The following are available:
Most parts of llatsonia from Volume 6 part 4 to volume l8 part l; BSBI Abstracts Pzfts 2 to 21:
Proc. BSBI Yolume 7; all for the cost of postage only.

Wanted:
BEC Reports Volumes l, 2, 3 (part I only), 4 (part 5 only), 5 (part I only) Reasonable price paid.
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THE BLUE(BELL) BOOK

I am sure I share with all others who possess the Platt Crih 1998 the pleasure of its innovative and
striking blue(bell) cover. For me there was an additional pleasure in its unconscious reminder of the
first of the Society's publications of this kind. Hints on the Delermination of some of the Critical
Species, Microspecie,s, Sub-species, Varieties and Hybrids in the British Flora which I compiled for
the Society for almost exactly the same reasons as Tim fuch and Clive Jermy have produced the new
Plant Crib 1998 - to help recorders identifr taxa to be included tn the Crilicol Supplemenl. lt was
published in Proceedings of the BSBI in September 1962 but was then run on as a slim 27 page
pamphlet (which could be taken in the field!) and bound in a dark-blue cover and became known, I
hope affectionately, as the 'blue book'. So I welcome the new 'blue(bell) book' as a really splendid
successor to the humble start made 36 years ago.

The other happy link between the two publications is the cartoon which appears on page 384 ofthe
Plant Crib 1998 without explanation. However Cambridge botanists of a certain age will recognise that
it was first published in T'he Tea PhS'tologist. TWr. 1964: 9. When I was collecting records for the
(.-ritical Supplement I spent many weeks in herbaria round the country determining specimens using the
'blue book'. One of these herbaria was the Fielding-Druce in Oxford. There, early in 1964, I worked
alongside and took tea with a student of 'Heff Warburg's, one Roy Perry. Those who have worked
with Druce's herbarium sheets will appreciate the inspiration of the cartoon. The year was also signifi-
cant - the International Botanical Congress in Edinburgh was nigh and several Cambridge botanists
were feeling the need for a special edition ofthat periodical The Tea Phyktlogisl. Satire was very much
in the air with weekly fixes of 'That Was The Week That Was' - hence the Volume number TWr. So
Roy and I happily put together a 'fake' herbarium sheet which he so cleverly drew. I just think that the
legend in the blue(bell) book should have been 'F.H. Perring & A.R. Perry t-ecit' and 'A R.P. del.'.

FRANKLYN PERRING, Green Acre, Wood Lane, Oundle, Peterborough PES 5TP

OBITUARY NOTES

With regret we report the deaths of two eminent botanisls - Professor John 'Jack' Heslop-Harrison,
and Dr Lewis C. Frost, and very recently Olga Stewart rvho was known to very many members and will
be sadly missed by all who knew her. There will be Obituariesin llat.sonia.

Also Dr C.A. Thorold of Twickenham, Middlesex, who had been a member since 1962, and Mrs
Dorothy Paish of Machynlleth, Powys, who was an active member of the |'lorct ctf Monlgomery record-
ing group and whose family bequeathed a donation to the BSBI.
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Obituan' Notes / Reports of Field Meetinss

OBITUARY OF EDGAR MILNE-REDHEAD: AN ADDITIONAL PAPER

The following paper (one of his more interesting) was inadvertently omitted from the list of papers
given in the obituary of E B W H Milne-Redhead in LTatsonia 22(l): 128-137

HeTwoodia hicea.r Sim A tree new to tropical Africa. Bullelin du Jardin bolaniEte de l'Etat. Bruxelles
2 ' 1 . 3 2 7 - 3 3 3 .  t  l 0  ( 1 9 5 7 )

BERNARD \ERDCOLJRT. Roval Botanic Gardens. Kew

REPORTS OF FIELD MEETINGS - 1997 & 1998

Reports of Field Meetings (with the exception of Atlas 2000 reports written by Trevor Dines and
Reports of lrish meetings written by Alan Hill) are edited by, and should be sent to: Dr Alan Showler,
l2 Wedgwood Drive, Hughenden Valley, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP14 4PA, Tel 01494 562082.

199',l

NORTH EAST GALWAY I2h & I3ft JIJ.LY
In a previous field meeting report (BSBI New.r September I 996) I bewailed the uniformity of habitats in
the eastern part of v.c. Hl7 (NE Galway). This uniformity is in sharp contrast to the diversity of the
Burrenlike flora that occurs on the limestone outcrops and lake shore of Loch Coirib which forms the
western boundary ofthe vice-county. This difference in flora poses the question ofhow far east into the
Irish midlands the typical western limestone flora extends. On 12th and l3th July 1997 a group of BSBI
members and other botanists from both Ireland and Britain met to pursue this question by examining
some little known sites in the middle of the vice-county.

On Saturday the group met at Headford Co. Galway, and then travelled 8 km further east to an area
of unenclosed pasture and limestone heath in the townland of Laurclavagh. Here in a flat landscape
typical of the Irish central plain we found large mats of Mountain Avens (Dryas octopetala) accompa-
nied by Blue Gentian (Gentiana verna), Blue Moor-grass (Sesleria caerulea), Irish Eyebright (Euphra-
sia salisburgensrs), Juniper (Juniperus communis), Sea Plantain (Plantago maritima), Creeping Willow
(Salix repens) and a variety of Orchids such as Frog Orchid (Coeloglos,sum viride) and Fragrant Orchid
(Gymnadenia conopsea). Time did not permit us to cover the entire site which exceeds a mile in width,
so we did not see some other species I had previously noted such as Wood Bitter-vetch (I'rcia orohu.r)
and Fly Orchid (Ophrys insectifera). This site is, I suspect, the most isolated lowland, site for Dryas
octopetala in Ireland and perhaps the British Isles (I would be interested to hear of other similar sites
from BSBI members). Unfortunately it has not yet been designated as a National Heritage Area by the
Irish Government. We finished the day by examining a wet calcareous fen at Ballycurrin just across the
East Mayo (H26) border. Here amongst shallow marl filled pools and tussocks of Black Bog-rush
(Schoenu.s nigricans) and Saw Sedge (Cladiun mariscus) we found Grass-of-Parnassus (Parra.rsia
pah$lris), Fen Pondweed (P<tomagetctn coloratus), and Butterwort (Pinguicula wlgaris\.

On Sunday July l3th, we met at Tuam and travelled eastwards to an area ofcalcareous eiskirs and
fens around Cartron. On one eiskir, Plantago maritima, Sesleria caerulea and Cystopteris fragilis
(Brittle Bladder-fern) were a final reminder of the limestone flora. A nearby fen at Hazelwood house,
which we noticed on our way to Levally Loch, proved to contain a rich wetland flora. Schoenus nigri-
cans and Cir.sium dissectum (Meadow Thistle) were everywhere along with Selaginella selaginoides
(Lesser Clubmoss), Osmundo regalr.r (Royal Fern), Eriophorum latifolium (BroadJeaved
Cottongrass), Drosera rotundtJolia (Round-leaved Sundew), D. inlermedia (Oblong-leaved Sundew),
Utricularia minor (Lesser Bladderwort) and Parnassia polustris (Grass-of-Parnassus). Orchids
included a large populat\on of Epipactis palustris (Marsh Helleborine) as well as Dactylorhiza incar-
nata (F.arly Marsh-orchid), D. maculata (Heath Spotted-orchid), Platanthera bifolia (Lesser Butterfly-
orchid), Gymnadenia conopseq (Fragrant Orchid) and Listera ovata (Twayblade).
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Levally Loch is a turlough or sunrmer drying lake wilh a restricted flora A walk across the dry lake

floor produced some unexpected plants in abundance such as,\iirn.r/us valerandt (Brookweed), Veron-

icq catenata (Pink Water-speedwell), ('qrex elata (Tufted-sedge) and (-. lasiocarpa (Slender Sedge).

A final stop at Summerville Loch allowed us to inspect (:rcutd virosa (Cowbane.l at the south western

edge of its range in lreland. So withrn a distance of no more than twenty miles we had seen both an

outpost of the western limestone flora and plants typical of the centre and east of the island. Happy

with the weekend's botany the party dispersed

CILIAN RODEN

I  998

GI, 'ERNSEY, CHANNEL ISLANDS (V,C. I13). I3S-2Oh MAY
18 members gathered on Wednesday evening to meet the leader of the party Miss Rachel Rabey. She
introduced David McClintock - past President of the Society and the author of The Wild Flowers of
Guernsey who was to accompany us on the first two days. Rachel then presented a slide show ofsome
of the Guernsey plants that we would hopefully see. We had already been given the itinerary for the
week and it rvas obvious to all that detailed planning and research had been done and that we were in
line for a botanical treat. Only the weather was in doubt. We need not have r.vorned as we were to
experience 6 days ofglorious weather with unbroken sunshine!

On Thursday the walk was along the North coast of the Island starting at Fort Doyle and ending at
Chouet. Low cliffs with occasional damp areas at first, and then the vast sandy area of L'Ancresse
Common were examined. Lampranthus rosezs (Rosy Dervplant), Ornithopu.s prnnalas (Orange Bird's-
foot) and Gnaphalium undalatum (Cape Cudweed) were soon seen, and later Artemisia verklurum
(Chinese Mugwort) and Carpobrotus glaucescens (Angular Sea-fig) were recorded. The Common
provided many more - Er),ngiun cam[)estre (Field Eryngo), Silene conica (Sand Catchfly), Trrfolium
occidentale (Western Clover), L'iola kitaibeliana (Dwarf Pansy), Lagurus ovqlus (Hare's+ail) were
just a sample. A pond on the Common was covered in Ranunarlus baudotii (Brackish Water-crowfoot)
and Silene gallica (Small-flowered Catchfly) was seen in all three colour forms. Near Pembroke Bay
were Asparagus officinalis subsp. prctstrata.s (Wild Asparagus), Milium vernale subsp. sarniense
(Early Millet) and Poa infirma (F.arly Meadow-grass). Finally on a roadside near Chouet was
(jeranium submolle (Alderney Crane's-bill). Stops on both journeys were made Io see Amaronlhu.t
deflexus (Perenial Pigweed), Tragopogon porriJitlius (Salsily), Solanum chenopctdictides (Tall Night-
shade). Salpichroa origantfolia (Cock's-eggs) and Nothoscordun horhontcum (Honeybells).

On Friday we were at L'Eree Bay for a morning walk around Fort Saumarez. A bank roadside
yielded the Vicias - V. lutea (Yellow Vetch) and l'. bithynica (Bithynian Vetch) with Anisqntha
madritensis (Compact Brome) close-by. Further on were Lavalera crelica (Sntal|er Tree-mallow) and
Fumaria bastardii (Tall Ramping-fumitory). Near the Fort itself were fine examples of Eroclium mariti-
mum (Sea Stork's-bill) in full flower complete with petals. Returning to the car park for lunch, David
McClintock pointed unerringly to a somewhat bedraggled specimen growing in rough trodden ground
and declared it to be Spergularia hocconei (Greek Sea-spurrey). The afternoon was spent visiting the
Orchid Fields and how splendid were the stands of Orchis loxrflora (Loose-l)owered Orchid)l Cars
were then needed to visit a site of Asplenium x suriliersz (Guernsey Spleenwort) before travelling to
Pleinmont Headland. Here the party were encouraged to help Rachel in her work for the Kew seed
bank by gathering seeds of Mibora minima (F.arly Sand-grass) which was abundant on the dry slopes.
A further stop on the return journey was to see xAsplenophyllilis microdort (Guernsey Fern). In the
evening Mr Griff Caldwell past president of La Socidt6 Guernesiaise gave a talk entitled 'Guernsey.

Why we are different'.
Early Saturday we were on the boat to Herm. The extensive common proved to be of great interest

providing Ranunculus parvi/forus (Small-flowered Buttercup), .luncus uctr!u.t (Sharp Rush), Clinopo-
diuni calamintha (Lesser Calamint) and especially Bupleurum baldense (Small Hare's-ear). By Shell
Beach were Crambe marilima (Sea-kale), I'olygrnum marilimum (Sea Knotgrass) and Rumex rupestris
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(Shore Dock). Silene nutans (Nottingham Catchfly) was well established above the coastal path and a
final walk up the centre of the island revealed Allium neapctlitanum (Neapolitan Garlic), Allium subhir-
sulum (Hairy Garlic) and Arum ilalicum subsp. negleclun (Italian Lords-and-Ladies). In the evening
Mr John McCormack gave us an illustrated talk on 'Guernsey Houses'.

Sunday was spent on a glorious cliffwalk around the southern coast above Moulin Huet Bay and
encompassing Jerbourg Point. Much Asplenium ohot,qtum (Lanceolate Spleenwort) was seen, and
other plants not recorded previously included Orobanche hederae (Ivy Broomrape) md Briza mqxima
(Greater Quaking-grass). Pilosella peleteriana (Shaggy Mouse-ear-hawkweed) was on a dry banl just
above the sea. Silybum merianum (Milk Thistle) was at the Point and Isolepis cernua (Slender CIub-
rush) was seen along the final stretch. The group had been invited to a barbecue in the evening at the
home of Bridget & Terry Ozanne. This proved to be an excellent evening where we had the opportu-
nity to eat and drink well and talk to other members of La Socidtd.

On Monday we were at the quay even earlier to go to Sark. This day was led by Roger Veall, the
lsland's Recorder. Roger concentrated on showing the party some ofthe trees that had been planted on
the island. These included Crataegus persimilis (Broad-leaved Cockspurthorn), Betula papyrfera
(Paper Birch) and Mespilus germanica (Medlar). A steep path down to a small cove revealed Carex
Iaevigata (Smooth-stalked Sedge) and Asplenium marinum (Sea Spleenwort).

The final day of the Meeting had arrived all too quickly. 3 members flew to Alderney to meet Brian
Bonnard the island's recorder. They had an excellent day and were pleased to see Orobanche rapum-
genistae (Greater Broomrape) and Tuberaria gultata (Spotted Rock-rose). The indefatigable Rachel
took the rest of us to Vazon Bay in the North-West. A damp area behind the sea wall revealed Carex
dislans (Distant Sedge) and on the Common was a fine example of Ficus carica (Fig). Walking
towards Fort Hommet we were delighted to see a group of Isoetes histrix (Land Quillwort) still in
reasonable fettle, and close by wasJuncus capitalus (Dwarf Rush). On the return we were shown the
site of Ophioglos,sum lusilqnicum (Least Adder's-tongue) and were amazed when close examination
revealed not only the shrivelled sterile blade but also the once fertile blade still attached. Gnaphalium
lutec.talbum (Jersey Cudweed) was in a local garden. After lunch we lound that our leader was mortal!
She couldn't find xAsplenophyllitis jacksonll (Jackson's Fern) at its known site so suggested moving
on for Calendula arvensis (Field Marigold) This had already proved elusive earlier in the week when a
garden known to have it as a weed had been given the treatmentl However, there was a field full of it
hereabouts. Imagine her displeasure when we turned the corner to find a freshly ploughed field. All was
not lost however, as a little patch at the top had been left and there were a few ofthe plants remaining.
Time allowed only 2 more stops. Arenaria monlanq (Mountain Sandwort) was well naturalised at Le
Gouffie and near Petit Bot bay was the hybrid fern Polystichum x bichellii.

After dinner, John Ounsted, our most senior member gave a vote ofthanks. He thanked the guest
speakers and other locals including Hazel Hill who had been a part time leader and Bridget and Terry
Ozanne for the fine barbecue He also especially thanked Norma Guppy who had acted as coJeader
throughout the week and was so knowledgeable about the island. But, ofcourse, his main thanks were
to Rachel. We all agreed we had had a wonderful time and were so grateful for all the time and effort
she had put in.

D.M THOMAS

MILLER'S DALE, DERBYSHIM (v.c. 57). 6ft JUNE
The party of fourteen started the day with a short walk along a disused railway line forming part of a
walking route known as the Monsal Trail. Remains of the previous season's Monotropa hypopitT's
(Yellow Bird's-nest) were immediately seen in adjacent scrub. Permission had been obtained from the
Derbyshire Wildlife Trust and the voluntary wardens to visit two nearby reserves, The first of these,
Miller's Dale Quarry, supports fine colonies of Daphne mezereum (Mezereon), some specimens of
which were seen in fruit. ln spite of intensive cutting and winching out, this series of quarries, large
spoil heaps, ash woodland and remnant grassland is suffering from considerable hazel scrub invasion. A
moderate number ofsheep have been introduced for a couple ofyears, with the intention ofreducing
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their number as the situation improves. The grazing had temporarily decreased the interest ofthe site
and, as planned, the group did not linger long, but climbed steeply to their second objective, Priestcliff'e
Lees Reserve. This constitutes about 60 hectares ofgrassland, limestone scrub, ash woodland and lead
spoil heaps, supporting a very rich flora including Sorbus rupiutla (Rock Whitebeam) and Epipactis
atroru bens (Dark-red Helleborine).

A steep descent regained the Monsal Trail where an extensive stand of Hieracium prenanthoides (a
hawkweed) was in evidence. A-fter pausing to admire Oorex ornithoporla (Bird's-foot Sedge), the
return route was along a minor road skirting Ravenstor. The dull wet weather resulted in the large
colony of ,Sl/ene nutans (Nottingham Catchfly) fully opening its flowers and further on, Rlbes alpinum
(Mountain Currant) was hanging over cliffs like a curtain.

The particularly lootsore and rain-sodden then retired to their cars and home, but seven continued
to Wye Dale, where a further section of ex-railway line and a riverside path were explored. Rewards
included young plants of Droba incana (Hoary Whitlowgrass) and late flowering Hornungia pelraeo
(Hutchinsia).

J.E, HAWKSFORD

KNOWL HILL, BERKSHIRE (v c. 22) 6^ & 7h JTINE
Few people think of east Berkshire as prime botanising country. They tend to imagine either Betjami-
nesque scenes of Slough or Maidenhead ('Come friendly bombs . . .' and all that), or the sprawl of
appalling new towns like Bracknell or Earley. The reality is somewhat different. It is true that few
places escape the incessant traffic hum of the M4 motorway, or the din of aeroplanes in the stack
approaching Heathrow, but the variety of habitats is actually very good. The river Thames forms the
northern border of the area, with majestic views of Cliveden and Henley. Chalk hills stretch along the
southern bank from Cookham to Bisham, and support species-rich grasslands and woodland. South of
the chalk, a belt of clay soils stretches from Windsor Great Park westward to the fuver Loddon, much
ofwhich is still under arable farming. South ofthe clay, are the acid sands ofthe Bagshot beds, stretch-
ing from the military ranges at Sandhurst to the edge of Chobham Common.

On the chalk, the magnificent woods around Park Place provided some treats including Helleborus
.fttetidus (Stinking Hellebore) growing in clearings amongst dense Blxzs sempen,irens (Box), while the
chalk grasslands above Cock Marsh had Ophrys apfera (Bee Orchid) and Euphrasio pseudokerneri
(Eyebright). It was too early in the year to have any realistic chance offinding the local rarity Cyperu.s
frscas (Brown Galingale), but plenty of good plants were found in the wetlands at the foot of the chalk
slope, including Hollonia paluslris (Water-violet), Oenanthe aquatica (Fine-leaved Water-dropwort),
and Slellaria palustris (Marsh Stitchwort). Aliens found at Hurley included Ceratochloa cathartica
(Rescue Brome) and a Euphr.trbia species (probably E. oblongata (Balkan Spurge)). The uncommon
native Torilis nodosa (Knotted Hedge-parsley) turned up in short turfby roadstdes.

Hedgerows on the clays had abundant Tamus communrs (Black Bryony) and J'1.r./rr anrtmum (Stone
Parsley) and the delightful Lathyrus nissolia (Grass Vetchling) was found in dry, sunny grasslands. ln
several places statuesque populations of the alien Rumex crislatu.r (Greek Dock), standing 2 m tall
graced the roadside verges. Brickwork on a few ofthe river- and railway-bridges produced Asplenrum
rutq-muldria (Wall-rue) and, A. adiantum-nigrum (Black Spleenwort) both of which are uncommon
ferns in eastern Berks. The fuver Loddon provided some good aquatrcs, including Butomus umbellatus
(Flowering-rush), Alisma lancectlalum (Narrow-leaved Water-plantain), Potamogeton nodosus
(Loddon Pondweed), and a full set of Lemne spp (l. gibba (Fat Duckweed), L. minor (Common
Duckweed), L. minuta (Least Duckweed) and L. trisulca (hy-leaved Duckweed)) Sadly, the Loddon
lllies Leucojum aestiwm at Lodge Wood and Sandford Mill were long past their best, despite their
English name of Summer Snowflake.

Eastwards from Finchampstead Ridges and Wellington College stretch the acid heathlands of the
Bagshot Sands. The fragments that have survived housing development or blanket-planting with Scots
Pine (Pinus sylvestris) have an interesting flora which produced Myrica gale (Bog-myrtle) and Pyrola
minor (Common Wintergreen), both of which are rare in Berkshire, and fine colonies of deep purple
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Dacty'lorhiza maculata (Heath Spotted-orchid) in the wetter places. To our delight, we discovered that
the great Surrey rarity Dryopleris cristala (Crested Buckler-fern) has colonised the county by leaping
across the border stream, and is now an omcial Berkshire resident. The Surrey plants grow in a bizarre
setting, surrounded by a dense stand of D. carthusiana (Narrow Buckler-fern), in full sun in a Molinia
swampl

On Sunday, a party ventured south into the northern extremities ofHampshire (v.c. l2), but could
not resist the temptation, en route, ofvisiting Berkshire's famous fritillary site at Stanford End. Other
members investigated the urban flora of Reading, where extensive monocultures of Impaliens glandt-
Irfera (lndian Balsam) grow in the open, and the bizarre Dracunculus vulgaris (Dragon Arum) survives
in a number of places as a garden throw-out. The verges of the M4 motorway were interesting, v/ith
salt adventives llke Puccinellia r/ls/an.r (Reflexed Saltmarsh-grass), Cochlearia danica (Danish Scunry-
grass) Spergularict marina (Lesser Sea-spurrey) and all sorts of out-of-placeJooking, wildflower-mix
species like Anthyllis wlneraria (Kidney Yetch), Onobrychis viciifolia (Sainfoin) and Sanguisorha
rnlnr.rr subsp. muricata (Fodder Burnet). The l9 members who atlended the meeting had a thoroughly
eniovable weekend and contributed several hundred new records for Atlas 2000.

MICK CRAWLEY

TIDDESLEY WOOD, PERSHORE, WORCS. (v c 37) l3s JL|NE
A party of eight members met at the entrance to this Worcestershire Wildlife Trust reserve on a very
wet morning. Tiddesley Wood is an ancient woodland mainly on Lias clays with some areas of River
Avon terrace soils and is bounded to the south-east by the River Avon and to the west by Bow Brook.
The area has a rich flora contrasting with the mainly arable surroundings. The party walked into the
wood and soon found a wide range of the typical woody plants including Sorbus torminalls (Wild
Service-tree), Vihurnum lantana (Wayfaring-tree), Pyrus pyraster (Wild Pear) and Euonymus
europaeus (Spindle) The willows were closely examined and several bushes of Sqlix x reichardtii
(5. caprea x S. cinerea) (a hybrid willow) were compared with the two parents. Some fine robust
bushes of .Rcrsa z- verticillacantha (R. arvensis x R. canina) that had been determined earlier were in
full flower along the main ride. The hybrid theme was continued with a full range of Crataegus x media
(C. monogyna " C. laevigata) together with both parents.

The ground flora is rich in locally rarities and we admired a number of flowering splkes of Platan-
Ihera chloranlha (Greater Butterfly-orchid). Paris quadrifolia (Herb-Paris) is quite common in the
wood and often grows with Listera ovata (Common Twayblade). A muddy patch in the ride produced
a few tiny plants of Lylhrum porlula (Water-purslane). Lalhyrus sylveslrLr (Narrow-leaved Everlasting-
pea) was scrambling over the ride-side shrubs and good quantities of Agrimonia procera (Fragrant
Agrimony) were found in its only site in the hectad.

Lunch was taken in the car park by some very wet botanists and a reduced party offour carried on
in the afternoon. The rain stopped and a walk to the southern corner ofthe wood brought usto Carex
striq:o.ta (Thin-spiked Wood-sedge). At the corner of the wood there is a steep bank down to the
roadside and here we found a lot more Lalhyrus sylvestris and a good colony of Ophrys apifera (Bee
Orchid). A quick look at the River Avon showed many of its characteristic plants but we were probably
too early in the year for the (-uscula europLteq (Greater Dodder) which is known on the nettles here.
The party finally returned through the wood and along part of Bow Brook, in which Ranunculus
penicillafirs subsp. pseu&flrli/dr?.r (Stream Water-crowfoot), Potamogelon berchtoldii (Small Pond-
weed) and Sagittaria sagittiftlia (.Arrowhead) were growing.

A,W. REID

LINCOLNSHIRE, (v.c. 53), 27h JIINE
A joint meeting of the Lincolnshire Naturalists' Union and BSBI. three localities were visited and eight
BSBI members were present.
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l . Thurlby Fen Slipe N.R., Grid. ref. TF/I 18 1 64. Lincs Trust Reserve Voluntary Reserve Wardens
Mr & Mrs R. Heath led the party through a 2 km corridor of old flooded borrow pits with a gravelly
bed, associated reed beds, scrub and grassland, nobly having mown an access path along the rvhole
length of the reserve the day before. The pools especially had a rich flora including Pctlamogeton
coloralus (Fen Pondweed) in profusion, Berula erecta (Lesser Water-parsnip) in flower, Ranunculus
lingua (Greater Spearwort) a fine stand, Baldellia ranunculoide.s (Lesser Water-plantain) in dense
masses and remnants of a good colony of Holtonia palustris (Water-violet). Carex particulata (Greater
Tussock-sedge) was restricted to one end of the reserve and a few plants of.!ziz latrfolium (Greater
Water-parsnip) not yet in flower, were seen.

2 Pinchbeck Fen Slipe N.R., Grid Ref TF/184229, Lincs Trust Resen'e Mr J Redsharv. BSBI
member and Voluntary Reserve Warden, led the next stage of the meeting in this newly acquired
Nature Reserve. Quite a contrast to the last site. though similarly a series ofBorrow Pits alongside the
River Glen. These pools were notable for the enormous stands of Typha ungustrfolia (Lesser Bulrush).
There were a few smaller stands of Typha lattfolia (Bulrush) and hybrid plants Typha r. glauca
(7. laltfolia x T. angrstifolia) were commented on.

3 Fosdyke Bank, Grid Ref. TF/3 18 322 This bank on the S side of the River Welland, owned and
managed by the Environmental Agency, has been remarkable over a number of years for the fantastic
display of Anacamplis pyramidalls (Pyramidal Orchid) ln 1997 and again in 1998, c 4,000 spikes were
estimated - very dark purplish-pink and some .rery large plants. The orchids were in groups with
Galium verum (Lady's Bedstraw), Briza media (Quaking-grass) and Agrimonia eupatoria (Agrimony)
and the whole bank was a blaze of colour from common mallow, poppy, oil-seed rape, white campion,
musk thistle and carrot. This meeting was led by Rene Weston, (Recorder for v.c. 53) and all sites were
selected to show how important and outstanding these habitats and reserves are in the intensely agricul-
tural farmed fenland of S Lincolnshire.

RENE WESTON

MARCFMIEL, DENBIGHSHIRE (v.c 50) 4" JLI-Y
Seven members met to visit a 20 hectare site on the Wrexham Industrial Estate. There had been a
munitions factory on the site during the second world war. then a chemical works but the area has been
derelict since the 1950s. Part ofit has been levelled but there are still potential hazards, e.g. old build-
rngs, concrete kerbs, deep holes, toxic waste and finally the risk of getting lost; for these reasons we
stayed as a group and recorded together.

Much of the site is mature grassland with many flower species. Dominant were Leucanthemum
vulgare (Oxeye Daisy), Dipsacus fullonum (Wild Teasel), Hypericum maculalum, H. perftratum,

H. hirsutum and H. telrapterum (lmperforate, Perforate, Hairy and Square-stalked St John's-worts).
N4ore unusual grassland species were Lalhyru.s nissolia (Grass Vetchling), Silqun .silaus (Pepper-

saxifrage), Malvct moschata (Musk-mallow) and plentiful Cenista ttilcloria (Dyer's Greenweed).
The flora is well established and there were few casuals but we did see Lactuca seniola (Prickly

Lettuce) which has become common in the Wrexham area and Crepis hiennis (Rough Hawk's-beard).
We found the hybrid thrstleCarduus \ stangii (C. crispus r (1. nutons) with the height and prickles of
C. crispus (Welted Thistle) but with the larger nodding flower and bare flower-stalk of C'. nutan"'
(Musk Thistle) There were few ferns bul Dryopteris filix-mas (Male Fern) and D. dilotata (Broad
Buckler-fern) were in the woodland edge bordering the river Clyrvedog, and on the brick walls Pb'Uiti.t
scoktperulrium (Hart's-tongue), Asplenium rutq-muraria (Wall-rue) and A. trichctmane.s (Maidenhair

Spleenwort) were growing. Wet ditches had Alisma plonlago-aqualica (Water-plantain) and
Sparganium ereclum (Branched Bur-reed). Other notable plants were Festuca pratensis (Meadow

Fescue), Leontodon soxoillis (Lesser Hawkbit). Blackstonia pef<tliata (Yellow-wort) and Balkta
n i gr a (Black Horehound).
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One reason for the visit was to survey the site prior to industrial development. We felt it was a very

valuable wildlife area with at least t97 plant species, also rich with birds and butterflies, and worthy of
protection, possibly with an archaeological trail ifthe site can be made safe.

Our second site was a recently levelled 46 hectare area of grassland. This had a much less well
established flora but we found Melilotus a/6zs (White Melilot), Melilotus officinalis (Ribbed Melilot),
Anthyllis vulneraria (Kidney Yetch), 

'l-rifolium 
striatum (Knotted Clover) and Hordeum secalinum

(Meadow Barley). Additionally a pair of Lapwings and several Skylarks made this another valuable
wildlife area.

Our findings emphasise the importance of 
'brown' 

sites in our local flora. It may be difficult to
protect them in the middle ofan industrial estate earmarked for development.

JEAN A. GREEN

--tr*.d;;;;r 
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BOTANICAL HOLIDAYS OVERSEAS I999 WITH COX & KINGS
A series of world-wide botany and wildflower holidays.

Many tours are led by BSBI members.

Costa fuca Simon Davey Jan Carinthia Peter Jepson June
Morocco Martin Jacoby Feb/Mar/ Hungary John Montgomery June

S"p Picos de Teresa Farino June
N Cyprus John Montgomery Mar Europa
Algarve Brian & Eileen Mar Wengen Marv Briggs June

Anderson Iceland Simon Davey July
Crete Mary Briggs Mar SPanish

Andalucia Martin Jacoby Apr,May Pyrenees Teresa Farnio July
Lesbos Brian & Eileen Apr South Africa Wouter van Warmelo Aug

Anderson Seychelles Mary Briggs Sep
Corfu Simon Davey Muy S Cyprus Mary Briggs Nov
Slovenia Mary Briggs May New Zealand Mark Hanger Jan
The Lot Tony Kemp May 2ooo

For funher details of any of the above Botany & Wildflower Tours please contact.

PRU ALEXANDER-COOPER, Cox & Kings Travel Ltd., Gordon House, 10 Greencoat Place,
London SWIP IPH Te l  0171 873 5010

Botanical Walks 1999 led by Aegean expert Lance Chilton - Gomera, Cyprus, Crete, Lesvos. Find
and identifl, interesting and beautiful flowers amid lovely scenery. lnexpensive. Group sizes limited.
Also walks in Stoupa and Parga. Tel/fax 01485-532710, e-mail  marengopub@aol.com

LANCE CHILTON. l7 Bernard Crescent, Hunstanron PE36 6ER
:.:n;*)::::r.a--::rr:.:r::.)::g::r)::rr.\:r>::.:::::ar::+:---r:::::t).rrrr:::::1rr::----.;
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WILDLIFE TRAVEL
UK, EUROPE ANOWORLDWIDE HOLIDAYS
ALL OUP PROf II' ARE NNAT€D TO THE WLAI f E TRU'TS

. FLOWERS, BIroS, WILDLIFE, HISTORY
CULTURE, PAIXIIT{C, PHOTOGMPXY

. FRIETDLYAND COWIVIAL COMPANY

. WELLORGAf,ISEO TOURS

. EXPERIEXCEO LEAOERS

. COTFORTABLE ACCOTIilODANOf,

HOLIDAYS IN 1998 AND I999 INCLUDE:

BOTSWANA. NEW ZEALAND. NEPAL & N. INDIA. CYPRUS. EXTREITIADURA & MADRID
CHINA . GUIZHOU . ISLES OF SCILLY . SUSSEX OOWNS, WEALD AND COAST

THE AZORES . DOLOMITES . ESTONIA. CONNEMARA & THE BURREN . SHETLANO
COSTA RICA . ETHIOPIA. ST PETERSBURG & THE ARCTIC

For brcchu€ and Egulaa nswletto6 coniact:

WILDLTFETRAV€LI"I.t"l
Greon AcF, W@d tlns, Oundle, Poterborough PE8 sTP
lalt 01832271892 Fax: 0183227,t568 omail: wildtrav@cix.co.uk

STOP PRESS

GRID-MAPPING IN BOTANY GOES BACK 230 T'EARS!

A talk at the BSBI meeting in Bailleul (July 1998) touched upon the history of floristic grid-mapping.
ln the discussion I mentioned that the earliest example of the grid-method in botany known to me was
an autobiographic text by the great philosopher and author Jean-Jaques Rousseau. Because I was not
able to recall ad hoc the historic details. I was asked to look them un and write a short note for BSBI
News.

This is the original passage.
'l set out to compose a l.l<tra Petrinsularis and to describe every single plant on the
island in enough detail to keep me busy for the rest ofmy days. . . . In accordance with
this noble plan, every morning after breakfast, which we all took together, I would set
out with a magnifying glass in my hand and my Systema Nalurqe under my arm to study
one part icularsection of the island, which I had divided for this purpose into small
squares, intending to visit them all one after another in every season ' 

[My
emphasisl

From: Jean-Jaques Rousseau, Les ROverie.s du promeneur solitaire, 1782, translated by Peter France,
and published as Reveries of the solitary wulker, 1979.

Needless to say, no product of this work (grid-maps or any other result) has ever been published;
Rousseau probably did not really aim at writing a scientific flora but regarded botany merely as an easy
way to pass time. The year was 1765. after having pubhshed Emile and The Sucial Contract in 1162,
Rousseau had left France to avoid arrest. He was even driven from his home at M6tiers (near
Neuchdtel, Switzerland) and took refuge on the Island of Saint-Pierre in the Lake of Bienne. Here he
enjoyed the beauty ofnature feeling 'the first flush ofenthusiasm for botany, a taste soon to become a
passion'.

GIINTER MATZKE-HAJEK, University of Vechta, Driverstr 22, D-493'7'7 Vechta, Germany
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BSBI AIMS AND NAMES

The Aims as passed by Council on 26/31 1998 and printed on the back cover of the Annual Report make
clear that we should not be called the Botanical Society of the British Isles but the Society for the
Botany of the British Isles. SBBI not BSBI!

{,9H.I9P,t*'z*-tRl*p"g'"'l..,Lgtd"*,*Wly

SQINANCYWORT

My thanks to Stanley Marvin for sending in this lovely poem by Edward Carpenter and my apologies to
Stanley for having 'lost' it for a year or two. I'm afraid there is no room for the whole poem so only
two stanzas appear below.

What have I done? - What have I done? Man came.
I am a little flower, Evolutional upstart onel
Out of many a one With the gift of giving a name
That twinkles forth after each passing shower. To everything under the sun.
White, with a blissful glow, What have I done? Man came
Or innocent over the hilltops sport and run - (They say nothing sticks like dirt).
What have I done? Looked at me with eves of blame

And called me 'squinancy-wort'.

EDITOR

BSBI POSTCARDS

A reminder that these are still available - 16 superb different postcards of plants from Britain and
Ireland produced on high quality card, and promoting the Society.

Please send 12.50 plus 50p p&p for a set, or L4.'75 for 2 sets to (and cheque payable to):

aNua-p-pa3MslL:[.-gK.K"$sJ.*"qrss!"9llr$]l.p*ershs,.Jg#q9!l*pR-qHF***"*

BSBI LOGO ON JEWELLERY

As mentioned previously, Gwyn Lee, Alisa Burns' son, will produce to order Stirling Silver jewellery
embellished with the BSBI logo as follows:

Tie Tack / Lapel Pin L20
Pendant (without chain) L25
Tie Slide t25

I have purchased a Lapel Pin for myself and a Pendant for Maria and very nice they are too. Any
member interested in purchasing any item should contact Gwyn at 3 Rosliston Road, Stapenhill, Burton
upon Trent, Staffs DEl5 9RJ.

EDITOR
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Contacting the Hon. General Secretary or Editor by phone: [fvou necd to contact me bl'phone, there is a 24
hour answering/fax machine in my BSBI office. just leave a message (including your phone number - most
important, don't assume I have it. and please speak slowly) and I will get back to you. The nunrber oftimes I get
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